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Since the ttme of Goodt11e (1910), much work has been done 
on the effect of gonadectomy to birds. Becftuse of the h1gh de-
grnE! of sexual dimorphism and easy availab1lity, the domestic 
fowl has been used by the maJority of investigators i.n this 
field. Dom (1924-) dld the ",.,lost extensive work on this problem 
and reoorded 1n grEwt detail the changes in primary, accessory 
a.nd secondary sexual characters following ovariectomy and or-
chlectom1 in the brown Leghorn fowl. He observf.:d that subsequent 
to sin1stral ovariectomy (remoTal of lett ovary), the rIght rudI-
mentary gonad which is always present (Brode 1928) hypertrophies 
and depending on the nature of this gonad at the time of opera-
t1on, it develops into e1.ther a testIs, an ovotestis or an !)vary. 
If ovariectomy 115 perfor.ad before the g(!rm cells in the right 
gonad have dIsappeared, spermatogenesis may occur. The left 
oviduct generally remains in the juvenIle condition until such 
time as the hypertrophied right gonAd begins to secrete estrogen. 
Not infrequently, it becomes greatly distended with fluid, a can-
tU tlon spoken of as hydrosalpinx. The plumage becomes male in 
character and such individuals acquired a certain degree of mas-
culine behavior as a consequence ot the androgen secreted by the 
hypertroPhied rudimentary right gl1nad. Subsequently, the plumage 
of most of these poulards, after a varying lapse ()f time, reverted 
1 
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to the female or henny type. This revt;rsion to the female type 
coincides with the production of estrogen by the hypertrophied 
right gonad. Following complete castration, regardless of age, 
the henny feathered poulard again developed the male or capon 
type plumage. Implantation of ovaries or injection of estrogen 
into castrates brought about the development of the female plum-
age. These results show that the c.cky feathering in the brown 
Leghorn fowl is the neutral type while the henny plumage is hor-
mone controlled. 
Similar experiments have been carried out in a few other 
species of birds but not always with similar results. Van Oordt 
and Junge (1933 a, band 1936) found that in the ruff and in the 
black headed gull, the character of the plumage is controlled by 
the male sex hormone, while in the English sparrow (Keck 1934) 
no change in plumage occurs following either ovariectomy or 
orchiectomy. Varying results are also reported in the case of 
pheas~nts and quails. Domm (1939), in preliminary experiments, 
fOQ~d that in the common ring-neck pheasant and in the bobwhite 
quail ovariectomy resulted in the development of the cock plumage. 
In neith8r form was significant hypertrophy Gf the rudimentary 
right gonad observed. On the other hand, Witschi (1960), on the 
basis of limited observation and exnerlments, reported that in 
the Ja~anese fighting quail the control of sexual differences in 
plumage seems to be genetically determined. 
These seemingly conflicting results in several species of 
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birds, and the fact thtit the above findi"'igs were based on li-
mited experimental observations, led us to conduct an extensive 
investigation on the effects of gonadectomy 1n the Japanese quaIl 
(Cetqrn1'£ cotlY:!llJi JIPon~AA, Temrolnck and Schlegel). 
Since we found no report on the embryology of the gonads in 
this species fJnd since inf'ormati:::m "0 the extent of embryonic 
development and subsequf,nt involution of the rudimentary right 
gonad 1s essential for a correct interpretation of the changes 
that might eccur following sinistral ovarlectcuny, it Wfi.S also 
decided to study the embryolog1cal development of the ovaries. 
Henee, the purpose of the present investigation was twofold; 
1) to follow the development of the ovar1es with special reference 
to the fate of the rUd1mentary right gonad and 2) to study the 
effects of sinistral ov&r1ectomy and bilateral oreh1ectOtllY. It 1. 
oonsidered that the present invest1gation w111 further our under-
standing on the development and ph1s181ogy of the rudimentary 
right gonfiild and the factors controlling sex characters 1n birds. 
I,ltt1e 1s known stout th~ embryology of the Japanese Coturnt% 
quail. Padgett and 1vey (1960) reported on the normal embryology 
but their study was limited to the pertinent changes in mDrphology 
fro',":'! the first day of incubation to the day of hatching. A brief 
eO'Jparison of the day by day developm.ent with that of th(-) ch1ck 
and bob-white quail was also made. No mention was made of the 
development of the gonads or other visceral organs. 
The embryology of the chick (Gilly! gomllti;Y') on the other 
hand i$ very well known. An elementary understanding of the em-
bryology of birds was known to the ancient Egyptian, Indian, And 
Chinese people. The first fully preserved account, a detailed 
description of the chick embryo 1s credited to Aristotle (438 -
322 B.C.). In Book III, Chapter 2, and Book VI, Chapter 3 of his 
'Hlstoria an1m.allum', Aristotle discusses the development of the 
chick, the f.ormation of the eg, from the '"DiU' trin'II£SMm' and 
records other significant observations tar in advance of his pe-
riod. Although sporadic ""ork has been done since then, 1 twas 
during the Renaissance Period, that detailed accounts of the chick 
embryo appeared through the worIts of' Fabricius (1621), Harvey 
(16,J ), and M.alpighi (1.672). A detailed account of these early 
works 1s, however, not necessary since very accurate Gind elaborate 
papers have been published in comparatively recent years. 
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Waldeyer's famous article, "J~teut9.~ .l!!lSll:.1tt , \;lh1ch appears 
in 1870, may be c:lns1dered as the b(~ginn1ng of modern investlga-
tinns rela.t1v(~ to the sex glands of the fowl. In this paper the 
idea was advanced for the first time that the germ cells arise 
frr){~ the ger'l11nal epithelium a coneent supported and refuted by 
subsequent workers. 
Von f4ihalkev1cs (1885) work:tn{;. on the embryology of the duck 
was the first investigator tC) observe the two proliferations whic 
the garrninal epithelium undergoes 1n the female. He designated 
the cells of the second proliferat1on as primordial eggs Q,nd the 
cells surroundlng them as the follicular cells. Up to his time, 
the true sex cords were constantly contused with the rete cords 
both as to orlgtn and functiQn. He clearly pOinted ()ut that the 
rete cords arise from the wolrrlan tubules and. the epithelium of 
ijowman IS ea paule. 
Laulanie (1886) stUdied the chick embry. and concluded that 
the primordial sex gland was bi-sexual; that the germinal ep1-
thelium gave rise t!) the female c:)tnpenent and th!:l.t the male ele-
ments were present 1,n the network of cord.s derIved from the stroBla 
:In the m1ddle of the gonad. According to him, the gonad was not 
:indifferent but hermaphrodit1c. He believed that later in devel-
opment one of the sexual elements degenerated and in consequence, 
the gland becaMe malo @r remElle as the case might be. This idea 
now has only historical significance. 
In 1887, Semon recorded his observati,:>ns on the develQ:pment 
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of thE) chick. He 1)e1ieved that the sex cords arose as outgrowths 
of the capsules of the Wolffian bodies. As Haldeyer (1870) dId, 
he, too, saw two kinds of cells in the germinal epithelium, the 
columnar coelomic epithelial cells and the large clear Drimord1al 
germ cells, the latter being derived from the former through suc-
cessive changes. In embryos of about six days incubatirm, he saw 
sex cords grow out or the Malpheg1an body, reach the germinal 
epithelium Qnd germ cells m1grating into It. The germ calls later 
develoned into sex cells and the small peritoneal-like cells gave 
rise to the supporting cells. Semon's paper is important in that 
he 'Was the first to show a continuity in the chick between the 
primordial germ cells of the embryo and the male sex cells of the 
adult. This flnding in the chick rellowed Nussbaum's (1880) 
observatlcm or the saune process 1n Rana and in Teleosts. 
Prenant (1890) made a study on a complete series of chiok em-
bryos and observed the evolution or the gonad, particularly the 
histogenesis of the s~alnifer.us tubule. An elongated ridge, 
covered with peritonflal epithelium, v18S !'l9ticed bli him as early as 
three days ef incubation on the medial surface of the Woltfian 
body, lateral to the root or the meaentry, which elevation he 
called the genital ridge. He belieVed that the germ cells could 
arise from the germinal epithelium and the stroma since he saw 
primordial germ cells in these two ar{;;as in 3t day old embryos. 
Soon after Semon, Hoffman (1892) came up with a magnificent 
work on his findings in about a dozen speci.es of birds, mainly 
1 
tai<en from the grnup of Waders. His publlcaticn marks the belln-
ning of an enoch in eonnectl~')n w1 th rese.arch on sex cell formatten 
for he found three species, HltmotoPBI oltral@£lYh St;ergl R.!.tI-
gls§! and Ga~l&nYlI ghloropul, in which the germ cells dId not 
originate from the modified germinal epithelium at least in part, 
if ~ot completely, He argued that the germ cells which he called 
"ovules primi tits" have an extra conadal origin for he saw these 
cells in the splanchnic plate )f mesoderm in embryos as early as 
the twenty-three 80mi te stage when the g~)rmlnal eni thelium was 
not yet formed. Although he failed to trace their ancestry, his 
'f,rr,rk encouraged subsequent workers to trace the origIn of germ 
cells and, as fa consequence, led to a serIes of controversies be-
tween those whQ believed in the extra-conadal and those who be-
lieved in the Intra-genadal origin Qf these germ cells. 
Nussbaum (1901), Rubaschkln (1907), and Von Berenberg-
Goasler (1912), were the pioneer workers who investigated the 
origin of the germ cells in the chick. They were able to find, 
in embryos of twenty-two to twenty-three somites, typioa1 germ 
cells in the entoclt'l!rm 8,ud aplanchenic mesoderm lateral to the 
coelorn1c angle, some of which, in elder embryos, had passed into 
the germinal epithelium. 
d'Hellander (1904) studied elgenesis 1n the rowl and de-
scribed in detail the changes, nuclear and otherwise, which the 
•• • 00gon1a and oocytes undergo in the process of oogenesis. From 
the series of observat.ions he lr..ade on embryos of ten (18Y5 and 
-older, he concluded that the germinal eDitheliurtl gives rise to 
6;Jithel1al buds, which grow down into the ovarian stroma. The 
o;gonia and primordial foll1cl~~ cells arise from these gprmlna-
t1ve api thelial buds, by s. process of differentiation. He also 
.. 
observed, that the period of mul tipl1catlon of th.e oocytes 1s 
followed by a growth phase at about fourteen days of incubation 
.. 
and that by the fourth day after hatching the oocytes are en-
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circled by the primary follicles. Careful observations were also 
reported on the cj/tel.gical changes that occur in the nucleus or 
.. 
the oocytes from the fourteenth day or inCUbation to the fQurth 
day after hatching_ 
One of the most complete and comprehensive studies on the 
development of the gonad 1n the domestic fowl was made by Firket 
(1914 - 1920). In his f1,rst 'Publlcation whieh is Part I of' thls 
series, he dealt w1th the formation of the ~~enltal rIdge, the 
development of the lett ovary end discussed the origIn ot the sex 
cells in the femele. The development and subsequent cessation in 
growth of the right gonad of the female, the organogenesis of the 
testes and the condItion of the genital organs of the adult are 
described 1n Part II. From these studies, Flrket concluded that 
the rete testis arose from the mesenchyme between the gorminal 
epi thelium and the mesonenhrl.c tissue and that their eonneetlGn 
to BOwr:1an's capsule was secondary. He noticed the extra-gonadal 
origin of the nrim&rdial gorm cells but claimed that, in the 
oeurse of develop~.ent, they degenerate and disappear. The 
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.. definitive oocytes of the adult, according to him, arise from the 
gnrmlnsl €H>lthellum. The gerzl'linal epithelium gives rise to two 
prolIferations in the female - the primary and the secondary, the 
cells of the sec')ndary later dIfferentiate inta the cortical per-
tion of the ovary while 1n the male the cells resulting from the 
slni~le prolIferation give rise to the testis. He observed the 
retardation 1n growth of the right gonad in the female embryo but 
reported no evidenoe of its pers15t~nce in the adult. 
Another important contribution to the development of the 
gr,nads 1n the domestie fowl 'Was made l)y Swift (1914, 1915, and 
1916). In these three papers, Swift discussed in detail not only 
the origin and development of the sex cords 1n both sexes, but 
also the origin and early history of the primordial germ cells 
and their role in the formatlcm of the true sex cells. He 'Was 
the first to show that tfH! pr1mQrdial gerol cells in the fovl 
or1ginate from the entr)derIl'l. ~t the anterior and antero-lateral 
margins of the area pellucida of embryos begInning with the pri-
mltlve streak stage to about the time of the three somite stage. 
These eells later migrated by way of the blood stream to the 
gonad where they developed into the true sex cells in both male 
anti female. {,ike F1rket, he, too, found an asymmetry in the 
distribution of the gf::'!rm cells i,n the early gt1nads. which wer€" 
about two to five times ~'nGre numerous in the left gonad. The 
f'ormation of medullary and cortical tissue from the germinal 
enltheliuM of the female and. only medullary tissue :tn the male 
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were meticulously described. 
The histr)ry of ger'; cells 1 n th~) domestic fowl \\f.)S also 
studied by Goldsl"lith (1928) t who arrived at similar cnoclusions 
regarding the origin and migrat10n of the :f)rimordlal gar.!:! cells. 
This investIgator maintained that tbere is no widetmread de-
generatirm of the orir:;.ordial gerrd cells after their arrival in 
the gonad region, and that there 15 no transformation of somatic 
cells into definitive germ cells, an opinion contrary to that of 
Firket. 
gssenberg and Garwack.1 (1938), working on the developlnent 
of the c!lick in our own laboratory, emphatically deny the claim 
• that the nr1mordial g~rm cell gives rise to the definitive oocyte, 
•• and arglle that the oocytes sre derived entirely from the gf::rminal 
epithelium. 
Erode (1928) made a chronological stUdy on the histological 
condition of the right and lett ovary 1n embryos of the domestiC 
fowl from nine days incubation to eighteen months post-hatch. 
Th:ts investigation establiShed tho fact that a rudiment of the 
right ovary is present thrQughout life in the brol,ffl Leghorn fowl. 
Ab~)ut 61% or the right rudimentary gonads in adults contained 
QuIy medullary tlssae while tht'f remainder also revealed SOMe cor-
tical tissue. Normal pri'!'lordlal ger'D: cells were found in the 
meduJ lary t.issue up to three lNeeks atter hatching, following wh1 ch 
they gradually disspi:"">ared or could no longer be recog lzed. The 
medullary cords pprsistf!!d throughout the entire life cycle, either 
11 
BS diste::lded tubules Dr as isolated cords of'!odlf1ed e:')i thelial 
cellS. 
Aoart from the demestic fowl, embryological studies have been 
repOrted tn few other birds. Blocker (1933) studted the embry-
ology of PIII!I gom§It1cYI, where he traced the history of the 
germ cells, development of the l.ndifferent gonad and sex differ-
entiation. liis work 1s important in that he brings 'Jut a con-
flicting opinion with respect to the origin of the medullary 
cords. He does not believe that the medullary cords are prolif-
erated from the gprminal epithelium and reports that, 
"in Puslr dom!st1cul, no such forl.'lGti(ln of cords from 
the epIthelium seems to take place. The epithelimn of 
the early gonads as far as can be observed, remains of 
uniform thiCkneSSl conSisting of two to three layers of flattened epithel al cells. The nuclei of the dense 
underlying mesenchyme tissue rearrange themselves 1n 
such a way as to give rise to indifferent gonad, the 
appearance of being made up of 1.nd1.stlnct tubules or 
cords". 
A similar view is held by yJltschi (1935 a) from observations 
on the embryonic development of the chick, the E:ngllsh sparrow 
a,nd the Red l~lng Black bird. According to him, the indi.fferent 
gr:}nads become organ1zed during the fourth day. They consist of a 
cortex, derived from the strip of splanchnopleure above the CQ;}-
lom1c a.ngle and a medulla which arises from the blastmna of the 
mesonephric cord. As to the asymmetry of the sex glands of birds, 
he argues that this is due t·') a primary, hereditarIly fixed, de-
ficiency of the right cortical inductor. 
The embryonic h1stJrj' ,.,f the f;oneds of thf; White Pekin duck 
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is also known throur,h the investigations of Burwell (1931) and 
{,ewis (1946), (both namE>::s belong t(') the same :iers~>n). m'le sup-
ports the extra gonadal or1ginot th. • .? gf'rm cell s and the epi-
thelial origin of the t'lfldu11a in the duck. In the latter work she 
stuJ1ed the effects of several estrogens and an androgen Gn the 
development of the gonads snd gonoducts. From her study on the 
effects of' these hormones in the 1.ncubating egg, she concluded 
that cortical cords may form fro;:'1 the germinal epithelium of the 
left testis or from the primary testicular cords wlliet) have grown 
out and formed a layer on the surface of the gonad. 
A comprehensive study of the literature regarding the occur-
rence of a right ovary end ovlduet in birds was made by 
Chappelller (191j). He noted tha.t the pheocnnenon is w1despread, 
existing in birds of forty-four .peel.es belonging to twenty-nine 
different genera of ten orders. Fourteen cases were cited in 
wbich the rlght OVtlry was larger than the left ovary and two 
cases in wl')ich the lett ovary was absent while the right was 
normal. 
The condi tlon of the urinGgenl tal syst<i~m in owls, at least 
in five dlfferent species examined, is quit£' similar to that 
i'm.md in the domestic fowl, 1n having an ovary and oviduct only 
on the left slde (Domm - 1939). On the other hand, examination 
of seven spee:t.es of hawks revealed bilateral developm.ent or 
ovaries in varying degrees. In ilarsh hawks, (~;.1rOU! hMdsQn~UI), 
ttle right ovary 1s invar1ally nre~~ent "Whtle several fied-tailed 
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hawks (l1ute2 l.llneat:\tl> were encountered 1n wh1ch no right mva-
1'1e9 were found. 
Stanley (1937), also presented evidence to show t.hat certain 
species of the Falconiforms st:l11, retain the primitive type of 
bilateral ovar1es wnich are of nearly equal size (ClrsYJJ hudsen1us. 
AC91~'tlf gooPfttl). In other species of the same order, the right 
-
ovary is much reduced. retaining throughout life the appearance of 
a small rUdimentary gland <p.thart!, .i!!U .!Rtftptr1onaltl, ~'g~lo 
.12. R.li~IP:tc'EU§). However, the majority of spec1es are character-
ized by varying degrees of reduction of the right ovary forming a 
complete series from normal size to 1ts v1rtual absence. 
WtJrk1ng on germ cell "iigratlQn in relat10n to asymmetry in 
the sex glands of hawks. Stanley and Witschi (1940), reported 
that as a rule the right ovary is largest in Accipitrinae and is 
progressively smaller In Falconinae, Buteoninae and Cathartidae. 
In the Stri~ida~ no right ovary vas ever found. They also noticed 
a :_1rimary asymmetry in the dlstrfbution of the germ cells 1n the 
splanchnic plates prIor to the formatIon of gonad primordia; the 
left side having a slightly higher number of germ oells. F'urther, 
in b1,rds hav1ng a rUdimentary rit;ht gonad, they found that the 
germ cells migrate from the right to the left side across the 
dorsal mesentery during d1fferent1atien of the gonad. 
As for quail, so rar 8S we know, no infor:natlon is available 
as to the nature of tho right rudimentary gonad. 
1" 
Since ancient times, people have been aware of the effects of 
castration in animals a8 well as in human beings. In the Orient 
and in Gerly Greece the employment of Eunucns - castrated human 
males - as Chamberlains of Royal courts has long been recorded. 
Similarly, castration of the bull for practical purposes was Q 
CO!:l!'TIon practIce among cattle breeders allover the 'World. Thls 
was true with respect to the cock. For centurIes castration of 
both sexes of fowl was oraetleed for commercial purposes and the 
more obvious consequences were described and picture4 in the 
histgr1, loima11Ym of 15;~ by C~nrad Gesner. Howevor, scientific 
analysis )f the effocts of. Cf1stret1on dates back only t:l the early 
part ot the present century. 
Qye£,s;e1toiY l 
Guthrie (1910) was probably the first to record the reSt~ts 
of ovariectomy in post embryonic rowl. nG was studylnr. the 31a-
'Vival or the engrafted. ovary, when he noticed a case f)t degenera-
tion ot the 8raft tn an oV8.riectom1zud bird and observed the 
follo'Winga 
"The pullet rapidly acquired not only the 
outward ~natomlcal features of the oock .. 
~oocks OOl'1'l'b t wattles, long r .. aekle and tail feathers, rapidly developing spurs, carrIage, 
etc. - but the behavior aa well was that or a 
L'Ulle; i t e:x..~ibi ted a pugnacious attl tude to-
ward! other cocKs, was attracted by hens, and 
even "'lent 80 far as to tread hellS as a cock". 
-So he concluded that 
"removal of the 'Ovaries trom a yotmg rell8.1e 
1s followed by a subnormal developnent ot 
female character:J.!'t1cs including sterility. 
The general efrect on development m&y be 
so strong that on reach1ng adult age, the 
unsexual animal may present qualities as 
strongly masculine as feminine-'. 
1; 
It 1s· s\U"'prl sing tlult he failed to notice the hypertroph1ed right 
goned t for we 1'l.ow y.J1o'W that there must have been one, 1n h'l s sox 
reversed fowl. 
Leaving this chance observation or GuthrIe, it was Goodale 
(1913, 1916), who first beg~n a systematic study on the effect. or 
ovar1f'1ctollY in dom~s.t1c fowl. By carefully nottng the changes in 
thr:: plumage and other secondary sex characters, he conclu.ded,appal'-
cntly not aware of the resnl ts of GuthrIe, that the fE)l!lale may 
assume male sexual oharacters following ovar1.ectomy. Oondale placed 
1i tt1e slgnlflc~nce on the hypertropny of the rucU.roentnry rj.ght 
gonad, for he found only nephrogenous tissue on histological exam-
j,nation of the right gonad. 
Benei twas cme ot the early workers to repeat the work of 
Goodale on the fowl. Through a serIes of publications, (1923, 
1924, 1926. 1932) he recorded extensive observations on the 
effects ot ovariectomy. Although, he reported on only two birds 
in his first attempt, (1923), he was fortunate in gettIng cOfuplete 
sex reversal in botb cases. These two birds presuJnab1y developed 
all the external ;~ale characters, while internally on the right 
at the level of the adrensls 1n each was found a testis 'V/hlch, 
-on hlst()log1cal examination, showed spermatogenesis in some of 
their tubules. 
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As early as 1922, Zavadowsky had observed regeneration on the 
right side at the level of the adrenals 1n all of his ovariecto-
mized b1rds, and correlated with this was a more or less complete 
assumption of male characters. In a later publication, (1926 8), 
on the effects of ovariectomy, he also re!~rted spermatogenesis in 
the right hypertrophIed gt}nad of one of his cases. 
Pezard, (1922), states that he never observed regeneration on 
the right side 1n any of his hens. Later, however, Pezard et al, 
(1925), reported several cases in which thft ovariectomized female, 
developed the plumage, bead furnishIngs and spurs of the male, 
while internally en the left, in lome, was fl')und tissue which on 
histological examination revealed immature seminiferous tubules 
in the center and ovarian follicles at the peri phery. r~o mentiQn 
was made of the right gonad. 
Finlay (192S) observed regeneration on the right in two ova-
riectomized birds. Greenwood (192,) studied these regenerated 
masses histologically and found that one was testicular in struc-
ture while the other WblS sn ovotestis. 
A '71ore extensive and complete investlgatlon on the problem 
of sex reversal in the domestic fowl was made by Domm. As early 
as 1924, 8 pioneer report on sex revers&l following ovariectoMY 
in the fowl appeared, which was followed (1921) by a 'report 
c;~Jmpendium' on new experiments in ovariectomjl and the t:>roblem of 
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sex inversion in which he reported the results r:m one hundred and 
tl40 cases. H1.8 experimental studi.es (1927) were divided into 
three sections: 1. the effects of complete rernoval of the lett 
ovary, 2. the effects of incomplete ovariectomy, and 3. the 
effects of secondary operations, ie., removal of regenerated 
and/or hypertrophied gonads. In all these cases, the effects on 
the hypertrophied gonad, if any, the accessory sex ergans (ovi-
ducts and WOlffian ducts), 8.c~'ndary sexual characters such as 
he$d furnishings, plumage, spurs, size, behavior, etc., were 
meticulously observed and reported. The results may be summarIzed 
as fol10wsl Remeval of the lett ovary always involved, sooner or 
later, development of a gonad on the right side (testis-llke In 
all except two cases of ovary and one cale of ovo-testis) which 
shl.'Hled indications of secretion ot male hOl'llane and in most of the 
cases also temele hormone at a later time. Growth of testis-llke 
tissue was a180 found on the site of the removed lett ovary, an 
observation not previously made. OvarIectomy tended to arrest the 
growth of the ovIducts except when ovarian tissue was present or 
when the hypertrophied gonad bega.n to .ecrete female hryrmOnEh In 
the presenoe of testls-1lke gonads, the Wo1fflan duets responded 
by growth and often by 00111.ng. Likewise, the head furnishings 
assumed the character and size of those of the norrl1al male. The 
plumage changed to the neutral or capon type. Where the hyper-
trophied gonads also began to secrete female hormone, the plumage 
roverted to the female type, either completely and permanently or 
onlY rart1al1y for varying periods. The latter ::"lay remain the 
intermediate stage Indef'in1 tely th,)ugh many ultimately reverted 
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t~ the neutral or ,1lale pattern. 'l'he molt of the poulnrds was fre-
qUB;)tly irregul&l' and ll\an~ of them1id not pass thr,);lgh tne re-
gular j¥lolt "f n(,rtfHll birds. 'rhe spurs developed i,n all overiec-
t()mized fE:.n&les ~nd in ',uatl4re indbrld:.mls they were usually as 
lon& as th)se of th.e cock. thvugh their rate ;)f gro\Jth v3r:ted 
som,jwhst. The be11cP/lu£ "YI poulards bacame strikingly !nasculine. 
Crt)w:1l1g, corr.'.Ja tiveness and courtshl p behavior were commonly ob-
served tHld while tresd1nl attempts werg frequent, copulatll)n "Wss 
only witnessed ,:m a f.r:w occas1ons. Body size var! ad but t in 
general, It nrrprOXlnlQted thtlt of the normal te::nale being in:ferior 
Incomplete ()variectofl,Y resulted in a comLination of fi1ale and 
female plur~ge, the greater the amount of ovarian tlS5U~ fotmd 
et laIlsrotoLuy or autopsy t the more proft':Junced were the fewfile 
ChfIT$H!terf' dlsplayed. 
The removal ,,,r all gonad~l t1 ssue rmsul ted :In poulards. 
sim1lar to the cupon in appearance and behavior. 
Commenting on Dommie (1927) work, Lillie (1927) concludes that 
"the working hypothesis to which we are led by 
Donw's results is negatively, that there 1s no 
inversion of cells involved 1n the transforma-
ti')ns that fol10\,1 ovariectomy in the hen, or, 
positively, that the cells follow their em-
bryonic determination throughout the ent1rEt 
series of transformati')nft • 
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In none of Do.:':m t s (1927) poulards was spermatogenesis ob-
served in the hypertrophied testis-like gcmads. Thi.s was parti-
cularly baffling since Benoit (1923) and Zawadowsky (1')26) had 
observed spermatogenesis in ovariectomized f()wl, from a rolatively 
insignificant number of experiments. There vas, however, one rea-
son for this difference in rasu) ts. Domm had operated on older 
birds, mostly three to eight or nine r.:\onths, while the above in-
vestigators had worked on younger birds. Brode (1928, vide supra) 
working ln Domm's laboratory, found that the prlmordial germ cells 
disappear from the right rudimentary gonad of the fowl by appro-
xiMately three weeks after hatching so that by the end of the 
first month they have dIsappeared or can no longar be recognized. 
Therefore, Domm (1929 b) made Q systematic study on the effect of 
age at the time of operation on the occurrence of st:'ler!ilstogenesls 
in the poulsrd. In this serles he observed spermatogenesis in 16 
cases out of a tota.l of 225 ovariectomized brown Leghorns. The 
majority of these had been ovariectomized prior to 30 days but 
several had been operated as late as 60 days of age. On the basis 
of this data, Domm (Ibid) hypothesized that# 
.. priml)rdlal germ cells are nece:';sary for gametogenesis 
and that when they beoome Incorporated in the cords of 
the medulla, they produce spermatogenesis, and when in 
the cortical elements of the gonad they produce 
ovogenesis". 
?,ados (193l) reported spermatogenesis in three of thirteen 
birds wfJich had been ovariectomized at 75, 87 and 102 days of age, 
thus indicating that, 11' Domm's bypothesis is correct, germ cells 
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maY occasionally occur in the right rudimentary gonad of the fowl 
beyond the age of 30 days. 
Studying the materials from the experiments or Domm (1927), 
Gray (1930) traced the development of the testicular tubules in 
the hypertrophied gonads. He d.escribed four tynes of inter-
tubular tissues: 1. fibrous connectIve tissue, 2. masses ot 
lymphoid tissue, 3. various blood elements an(1 4. tat-ladden 
cells. .As tor the source ot the hormones seereted by these go-
nads, he argued that only to the medullary tissue c:an this func-
tinn be 10g1ca11.y attrIbuted. 
Onee the basic effects ot ovariectomy were understood, 
workers began to investigate the principles responsible for sex 
inversion in the f,;)wl by other experimental a pproaches such as, 
implantation of gonads and hypophysiS, introduction of hormones, 
etc. Demm (1928) tried transplanting rudimentary right lonads ana 
hypertrophied right gonads into cocks and capons. Only a few of 
these trensp1ants became successfully established and it was felt 
thnt the lack of genetic relationship between dO:lor and host and. 
the firm consistency of most of the engrafted gonads, which con-
sequently did not lend themselves readIly to vascularization, 
were factors responsible t'or the lack of success rather than an 
inadequate technique. On the other hand, 1n the threE: sucoessful. 
cases of transplantation of ovary into eSDons, it was found that 
crmtrary to some EUlrller observatlt.:ms of practically complete 
feminization, first the female and later th$ male characters 
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developed. This gave rise to the susp1cion that the medullary 
as well as cortical elements had become act1vated 1n the growing 
graft. A sh:l1lar attem:ot with nf!:)rrnal testis !trafted into bi-
laterally ovariectomized fowl (Domm 1929) showed that the host 
continued to retain its male characters, which observation led 
l)omm to conclude that the norii181 testis p,nd testjs-llke hyper-
trophted gonad behavf1 differently in hormone production and its 
effects on plumage and thus confirmed his I)bservatlons in the 
sinistrally ovariectomized p0ulard. 
Domm (1931) implanted hypophysis into young female chicks, 
and fou.nd that the implAnts acted directly on the g-:mad tissues 
of the host producing a precooious endocrine, rather than game-
togenet1c function for he found no evidence of gametogenes1s de-
api tEl! the fact that the sexual character. had been preooeil:>usly 
developed. The right rudimentary gonads were not significantly 
affected by the implants. An effect similar to that of hypo-
physeal implantation \l8.S 81so reported by Domm and Van Dyke (1932) 
in young female chicks follow1ng daily 1njeetl:')t'}s of pituitary 
Heb1n, an hypophyseal extract prepared from powdered sheep's 
pituitaries. On the other hand, injections of pituitary Hebin 
into eapClms (Demm 1933 b) did not affect either olumage or head 
furnishings. From thiS, the author concluded that the ehfl.nges 
noticed in the former experi.ments were .medisted through the gonads. 
Domm (1933e) injected pituitary Bebin in sinistrally ovariecto-
mized fowl and found no effect on the rudimentary right gonad. 
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However, injeotions (if this preparation in female embryos, 
forty-eight hours to nine days in age, brou.ght about substantial 
development of the rudimentary gonad (Dc>mm and Dennis 1937, Domm 
1937). Thus it was found that the right gonad is responsive to 
Hel1in only in the early stages of development and non-responsive 
in later stages. 
Inj ections of Pregnant Mare Serum (P .~l;.8. ), Fol1icle-
stimulating Horl'll¢ne (F.S.H.) and Luteinizing Hormone (I,.H.) were 
shown by Taber (1948) to behave !'f)ore or less the same as those 
of Hebin. Kornfeld (1953) and Kornfeld and Nalbandov (1954) 
studied endocrine influences on the development of the rudimentary 
gonad of the fowl. Exogenous estrogen and to a lesser extent an-
drogen was observed to inhibl t the growth of the rudlrnentary 
gonad of the ovariectomized towl. Prolact1n, similarly was ob-
served to inh1bit hypertrophy of the rud1mentary right gonad in 
poulards and hypophysectomy significantly depressed the mean 
wei 'ht of this gonad. All attempts to accelerate growth of the 
right gonad in poulards, or to maintain it in ovariectomized 
hypophysectomized birds failed. 
Taber at a1 (1958), working along similar lines, brought 
forth further evidence on the effect of estrogen and androgen on 
tha rudimentary right gonad of oVtilrieetomized poulards. In all 
these cases, inhibition was observed only in the medullary com-
ponent of the right gonad while the cortical c1.:1mponent, found in 
2C> to 30% of the cases (Kornfeld 1953, Taber at a1 1958), was not 
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affected to any statistically significant degree. This fact led 
Gardner and Taber (1963) to conclude that inhibItion of the right 
Conad (both medulla and cortex) by the left ')vary, in normal birds 
must be affected not by the ster()1d-11ke estrogen ()r androgel'.1 pro-
duced by the left Qvory, but by S\lme other substf~nce secroted by 
thi.s gonad. The experimental evidence for this assumption \!las 
the fact that tnjections (jf extracts of acetone drioo ovaries con-
taining no detectable estrogftn, according to them, brought about 
a statistically s1gn.lflc~nt inh1bl tl.on of the right rudimentary 
gonad. In. the light of th1.s evidence, it 1-8 significant to note 
trlllt Kornteld (1960) brought about, for the first time, an experi-
mentally induced prol:f.teration of the rudimentary right gonad in 
intact fowl by en anti-estrogenic agent, 17« - ethyl - 19 
Nortestosterone (nilevar-6earle). These conflicting reports 
would seem to indicate that the ~echen1sm by which the lett evary 
Inhlb1 ts the right gona<', 1s not yet completely understcQd. 
Ovariectomy has also been performed on birds other than the 
domestic fowl but not always with s1milar results. The findings 
an ovariectomy and castre.t:l<;n in some sexWllly dimorphic birds, 
including those which show seasonal variation in plumage, have 
been brilliantly reviewed by Dornm (1939) and more recently by 
W1tsehl (1960). 
In fancy breeds of chickens such as Sebr1ght bantams, where 
the male and female are norm.slly hen feathered, both sexes were 
observed to assume the cock plumage after castration (i,lorgan 1915-
-1920. Eliot 1928). nut as the right rudimentary gonad hyper-
trophied in the poulards, the plumage reverted to the henny type 
(Eliot 1928). Thus in this breed as in the brown Leghorn, the 
cocky plumage :J.s the neutral form while the henny plumage of both 
male and female 1s the hormone controlled variant. 
Athlas (1928 A,b, and 1931) and Fadoa (1931) performed ova-
riectomy experiments on the turkey hen and found that this opera-
tinn did not change the plumage. However, Van Oordt (1933) and 
Scott and Payne (1931+) performed similar experiments and found 
that such birds, after molting, assumed the neutral bronze plumage 
of the cock. Athias later admitted (see Van Oordt 1936) that his 
poulards assumed the neutral plumage at a later period. Neither 
PadoQ (1931) nor Van Oordt (1933) observed any h1pertrophf ot the 
rudimentary right gonad. 
Removal of the lett ovary in the eOnL"non pheasant <ebas1illul 
co1eh',9U1) and also !n hybrid females from a cross between the 
silver pheasant (Genna!ul Dysth!l!eru) and the common pheasant was 
fOllowed by the assumption of cocky plumage (Zawadowsky 1922, 
1926b). Oomm (1938, 1939) in a series of ovariectomies in the 
co~~on ring-neck ~as1!Pi1 solcblcYi $C99U1tYI> found that the 
female assumed the cocky type of plumage but did not develop the 
brilliant red papillary skin found so conspicuously developed 
about the eyes of the male duri.ng the breeding season. Spurs did 
not develop either. No hypertrephy of the rudimentary right 
gonad was observed. 
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SiMilarly ovariectomy in Ll')bwhi te quail (gclinu§ Iirgln~irml) 
has shown that the poulards develoo the black snd the white plum-
age markings character1st1c of males. There was no hypertrophy 
of the rudimentary right gonad (Domm 1939). 
W1tsch1 (1960), based on lim1ted observat1ons and experiments 
reported that in Javanese fighting quail (l~rn~! RUlnal) the con-
trol of sexual differences 1n plumage is genetic. 
Duerden (19l9) recorded interesting observations on the ova-
riectomized ostrich 1n which the poulards developed the black 
plumes of the male. Th1s author reported that since the latter 
are ~ore valuable commercially. spaying of females 1s an enter-
prise practiced by some African farmer •• 
In birds showing seasonal sexual dlmorphisIn,the results of 
ovariectomy are equally divergent. Ducks are a good example of 
birds showing seasonal sexual dImorphism. The female wears a 
henny-type plumage throughout the year but the drake displays two 
tynes of plumage. During the breeding seast>o, he wears a plumage 
limilar to that 01' the hen. After the post nuptial molt, a bril-
liant cock plumage appears, which is retained until the next 
breeding season. Removal of the ovary 1n the RQuen, t·1allard or 
English Gray Call duck is followed by the assumptlon of the brl1-
liant fnale plumage (Goodale 1910, 1913, 1916; Zawadowsky 1926b, 
Cavazza 1931, 1932). Witschi (1960) believes that a hypophyseal 
hormone, L.H., is responsible for cock feathr::r1ng 1n the l~allard 
duck. In the normal breeding rem~le, the steroid hormone produced 
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by th(~ ovary checks the L.n. from manifesting its effect, but 
",hen the female hormone 1s lacking ei. ther due to the inactive 
state of the ovary or ovariectomy, the L.H. induces developrnent flf 
the cock plumage. Domm (1939) noted that the Rouen duck differs 
from the chicken 1n that the right gonad reveals hypertrophy only 
1n exceptional cases. 
In weaver finches (IDaplect" .Pt91IS) the females constantly 
wear the typical henny plumage as 1n the Rouen duck. The male 
changes 8easonally between a nupt1al cock plumage and an eclipse 
hen plumage. Castration does not alter the cycle of plumage 
changes in the male. On the other hand, the same periodicity is 
established in ovariectomized female finches, (Wttsehi 1935 b, 
Levi 1936). WIttlchl (1960) interprets this result as in the duck, 
namely, that a hypophyseal hormone, probably L.H., 1s responsible 
for bringIng forth the cock feathering and that in the normal fe-
male development of cock plumage 1s apparently prevented by the 
early release of ovarian estrogens. In the orange weaver (~­
m~laWi !£IDcl§canl) the ovariectomized female does not molt pre-
ceed1rlg the breeding season, but \>Jhen plucked the regenerating 
feathers are not of the henny type but of the male nuptial type. 
Plumage CMlditions in the red-bIlled weaver (!tluelft. ayeles) were 
f~nmd to be identIcal with that of Py.romelana but its bill color 
was found to be contrelled by the ovarian hormones. 
An entirely different control mechanism is reported 1n the 
Case ot gulls and ruff. In the black headed gull (LBrus 
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ridibundes) both male and female wear an eclipse snd a nuptial 
plmnage. Van Oordt and Junge (1933 a,b) found that castration 
arrests the development of nuptial plumage 1n the male which shows 
that this plumage is under the influence of androgens. No females 
were included in the experimental series but these investigators 
believe that ovariectomy would simi1e,rly prevent development ot 
cock plumage in females. A similar phenomen~n is reoorted 1n the 
ruff (Pallo,achM' l?ilCnal) by the above investigators (1936). Domm 
(19.39) believes that in the above two groups or birds, the nuptial 
plumage that appears in the normal femAle 1 .• controlled by andro-
gens elaborated by the medullary component of the ov;,ry rather 
than by estrogen. 
Keck (1934) found that the plumage of the English sparrow 
(PlfS!£ d2m~lt&qul) is not modified by ovariectomy or the injec-
tion of ,ex hormones. The feather pattern in the sparrow there-
tore is apparently genetically determined. 
Orch:tectomy: 
Although castration of the domestic cock has been a COIl1.'l'Ion 
practice for a lone time, systematic studies of its effects on 
secondary sexua.1 characters and behavior are not nwnerous. 
Sellhein (1898), r'oges (1903), Pezard (1911, 1915) t and Goodale 
(1913) stated that total castration does not alter the male type 
of plumage to any appreciable degree i.n the f()w1. All agreed that 
the plumage of capons was more brilliant and abundant and some of 
the feflthers longer than similar feathers in the normal male. 
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Goodale (1913, 1916) 9bserved a disproportionate length in the 
primary coverts of capons when compared with those of the normal 
cock. Similar observaticms were reported by Domm (1'939). 
Zawadowsky (1922) and Benoit (1929) actually recorded measurements 
on tail feathers of capons wh1.ch showed a considerable increase in 
length over those of the male. These results indicate thf;t the 
testis does exercise a oertain degree ot inhibition in the ex-
presslon ot male plumage. Castration experiments on turkeys by 
Ath1as (1928 a,b), Van Oordt (1931, 1933, 1936), Scott and Payne 
(1934), and Pad~Et (1931) on brown and silver pheasant by Pezard 
(1918), on common pheasants by Zawadowsky (1922) and Zawadowsky 
and Kritsch (1926) and on ring-neck pheasants (f.c21ch1eOI !l!-
gRitul) by Do~~ (1939) have all shown that in these birds, the 
male plumage 1s not altered by orchiectomy. 
In sexually dimorphic birds with seasonal variation, castra-
tion experiments have shown divergent results. In the duck it has 
been found that orchiectomy prevents the male from assuming the 
henny plumage during the breeding season. These individuals re-
tain the cocky plumage of the male(Good~le (1910, 1916), 
ZD.wadowsky (19?2, 1929l, Kuhn (1930), Car1drclt and Regnier (1930) 
and Cavazza (1931, 1932». SimIlarly, in the ruff and the gull, 
Von Oordt and Junge (1933 a,b, 1936) found that castration 
arrested the development of nuptial plumage. Thu.s we see that 1n 
these sexually dimorphic species, the male hormone 1s either dI-
rectly or indirectly responsible for the assumption of the 
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reedlng plu'nage 1n the males. 
An ent.Irely different mechanism of hortflOne control 1s seen 1n 
Finches. W1tschl and his associates (1935 b, 1936) found tbat in 
the l\frican weaver finch <,P~romf!lini· lriUlci,canj) castration dId 
not ;'!1l)dlfy the rhythmical change of breeding and eclipse plumage 
in these birds. Siml1~r results were obtained in the red-billed 
veaver <f,lU'J.!Sl gUllea) Wltschl (1960) and in the Bingl1sh sp£lrrow 
(.E!sser dom!!s1tlcus) Keck (1931t). These results suggest a genetIc 
rather than a hormonal control of plumage pattern. 
There Is general agreement among investIgators that such 
characteristics as head furnishings, voIce, courtship behavior and 
pugnacity are affected by castration. Domm (1927) observed that 
following bilsteral orchiectomy of the young adtllt, slngle COMb, 
brown Leghorn fowl, the comb and wattles became pale and shrunken 
and decreased slowly in size. The spurs, on the other hand, 
showed 0 steady growth and the birds became neutral 1n behavior; 
the~' ne1 thar crowed, treaded nor fought wi th other birds. Domm 
also "bserved that the accessory sexual organs of the male under-
went regression following orchiectomy. Similar observations were 
made :tn the turkey a~d SCIr'le of the other t;irds ment1')ned earlier. 
~tJe are not awar~ of any sir!11ar renorts on th~~ effects of 
ovariectomy or orchiectomy in thf! Japanese quail 1:>1' other Coturn1x 
s1"'ecies • 
• j 
Ad. Agostini (9)6) by injecting fol11culnr hormone (Sarono' s 
c')ncentrated Oestrolase) at 500 t.ll. per cc., into the male common 
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quail (CotW;:D~3.2. ,c9tYtnlx), observed that the dimorphic feathers 
of the female were controlled by this hormone. The snotted feath-
ers on the lower neck and upper breast of the female developed in 
males as a result f)f the above injections while developrllent of the 
black mento-gular band of' th.e male was inhibited by the same 
hormone. 
Nagra et &1 (1959) reported on the histogenesis and response 
to sex steroids of the cloacal glands in the Japanese quail <£2-
turnlx s. JI2ilQ1sl). In castrated males, these glands were re-
duced in size. The adflin1stratl)fl of maJe hormone (testosterone 
cyelopentyl propionate) in cQstrates caused hypertrophy of the 
cloacal glands and the musculature of the dorsal cloacal wall. 
These tnvestlgators made no mention of ovariectomy experi~lents on 
this bird. 
III HATERIA L i.;,ND HriT}WDS 
The animal selected f!)r the nresent investlgatiDn was the 
Jspanese quail (CgtUfol,1 coturn1x JIPQnlS0, Temminck & Schlegel), 
one of the eight distinct races ot the coturnix species recognized 
by Peters (193"'). Its systeJnatlc posi tlon is shown below! 
Order GAtt IJ;\JRl:l ES 
Sub Order GALLI 
Super if'amily PHASIAUOIDEA 
Family PRASIltNIDAE 
Sub }I'amily PHASIANINAE 
Genus Cotyrni ¥ 
Species goturntdC: 
Race Jie2DiSI 
The Japanese quail was introduced :tnto North America in sub-
stantial numbers a decade ago with the hope that it might become 
established as a game bird. A.lthough they failed to survive when 
released in open country, they were found to bfl an ideal labora-
tory f.H11mal because they are hardy, relatively disease free, 
easily domesticated and very prolific. The incubation neriod is 
s[].)rt (16 to 17 days), they mature rapIdly and begin to lay eggs 
t around six weeks t)f age. 
Host of our early stock of birds and eggs were obtained from 
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• reliE[)1.e source·. Subsequent to thi.s, we reared our own stock 
£rom birds hatched in our laboratory. Upon hatching, all chicks 
lIere plaoed 1n an electrically heated brooder and later removed to 
Irnal1 reAring pens (13ft x 13ft X 8"), where they were kept 1n 
groUPS of from tour to six birds. The chicks were fed a commercial 
,8me bird startena until three to foUl' weeks of age and the.D grow-
ing mash lmtil they began to lay atter which they received lay:i.n.g 
mash And some chieken scratch consisting at cracked mixed gra1ns. 
1b.I m.1912l1l'Qt RJ: ~ 1°na.4' 
For the embryological stud18. on the gonad, fertile eggs were 
Incubated at 1000,. and the embryos sacrificed at one day intervals 
throughout the incubation period of 16 to 17 days. A number of 
specimens foJ' each age group were examined. grossly in order to 
form a quantItatIve estimate ot the varIabIlity tn normal develop-
ment. The typical embryos of each group were then checked with 
the stages reported by Padgett and Ivey (1960). Post-hatch birds 
were sacrificed at one day intervals for the first ten days, then 
fIt two day lntervals for the next ten and atter this at five to 
ten day intervals up to maturity (4, to 60 days) and at random 
thereafter up to three and a half years. 
The embryonic and post-embryonlc spec1.m.,ns were examined 
under a dissecting microscope for gross felltures of the sex organs 
,. Antelope Valley Game F'arm, Lincoln, Nebraska. We also received 
a few birds from Dr. A. V. Nalbandov, Department of Animal Phy-
siology, University of IllInois, Urbana, antI Dr. R. K. Heyer, 
Department of Zoology, University of Wisconsin, Had1son. 
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and after meaSUl'f'1'nents of tne orimary and accessory sex organs 
"ere tuken, the gr:mads were fixed for microscopic examination. 
The numl.:er of snecimens observed macroscopically and microscopi-
cally are given in Tables I, II and III. 
'rhe selection of the fixing fluids and stains employed de-
pended on the tyne .of cells or tissues being looked for at the 
various stages of development. Althougb it vas not the aim of the 
investigation to make a detailed cytological study of either the 
prir,J()rd1.al germ cells or other cells 1n the developing gonad, an 
attempt was made at least with respect to the germ cells to dif-
ferentiate ttl em by histochemical methods. Chiquclne (1954) traced 
the g8rm cells in t-~ouse embryos by apply1ng the Alkaline Phos-
phatase stain of Gomar! (1946). A similar attempt was made by 
fixing early quail embryos In cold acetone and staining with 
GlOmarits and Burstonets (19S8) mGdlticatlon of' alkaline phospha-
tase stain, but it met with only neiatlv~l results. Heyer (1961) , 
Domm and Clawson (1962) and Clawson ~nd Domm (1963) demonstrated 
glycogen in the germ cells of early chick embryos by the periodic 
acid Schiff technj.e, after fixing the embryos 1n chIlled Gendre 
fluid. The same method applied to quail embryos did n\.,t give 
satlsfoctory results. Hence, we employed the classical method 
01' Swift (1914, 15, and 16) and other early 1IIOr1;8r8, identifying 
the germ cells by their reported cytological characteristics. 
Bensley· s (1911.) acetic-oar1ic bichromate ;'.t1xture was found to be a 
gOl)d fixativf; for embryos of early sta.ges since it satisfactorily 
-preserved the cytoplasmic yolk inclusions in the pr1mordial germ 
cells. l"ollowlng Eensley's fixative, thin sections were stained 
in hensley an111n-acid fuehsin--Wright's blood stain (Swift, 191~. 
Both early and later embryos as well as the gonads ot post-hatoh 
birds were fixed in Bouln's fluid and sections stained either in 
alum hematoxylin-eosin, iron hematoxylin-fast green or ~~lloryts 
triple (McFarlane, 19~). 
Seetions of embryos and gonads were made fit ~ to 6p. thicknes. 
Measurements on gonads and accessory sex organs were made 
with a millimeter rule. Thickness of the tissues and diameter 
of cells was calculated from sections w1th the aid of an ocular 
micrometer. 
Gonad,stou I 
Forty-nine females were sinistrally ovariectomized at ages 
ranging from 2 days to 30 days post-hatch. Similarly, twenty 
males between 6 and 40 days of age were b1laterally orchleetom1zed, 
Details of the ovariectomy experiments are given in Table IV. 
The method of gonadectomy followed was essentially the one 
orIginated and used by Doma (1927). BIrds were starved six to 
twelve h01;.rS prior to operation. Pentobarbital sodium (Nembutal), 
0.3 to 0.35 mg/kilogram body-weight was admin1stered 1ntraper1-
toneally to produce general anesthesia. Birds were tied to an 
~~}erattng board lying on their right s1.de and an opening was made 
inti) the bt)dy cavity between the last tl"O ribs. The opening was 
retracted as far as possible without damaging the kidney and the 
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lett ovary brought tntn full view by pushing aside the intestine 
with a wad of saline moistened cotton. The peritoneum covering 
the ovary was d1.ssected away and all ovarian tissue removed as 
completely as possible by blunt dis~5.ctlon. Gellotoam pieces were 
used to keep the loss of blood to a minimum. ElectrocauterIzation 
waS used only occasionally where small remnants of ovary were 
fOll..'1dor suspected after the operation. 
In the case of the male, the lett testis was usually removed 
fIrst and the rIght subsequently after the bird had fully re-
covered from the first operation. In a few cases, both testes 
were removed in a single operatIon through the lett side. Special 
eare was taken to make sure that no visible 100S8 fragnlents I'lf 
either ovary or testis were lost in the body cavity during the 
operation. 
!ttCO[si,. 
Primi£X ~ ''''''9ry ~ 0tIIOS' Foulards were sacrificed at 
intervals (s •• Table IV) and the condition of the hypertrophied 
gonad, if any, and oviducts and Wolfflan ducts noted and their 
measurements taken. Then the sacrum with sex organs intact was 
preserved either in Formalin (10%) or 1n Alcohol (75%), the latter 
after fixation in Bouin's r~~~. In the majority of cases, the 
hypertrophied gonads were sectioned at 4 to 6 p and stained for 
histological study with ai ther alum hemawx.!llin-eosin, iron 
hematoxylin-fast green or :Hal1oryt s triple (McFarlane 1944). 
Capons were similarly sserif'iced to cheek regeneration of 
)6 
gonad tissue and the cond1tion of Wolff1an ducts. The SnCI'Uf!! and 
the skin with plumage intact were preserved in most of the cases. 
111W"': Weekly to monthly observations were made to determine 
what feather changes occurred as 8 result of gonadectomy. The 
examinatIons were concentrated on the sex dimorphic areas of the 
throat, lower neok and upper breast. Neck and breast feathers 
were plucked and preserved at intervals 1n selected casas to 
check the condition of the emerging feathers. When the birds were 
sacrificed, a record was made ot the condition of the plumage. In 
.ome cases, the whole skin was kept w1 th plumage intact a.nd pre-
served with powdered alum or sodium fluoride, while in others only 
the hHad and a few feathers trom each of the dimorphic area were 
kept and stored tor further reference. 
felther l!m:tb .iJlS,\ USUftp J:.IU.tI An attempt was made to determine 
whether there were any dirferences in growth rate or in length ot 
identical feathers in the fQur experimental groups under consider-
ation, namely: normal males and females, capons and poulards. The 
following r(~others were .elected for this purpose, 
2nd and 3rd left primari.es 
2nd and 3r4 left secondaries 
lett and right ma1n tail feathers 
The above teathers were plucked fr~m a dozen fully grown birds for 
each of the four groups and the lengths rneasured \111 th a millimeter 
scale. The newly emerging feathers were kept under observation 
and m~5asured on 11th, 17th, 2)r4 and 35th day after pluck:tng to 
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determine their growth rete. 
goacal &lind: This structure was kept under obSerVl!t1t)n to de-
termine its degree of development in males, females, poulards and 
in canons. Subsequent to the sacrifice of poulards nnd capons, 
the cloacal glands trom some of them were sectioned, histologica1l1 
studied and compared with those of the normal male and female. 
~ Xllghtl Birds belonging to the four categories, namely: 
males, females, poulards and capons, but of the smne age, were 
weighed at 2 to ~ day intervals prior to maturity and at weekly or 
monthly intervals thereafter to compare the growth rates "f these 
birds. 
IBehaviora Efforts were made to observe possible changes in the be-
havior of poulards and capons. Individuals of a kind were kept in 
the same cage or they were placed t;)gether in various combinations 
with normal 1ndiv1duals to observe aggressive and treading 
behavior. 
IV HE;;,;ULTS 
19~ OfNEXtOPtv1!.{NT .2[ THE OVARX: 
A large n~~ber of embryonic and post-embryonic gonads were 
collected in order to. make a careful study on the development of 
the ovary. The exact number of specim.ens examined both maoro-
scopically and microscopically during the various stages of de-
velopment Is shown in Tables I, II and III • 
.%!l! Ger1Y tl·i§toty 9l. the &»oa9' * The formation of the gont~ds in 
birds may conveniently be considered as beginnIng with the arrival 
of the primordial germ cells in and underneath the peritoneal epi-
thelium midway between the cranial aspect of the mesonephric ridge 
and the developing dorsal mesentery. This occurs in the Japanese 
quail at about 48 to 60 hours of incubation (fig. 3). The pri-
mordial germ cells found in the gonadAl ar~a at this time, appar-
ently do not originate de novo since the same type of cell may be 
seen in other areas of the embryo (tig.2), especially in the snto-
dar!:!'!, the space betwefln the entoderm and mesoderm, and in the 
dorsal mesentary, prior to their apneCl"ance in the gonadal area. 
It has been well established 1n the case of the chick (Swift 1914), 
thnt the primordial germ cells arise anter10r and antaro-lateral 
to the embryo in a specialized refion of the germ wall entoderm 
just at the marg'in of the area pelucida, during the primitive 
streak stage Hnd up to the formation of the thtrd somite, and 
tha.t they are fou..l"lti in the space between the entoderm and ectodem. 
-Later, when the mesoderm arises, these cells, by ameboid movements 
migrate inti' it and into the blood vessels being formed there. 
They are carried by the blood stream into the gonadal area a8 well 
as into other parts of the body (Swift 191tt and Firket 1914). It 
"as not our intention to trace the origin aml migrati(')rt of the 
primc)rdial germ cells in the quail, but we should call attention 
to the tact that our observations on the early stages ot quail 
embryos, support the extra gonadal theory on the origin of these 
cells Dnd their subsequent migration into the gonad.al area as has 
been observed by others in embryos of the domestic fowl. 
£haragte£l't~gl 2L lh! P£1mor411~ ~ ge1.1: 
The primordial germ cells found in the early gonad and those 
observed in extra gonadal ar(::;8S resemble each other in size, 
shape, and ;)ther characters. These cells are eas11y reeogn:1zable 
from the surrounding somatic cells by their immense size which is 
due to an increase in the volume of both nucleus and cytoplasm. 
They have an average diameter of ltt to 16 p, which is retained 
throughout development 8lthough a slight decrease in size is 
noticeable in later sta,es but they never become so small as to be 
c~nfused with somatic cells. As a rule, they are spherical in 
shape, although a number of them. having oval outlines are usually 
seen in sections. 
The large nUCleus, which has a diameter of 7 to 10 micra, 
also reveals a spherical 8S well as an oval outline in sections 
and Is usually eccentrica.lly placed in the cytoplasm (flg. 2). 
The nucleus is vesicular 1n anpearance and much clearer than those 
of adjacent somatic cells. The nucleoli are disttnct lmd clear 
snd two of' them are usually seen 1n each nucleus, otten separated 
bY a clear nucleoplasm. However, this 1s n{)t a diagnostic charac-
ter stnce neighboring somatic oel1s with a similar arrangement ot 
the nucleoli are also found. 
Qne c)f the most important diagnostic characteristics ot the 
primordial germ cells of the e~rly stages Is the preSEmce of 
numerous yolk granules :I.ll the cytoplasm. Embryos fixed In an 
os~lc acetIc-bichromate ~jxture, when stained with an An1lin acid 
Fuschln - Wright's blood stain combinatIon, reveal these yolk 
globules as dark droplets in the cytoplasm of the germ cells 
(fig. 2). From the time the germ cells first appear, and dt~ln, 
the perIod ot their migration, they are leaded with spheres of 
yolk. As the embryo advanoes in age, the yolk material within 
these cells decreases in amount and by ; to 6 days of inCUbation 
practically all the yolk: granules have disappeared. 
In embryos fixed in Bouin's fluid and stained with 
hematoxylin .... osin, the cytoplasm of the germ cells appears finely 
granulated and more vesicular than that of the neighborIng somatic 
cells. In many germ cells, especially in those that were cut 
through the ::11ddle, the attraction sphere is visible as a conden-
sation of cytoplasm, having a spherIcal tl, semicircular shape and 
restlng usually on the nuolear membrane, on that side of the 
auoleus which 1s the farthest from the cell memhrane. This 
»+1 
attraction sphere is not so prominent as to be considered an 
identifying character as was claimed by Swttt (1914), in the case 
of chi.ck embryo. Only by repeated and careful observation could 
the attraction sphere be observed :tn the germ cells of our quall 
embryoS. 
The only reliable way of identifying the primorial germ eells, 
as Goldsmith (1928) noted ft')r the chlck embryo, is by using a 
comblnRtlon of all the characteristics l1stli'd above. By combining 
the large size, nuclear condition, presence of yelk material snd 
the attraction sphere, can the cells under consideration be iden-
tified and clearly distinguished from the somatic cells. 
formation £OS gl"'tenti'l1on s! 'ndlrtfl'O~ gonlS' 
Ae in other birds, the gonads of the quail develop on the 
medial surface of the mesonephros at the level below the mouth ot 
the omphalomesenteric art@ry. At about 2 to 2ft days of i.neubatioo, 
when the germ cells begin to appear in the peritoneal lining of 
the gonadal area, thus converting it into the germinal epithelium, 
this epithelium is composed of one or two layers of cuboidal to 
columnar cells possessing oval or round dark-staining nuclei. 
Overlying the epithelium, a looselj' arranged tissue of mesenohyme 
cells occupies the space between the germ1na1 epithelium and the 
dorsal aorta (f1g. 3). In ~ p thick sections of the embryo, germ 
cells ranging in number from 2 to 3 are seen 1n the germinal epi-
thelium and the overlying I!l8senchymal stroma. No difference, 
either in the thickness of the gtlrmina.1 epithelium or in the 
number of germ eells, 1s evident between the left and right sides 
at this time (fig. 3). 
By the third day of incubation, the first sign of a definite 
genital ridge appears In many embryos. These ridges can be 
faintly seen under a magnifying lens as elongated, narrow, 
whitish bodies on the medic-ventral side of the mesonephric ridge 
o! either side. They are about 1.5 film" In length and their an-
terior extremity begins some distance behind the cephalic extrem-
ities of the Wolrfian bodies. By 3t days of incubation, these 
ridges can be easily seen with the help of a hand lens. 
On microscopic examination the genital ridges of 3 to 3* day 
old embryos, .speeially in those of the latter, apnear as rounded 
hillooks on the medial surface of the mesonephros separated from 
each other by the dorsal mesentery. Even at the f1rst Ilance, it 
is usually noticed that the gonad 1s composed of three elements, 
the germinal epithel1um, the stroma and the primordial germ cells. 
The germinal epithelium is 2 to 3 eells thiok at its ,;d.dest polnt, 
a.nd 1s formed of columnar to cuboidal cells. The strijUl& overlying 
the germinal epithelium and oooupying its concavity 1s made up of 
loose to densely packed mesenohyme cells resembling the general 
embryonio mesenchyme. The germ cells have j,ncreased in number 
(5 to 8 eells 1:)er seotion) and are located 1n the germinal epi-
thelium 8S well as the 5troma. The cytoplasmic yolk granules show 
up very well at this age. 
An indication of bilateral flsYlJmetry is noticed in certain of 
the specimens examined, as concerns the number of germ cells as 
liell e.G the th:tckness end size of the gonads; the left side being 
favored in each instanoe. In one of the sections of such an em-
bryo there were 5 germ cells in the left and 2 in the right gonad. 
In some embryos, however, no such asymmetry was obv1cns at this 
time, the lett and right gonads being more or less equal in size 
and in the nu..!T!b@r ot germ cells. 
By the fourth day the gonad has inoreased both in length and 
bulk and projects more into the coelom. It measures about 1.5 to 
2 mm in length. The 1ncrease 1n bulk is due in part to the in-
creased thickness of the germinal epithelium and also to sn In-
crease in the amount of underlying tissue. The germinal epi-
thelium 1s 2 to 4 oells th1ck (tlg. 1t). In certa1n areas minute 
bud-llke projectiens, from the epithelium into the OVerlying 
stroma, are apparent. 
proliferation ot cords. 
This indicates the beginning of the primary 
By 4§- days this budding 1s clearly evl-
dent. The epithelial cells in th(-? area of the bud are somewhat 
smaller than in the surrounding area, indioating thDt division of 
the cells hs.s taken place. The mesenchyme f,)rming the stroma of 
the gonad has become ~ore compact. 
In certain embryos an asymmetry 1n the thickness of the gonal 
was noticed whIle in others the left and right gonads were almost 
equal in s1ze. 
As recards the crlmord1a1 germ eells, there has been practi-
cally no change 1n their size or appearance, except that the fat 
globules a.r'~ less numerous. The number of germ cells has, howeve:r; 
definitely increased. from that observed in the younger stages. 
These are locat\.~d in the germinal epithelium where they are m0re 
,ddely distributed. In embryos where the left gonad is larcer 
than the riCht, the germ cells are also more numerous. In one ot 
the lH'8vily loaded sections ot Ii ~ da, embryo, the number of germ 
cells in the left gonad was 13 while there were only 6 in the 
right. Even in gonads of approximately equal size there was a 
slight predeminence of germ cells 1n the lett one. 
By the fifth day of incubation the gonsds are readily visible 
to the naked eye as short elongated ridges situated on the medic-
ventral side of the mesonephrOI towards its cranial part. They 
measure abou.t 1.8 ie 2.0 nun in length, 0.,3 mm in width and vary 
trom 100 to 200 p in thickness. 
On microscopic examination one csn easily see that active 
proliferation of the germinal epithelium has taken place (flg. 5). 
Some of the cords have already beoome detached from the epithelium 
1n which case they lie encircled by the mesenchymal stroma. Each 
detached medullary cord contai.os a tew germ cells distributed 
among the so':';at1c cell stier! VfJd from the gt::r;"~lnal epithelium. The 
mesenchymal stroma at the hilus of the gonad remains as a compact 
mass but 1n other arefls, it is scattered among the cords. In some 
af the gonads scattered capillaries filled with blood cells were 
seen in the stroma. 
The pr1.mordlal germ cells in general, retain their original 
,!'tape !1nd size. A re~I"f them, however, are somewhat smaller and 
thiS is a (>"arently the result :)f roi totle division for germ cells 
in metaphase, though few in number, are noticed at this stage. One 
of the important factors concr~rntng the germ cells at th'l s stage, 
i. that Most of the inclusions ot rat globules seen in the eyte-
plasm have almost eompletely dIsappeared. Henee, hereafter, the 
size ,-,f these cells wl11 remain as the most significant Identify-
lng oriterion. 
gl"'rln~l'tion W gu,loRIDIM !ll. .:tllfl ~)Y~dr~ lW .to! 1b.§ llU 
o hatebinl' 
By 5t to 6 days of incubation formation of the cords of the 
fIrst proliferatIon h.RS ended and a definite determination of sex 
can be oos.de. In addition to the lett gonad 1n females being 
larger than the right, its germinal epithelium 1s also thicker 
0-5 cells). In the right, at this time, it has diminished to 
little more than E! single layer of cells (figs. 6 and 7). This 
thickening of the left germinal epIthelIum has occurred concur-
rently with proliferation of the primary cords. In the male, in 
both left and richt testes, the epithelium at this time, has 
thinned out to Ii Single layer as the first proliferation COLlEtS to 
an end. 
~v!lopmeQt 2L !hi 0Yifl' 
When the viscera are removed from the body cavities ot female 
embryos of six days incubation, by which time sex differentiation 
has definl tely taken plf4ce, thE~ gon€!ds are seen as CYlsplcut)uS 
yl\1 tf\ b:HU as lying on the ventra-medial surface of the pink meso-
nephroi. The dlspari ty in size between the lett find rlDht ovaries, 
althOugh it can be reoogn1zed, is not obvious to the naked eye. 
L~oth the left and the right gO~lad range from 1.4 mm to 2.0 mm in 
length and 0.3 to 0.6 Ilm 1n width. H-::ntlever, the disparity 1n 8ize 
0f the gonads, is distinctly evident when sections are examined 
under the microscepe. The lett gonad 1s thioker 8.od this i8 due 
mainly to the extra thickness of its germinal ep1thelium (flg. 6). 
The germinal epitheli't.:uu of the left O!~rY 1s 3 to , cells 
thick at this stage and measures about 2, to 30~. The epithelial 
cells are columnar where the epithelium 1s thickest whlle 1n the 
thinner areas they tend to be cuboidal in shape. A.mong the epi-
thelial cell s numerous primordial gerr;l cells are found whose 
number may vary from 8 to 12 il1 a s1ngle section. In two speci-
mens :,f six days incubation, the germinal epithelium at the medio-
ventral angle of the left gonad, was not only noticeably increased 
1n thickness, but it also showed lobulations into the medulla fram 
its tnferior surface. The number of germ cells in this a.rea also 
shows a considerable increase due to mItotic activIty. This is 
the beginning of the second proliferation or formation of the 
corticAl cords (fig. 7). 
The re«ion of the gonad under the gerr:llnal epi theliu.m, which 
1s called the medulla, is cOMposed in greater part of medullary 
cords deriv~>d from the first proliferation. In a cross section, 
the medullary cords show up in different shapes and sizes. Some 
-are circular in outl ine, t
'
pDarel1tly representing cross sections, 
~hl1e othl~rs are ~longated oval shaped '>'nd appear to be cut ob-
l1qUE>.ly or long1,tudinally. Most of the cords S€lem to c ~lverge 
towards the hila.r area of the gonad. As tn the previous stage, 
the cords are formed of enlthelial cells and some germ cells. The 
mesenchyme cells now r1.11 the intercordal spaces. 
The cortex and medulla are clearly separated by It connective 
tissue stroma derived trom the mesenchyme cells of the ovary. Thus 
the primary tunica albuginea is visible as early as 6 days of in-
cubation in the case of quail etr.bryos (fig. 7). 
In none of the six embryos examine« at this stage was a de-
finite cortex observed in the right gonad. Instead, its surface 
was covered by a cuboidal epithelium which in places was two 
layers thick (flgs. 6 and 7). F'ew germ cells were seen in this 
layer and occaslonally two or three were seen together. 
The medulla of the right OV£try resembles tha t~f the lett in 
structural deta.:l.l except that in the right, the tissue 1s less 
compact. Germ cell.s are present in the cords as well as in the 
stroma of the right gonad, but they are deflnl tely fewer in num.ber 
than in the lett. ·As in the lett gonad, til primary tunica albugi-
nea is visible under the germinal epithelium. 
There is no signIficant change in the ovary of embryos of 7 
days from that observed on the previous day, except that the cor-
tex of the left oVtJryhas increased in thickness and proliferation 
of the cortical cords has become more Rctive. Mitotic divisions 
-have increased the number of ger::l cells :tn the cortical area. The 
~edul1a of the left ovary has also increased slightly in thlckness 
~ue to mitotic activity of the cells, as well as by an enlargement 
'Of some of the cortical cords. especi.ally towards the hllar area, 
as a result of the acquisition of a lumen. Mitotic division of 
some of the germ cells located 1n the medulla was also noted. The 
thickness of th~1 medulla varied from 110 to 190 }l and the cortex 
from 15 to 25 ,.. 
The ger.m1nel epithelium of the right gonad 1s now composed of 
only a slngle layer of cuboidal to squamous cells. Sporadically 
scattered germ cells are still seen in the epithel1um. The medul1~ 
of the r1ght goned, at least 1n some of the speCimens, has in-
creased 1n volume and measured approximately 130 }1 in thickness 
which i. about 10 to 15 Jl thicker than on the previQus day. .As in 
the left ovary. lumina have now appeared 1n some of the medullary 
cords. 
By 8 days of incubation, a sharp difterance in size between 
the two gonads Is visible. Although the length of the left gonad 
has remained more or less the same (2 to 2.1 mm), its width has 
increased up to 1 nun while the right gonad has not shown an in-
crease over that of the previous day. 
The cortex of the lett gonad has thickened and is actively 
proliferating cortical cords. The maximum activity of cord forma-
tion 1s noticed at the medio-ventral side of the ovary. One of 
the most obvious r~~a.tures of this stage 1s the active division of 
tbe primordial germ cells which show large numbers ot mitotic fig-
ures • The resulting daughter cells are smaller than the orIginal 
and show no cytoplasmic tat deposits. It 1s difficult to see the 
Cytoplasmic outlines or these cells. TIH·Y otten appear to lie in 
• syncytium. The best way to identify them 1s by the characteris-
tics of their nuclei. These are spherical in shape fI.nd in stained 
,ections appear highly vesicular with a clear nucleoplasm except 
tor a few aggregations of chromatin granules. The size of the 
.ucle! varies trom ~.5 to ;.5 p (fig. 8). 
There has also been a considerable increase in the size ot 
the medUlla of the lett ovary and the fact that it continues to 
increase in size Is obvious from the presence of dividing cells 
both in the medullary cords as well as tn the tnter-cordal mesen-
chyme. Distension of the medullary cords due to lumenization, as 
well 8S the 100Be arrangement of the mesenchymol cells, also con-
tributes to the enlargement of the medulla (fig. 8). Most of the 
medullary cords are comJl8ct and their outline 1s readily dis-
tinguishable. Some of the cords, however, have III loose appear-snce 
and often fall to show a sharp boundary in cross section. In fact, 
some of them appear to be disintegrating. At the same time the 10-
d1.vidual cells of some of these cords have undergone certain 
changes in their cytoplasm which has become vesicular and vaCUQ-
lated and thus they resemble the 'fat laden t cells described in 
chick embryos by Brode (1928) and others. The tunica albuginea 
that separates the cortex trom the medullary tissue is olearly 
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rlSib1e in Hnet of the specimens examined. 
As for the right gonad, the ;'1ost not1.ceable feature is that it 
bas ceased to grow and actually shows indications "r involution. 
~he germlnal enlthelium has thinned out into a single layer of 
flattened cells whose nuclei project onto the surface. Primordial 
germ cells are very seldom seen 1n this .~1thelium. 
The medullary tissue of the right gonad is less dense and 
more vacuolated than that of the left (tlg. 9). The medullary 
cords have undergone the same modifieations and changes th(;lt were 
noticed in the left ovary. Germ cells aTe seen in the cords as 
well as In the mesenchyme and few of them show mitotic divisions. 
The number of these cells seen in sections of the right gonad 
varies from 2 to 10. Between the medulla and the germinal epi-
thelium a thin layer of connective tissue, the primary tunica 
albuginea, Is visible. 
The lett ovary snows a further increase in both length and 
breadth on the nlnth day. It averages from 2.8 to 3.0 mm in 
length and about 1..0 mm In breadth. Most ot this Incre~ise 1s due 
to additional proliferation .t the corti.cal cords. The cortex i t-
self n~w h~s Ii thick.ness of 100 to 110 11- The germ cells located 
1n the cords multiply rapidly giving rIse to daughter cells whIch, 
when ceaSing to divide mitotically, give rise to 08gon1a. As Ii 
result of this proliferation, the germinal epithelium has thinned 
ou,t in certain aress where til connective tissue stroma intervenes 
between the epithelium and the detached cords. This is the pre-
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cursor of the secondary or true albuginea ,?f the1)vary. 
The medulle. of the left over;y by the ninth day has undergone 
certain structural cha.nges. As was seen in the previous stage scmt 
of the medullary cords have acquired a lumen. ConstItuent cells 
of these cords have becoffi.8 cuboidal in shape a.nd line the lumen. 
Another group of medullary cords has disintegrated into isolated 
as well as small grollps or cells lined by a basement mem.brane. 
The rest of the medullary cords for the time being remain as com-
pact units. The eel.ls in most of these cords become vesicular and 
resemble the •• -called -rat laden' cells. A similar modification 
waS also noticed in the cells derived from the diSintegrated 
cords. 
The right gonad has definitely begun to involute by nine days 
of incubation. It is smaller than 1n the previous stage in both 
width as well as in thickness. The germinal epithelium 1s made up 
of a Single layer of cuboidal to squamous cells. Germ cells are 
no 10n,er observed 1n the epithelium. The tnedullary tissue re-
eels the same modifications as seen in that of the left ovary, 
except that here it 1s ,10re vacuolated and more loosely arranged. 
Many of the epithelial cells in the medulla show small and 
shrunken nuclei obviously suggesting atrophy or these cells. Germ 
eells, although few 1.0 number, are still seen. 
Not much change over the previous da.y is seen in the left 
ovary of ten days except that it has increased 1n size. Additional 
t,roliferation of cortical cords 1s evident. The secondary tunica 
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al.bUg:lnea is better developed and in places separates the germinal 
,pi thelium from the cortical cords. T},w texture end c;)mposi tion 
of the left medulla 1s practically the sa.me as that of the previrus 
deY. The cells lining the distended corti-cHI cords have become 
more flattened due to an increase in the size of the lumen. 
'fhe rtght gonad has decreased still further 1n size espe-
cially in thickness. The germinal epithelium was single layered 
1n all four specimens examined at this stage. The medullary 
tissue has become :nore s.nd "'ore porous and flQra disintegration of 
medullary cords was noticed. From 5 to 10 germ cells are still 
seen in certain sections. 
The average size of the lett ovary at eleven days is about 
3.0 rom in length and 1.5 mm in width. The right gonad, although 
it msy extend up to 3.0 mm in length, is narrow and ranges trom a 
width of 0.2 to 0.6 Mm. It ls firmly attached to the ;;edian ven-
traIt surface of the mesonephros. 
The most outstanding feature l!t this stage of development ot 
.. the left ovary is the fact that the oOloni& have entered into the 
.. first phase of meiotic division thus converting them into oocytes. 
Those that lie at the :inner aspect of the cortex have tmdergone a 
c(')t1siderable change ln their nuclei. The nucleus has enlarged 
somewhat in size and shows definite, deeply stained, chromosomes 
similar to those seen in leptotene stage of meiosis. In most of 
the cases the chrom()st)meB are polarized, that is to say they are 
not distributed randi.lmly but lie clumped to one side with a clear 
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,pace At the oPPosite pole of the nucleus (fig. 10). This arrang 
lIIent 1s kn:')wn as synizesis. Meanwhile, the germ cells on the 
outer bord.er of the cortex are still undergoing mitotic dIvision 
and thus new cortical cords are still being produced. The germi-
nal epithelium in certain places has now baeC/me thin and is com-
posed of three to four layers of prismatic to columnar epithelial 
cells. 
The medulla of the left flvary has become more and [;10re spongy 
due to the irregular arrangement of the lumina of the medullary 
cords and other vacuolar spaces that appear in the stroma. More 
and ~ore degeneration ot the medullary cords with a consequent in-
crease in the t fat lade.D· cells is observed (fig. 10). A tew of 
the germ cells located in the medulla are also seen to be under-
going the early meiotic changes similar to those observed in the 
cortex. 
The right gonad has undergone a further reduction in thick-
ness (fig. 11). The germinal epithelium has flattened and 1s com-
posed of a single layer of squamous cells. The medulla, as in the 
left gonad, consists of luminated cords, scattered groups and iso-
lated epithelial and 'fat laden' cells, and mesenchymal stroma 
cells. Sometimes 3 to 4 germ cells are seen in a single section 
but none of them show any signs of meiotic division. 
Not much change from the previous day is noticed 1n the left 
ovary on the twelfth day except that ;",01'8 and more .1Igonia, start-
ing from the inner border to the periphery of the cortex, are 
.. transforming into ooeytes. Hitotlc divisions of the germ cells 
"erf? observed in the outermost area ·;,f the (~orttC}x especially neal" 
the borders. 
The medulla of the left oVBry, 1n most of the eases examined 
at thi.s age, is almost encased due to the overlapping growth of 
the cortex Qn all sides except where it is attached to the meso-
nephros. The porous nature ot the medUlla has increased and the 
lur.1en ot the cords in many cases roaches all the way to the area 
of the primary tunica albuginea. Isolated nnd groups of 'fat 
laden' cells are prominent. Capillaries ,dth blood islets are 
also seen in the medUlla. A few of the germ cells located in this 
area are also undergoing the changes of early meiosis. 
The right gonad at this age is further reduced in size. The 
thickness of one of the speCimens of medium size was only 85 p. 
The germinal eoltheliurn Is single layered and continuous. 'Fat 
laden' cells and a few g~rm cells are seen in the atrophying 
medulla. 
The continued transtorr!!stlon of more tind more oW,onio into 
.'cytas is the nrlncipal change noticed 1n the left ovary of em-
bryos t)f thirteen days. As the new cells fr,:Jm the oeripheral srea 
enter into the leptotene stage and reveal the synizesis arrange-
ment of the chromosom~ th~se in the inner aspects of the cortex 
undergo the further stages of the early meiotic prophase. In some 
of these the chromosomes have loosened themselves end lie scat-
tered in a networJ{, filling the whole area of the nucleus. This 
1S the stage at which the o(fcyte begins t() grow. t1leam.;h11e, the 
germinal ap1 theliu,"l1 has thinned out at1.11 further. A secondary 
tunica albuginea of connective> tissue separa.tes the cortical cords 
from the epithelium in most of these areaS. At the lateral and 
medial border, as well as at the caudo.l and cranial ends of the 
ovary, proliferation of cortical cor4. continues due to the mi-
totic activity of the germ (jells. 
The medulla greatly resembles that of the previous stage. 
Two to three germ eells, some ot which are 1n the leptotene stag., 
may be found 1n each sect10n of the left ovary. 
The thickness of the right gonad in some cases has been re-
duced to 50 p. The germinal epithelium is flat snd resembles the 
peritoneal lining of any other area of the body_ The medullary 
tissue is very porous due to the irregular arrangement of the lu-
mina and vacuoles. Isolated cells with small and shrunken nuclei 
are seen throughout the medulla. Occasionally, such cells are 
found in the lumen ,"f the cord. Apart fr(')m these degenerating 
medullary cord cells, a rew germ cells and clumps of ffat laden' 
cells are scattered throughout the mesenchymal stroma. 
The lett ovary on the fourteenth day is very similar to that 
of the previous day... Most ot the oUeonla have now transf(;)rmed inta 
th •• e oocyte., except those at the edges of the ovary where mitosis 
Iof the germ cells 1s still taking place. •• The older oocytes sltu-
"ted in the interior of the cortex are showing a certain degree of 
enlargement and thus beginning the growth phase. The secondary 
!.' 
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tunica albuginea is clearly visible and separates the germinal 
epithelium from the underJying cortex. Two to three g€'rm cells 
.l88y still be seen in the medulla of most of the ovaries examined. 
The rudimentary right gonad shows further reduction (fig. 12). 
Its size varies considerably 1n different specimens. The covering 
germinal api thelium is thin. Germ cells are absent 1n s'Jme of the 
sections while one or two may be seen 1n other •• 
The fifteenth day reveals no substantial change 1n the tex-
ture or compe.ition or either the left ovary or the right gonad • 
•• In the lett ovary more of the remaining cogonia have devel~ped . 
•• into nocytes. MItotic divisions of germ cells ocour at the edges 
of the ovary and scattered germ cells ma, still be seen in the 
medulla. 
The germinal epithelium of the right gonad 1s thin. Germ 
cells are stt11 present although fewer in nwnber than in the pre-
viaus stage .• 
In the sixteen day embryo, the day on which they begin to 
hatch, the left ovary is seen as a whitish 8.ur1cular shaped struc-
ture, about '+.0 !III in length and 1.5 mil in wldth, lylng on the 
ventro-medial surfaoe of the left mesonephric rudiment. Its cra-
nial end partially conceals the left adrenal ,land. The medial 
side of the ovary overlies a portion of the dorsal aorta, the 
basal portion of the postcaval vein (interior vena cava) and the 
terFllnal pert of the left iliac vein. 
The right gonad, in contrast to the l~rt, 1s much smaller, 
i I
i 
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2.0 mm 1n length and about 0.5 mm 1n width, and 1s attached 
medial side tit the right mesonephros, generally gaining 
ttachment to a portion of' the postcaval vein and a part ()f the 
When microscopically examined t it 1s seen that the n~Jor por-
t10n of the left ovary is composed of th€-l cortex which encases 
the medulla with its marginal folds except at the hilus where the 
edulls is attached to the mesonephros. The cortex now may show 
a thiekness of 120 to 180 p while that of the medulla ranges from 
100 to 120 )1. 
The germinal epithelium 1s thin and composed of 1 t • .3 layers 
.f cells which exhibit different shapes ranging from squamous to 
cuboidal, prismatic, and columnar. It occasiQnally is thicker 
between the cortical cords where the epithelial cells sometimes 
protrude deep into the intereordel area. A th1n connective tissue 
layer, the true ovar1an tunica albu&lnea, separates the epithelIum 
trom the underlying cortical cords. In the cortical cords, allot 
the ol,on18 have by now develepad inte ofJeytes, except at the edges 
of the dorsal folds of the cortex, where conversion of the 03,.oia 
1 H " nto oocytes is st1l1 tak1ng place. The older oooyte. in the 
deeper part of the cortex have grown in 8ize and some of them are 
surrounded by epithelial cells derived trom the germinal epi-
thelium (fig. 13). This 1s the beglnning of folllcle formation. 
The nuolei in .l'me of these .lJcytes have grown to a size ot about 
7.5 to 10 ~ in diameter. 
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The medulla as a whole looks very spongy, especially towards 
be hilus, due to an irregular arrangement of the lacunae and vac-
oles. It 1s composed of four types of cells. The most prominent 
ra the ones derived from the medUllary cords "'hieh have not uoder-
one any drastic modification. These line the lumen of t'he dls-
ended cords and are also found in loose aggregations, espec1ally 
the outer portion of the medulla. The eells lining the 
have smaller and somewhat shrunken nuolei as oompared 
ith the healthy looking nuelei ot other oe11s. The ffat laden' 
ells constitute the second type. They are seen, as in earlier 
stages, either as aggregated eroupa of 'both small and large size 
or 8S isolated cells. The cytoplasm ot these cells in hematoxylin-
eosin preparations, 18 clear and hIghly vacuolated wlth their small 
nuclei eccentrically situated. The third type of cells are the 
connectIve tissue cells derived trclDl the mesenchyme of the early 
gonad. These celli assume various shapes; some are elongated and 
spindle shaped while others are oval in outline. The shape Qr the 
nucleI &150 varies from elongated oval to spherical. These cells 
are seen throughout the medulla between the medullary cells, islets 
of 'tat laden· cells, and the medullary cords when present. The 
islets or blood cella term the fourth type of cell found in the 
medUlla. The blood supply of the ovary varies from 1ndividual to 
Individual some having a seemingly greater supply than others. 
The capillaries of the medulla penetrate the cortex 8.nd may be 
seen between the cortical cords. 
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Germ cells were not observed in the medulla c}f th~ lett ovary 
1n any of the four csses examined h:f.stolog1cally. The primary 
tunica albuginea was less well defined than in the previous stage. 
The right g;:mad at this stage is a rUdimentary structure. I 
he g(lrminal epithelium that envelopes the gonad 1s thin, single 
layered, and composed of squamous cells. .No cortex was observed 
in any of the four specimens examined. The :medulla was composed 
r the same type of cells as was the medulla of the left ovary, 
namely, medullary cells, 'tat laden' cells, mesenchyme eonnective 
tissue and very few, if any, blood eells. The medullary eells 
ere haphazardly scattered, and many of thela showed 8 degenerative 
endency with small and shrunken nuclei. The 'fat laden' cells 
,cour 1n smaller groups than in the left medulla (fig. 14). About 
15 t$ 20 such groups may be found 1n a cross section of the gonad. 
Germ eells, although few 10 number, were st1ll present in the 
ight gonad. In one instance of ten COOSfJcuttve sectlf:)fls of 4 p, 
two sections showed two each; four, one each; and the remain1ng 
tour sections, no germ eells at all. The nuclei of the germ cells 
are st111 much larger than those of the surrounding cells, however 
they are smaller than the nuclei of the germ cells found 1n earl~ 
stages. The cytoplasm of these cells 1s less well defined • 
• Hatgh it.I'. 
om 1 .tq 12 4u! .2J: ..P.Yi-nl$ c,b I 
A detailed investigation on the growth and development of the 
left ovary, during the post-hatch period, wes not intended hence 
~nlY cE,rtaln oertinent# changes wl11 be noted throughout this 
period. 
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Although the let.., ovary does increase in volume with eaoh 
passing day, this 1s ~ot readily evident trom examinations of its 
length or breadth in ~he early days. This is due to the folds 
thAt may appear on the surface ot the ovary even as early 8S the 
time of hatching. The ovary has a p1tted appearanoe by 8 to 10 
days, due to the emergenoe of the developing follicles on its 
surface. Some of the 1ar,. follicles at this period may measure 
up to 200 to 2~ P In diameter. 
The germinal epithelium of the ovary remains single layered 
and composed of cuboidal cells. The corl'version of the 00gon1a 
into alert.. appears ~o be complete in all areas of the cortex by 
the day atter hatching. Even as early as the day of hatohing, the 
•• growing aecyt. may be surrounded by a follicular covering. Many 
.. 
of the oocyte. die and disappear. Their disappearance is evident 
:1n the lett ovary on the day of hatching for a decrease 1n number 
Is noticed at this st.ge. .. It is apparent that the oocyte has 
undergone a slight increase in size before it disappears. The 
formation of the ovarian follicle as well as degeneration ot 
o8cytes first begin. elong the med1an ventral 11ne of the ovary 
and then spreads to other areas. Follicles may be seen allover 
the ovary by the eighth day after hatching. 
Apart from those that encircle the ovum end form the fol-
licle cells, or the ruture granulosa cells, there are large 
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numbers of epithelial cells which begin to appear in the stroma ot 
the overy immediately after hatching. Some of these cells begin 
to enlarge in size. Their cytoplasm becomes vesicular and vacuo-
lated resembling the • fat laden' cells of the !11ed.u1lary area. 
These are designated as the '''interstitial cells" of the ovary. 
Such Inodlfied cells may remain isolated or form clusters ot differ 
.nt shapes and sizes. In the tl to 10 day old ovary, these cells 
are particularly noticeable in the thecal layer ot the growing 
tollicle. The remaining unmodified epithelial cells tl1l the 
stroma and show a tendency of becoming eleneated and fibrous in 
nature in older ones. As the folds appear in the ovarian cortex, 
the medulla 1s pulled and stretched to extend into the curves and 
loops ~f the cortex. As a rule, germ cells are not seen in the 
medalla atter hatching. However, in one specimen ~r fOl~ days, a 
rew germ cells were observed in some of the sections. The number 
of 'fat laden' eells in the medulla decreases with advnnc1ng age 
so that in 10 day old ovaries these cells are seldom. seen. 
h fAght £ydlm!ntary sonld: In the period up to 5 to 6 days 
after hatching, the right rudimentary gonad was visible to the 
naked eye 1n most of the specimens examined. It lies on the ven-
tral face of the postcaval vein and/or the medial surfaee ot the 
mesonephros, extending to a variable length of 1.0 to 2.0 mal and 
a I;!idth of 0.2 to 0.6 mm. After 6 days it 1s usually so small, in 
most eases, that it can 0.,1y be detected by very careful examina-
tion. 
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A thin germinal ~pithellnm which is occasionally discontinuous 
envelopes the right gonad. In none ot the twenty-tive g;:>nads hIs-
tologically examined during this age range was a cortex seen. The 
edulla consIsts ()f fewer and fewer numbers of cells (fig. 15). 
he amount of tissue left in the gonad varies considerably espe-
the older ones. The epithelial cells derived from the 
cords undergo further regression 8.nd atrophy. By the 
tenth day, these oells Mve the appearance ot loose ecmnectlve 
tissue or mesenchyme 11ke c.118. The connectIve tlssue cells de-
lved from the mesenchyme stroma of the medulla are 1nd1stlnguish ... 
ble from the epIthelial cells. Some ot these tend to become fi-
The 'tat laden' cells also .ecrease In number 
s the individual gets "lder. They were completely absent 1n two 
ases 9 and 10 days of ale, while two other eaees of the same age 
of such cell.. Germ cells were still seen in the 
ight gonad 3 to 4 days after hatching. However, after 4 days 
hey were no lon,er found except poss:f-bly tor an occasional 
hrunken nucleus whose identification was doubtful. 
o lll!!1l.t2 "xull mfiltY[I~1 L.b ~ U :zs. .sau' 
!!!§r:tl The structure of the lett ovary remains bas1.cally the 
of the ovary already described for 10 days. The most 
ign1ficant change noticeable in the growing ovary 1s naturally 
ho continuous ~nlargement of some of its follicles of whtch the 
primary ones attain full grown size and rupture between 45 to 75 
Not all follicles that begin to grow attalnfull size. Some 

of epithelial cells derived from the original medullary cords, 
connective tissue fibres, a few 'fat ladent cells, and the in-
filtrated blood cells (tigs. 16, 17 and 18). In two cases ot ,0 
snd 75 days, lymphocytes were also noticed in the stroma. Fibrous 
connective tissue cells are more prevalent in the older stages. In 
some, the bulk of the goned was found to be formed of cells ot a 
fibrous nature wtth very rew epithelial cells. In such cases, it 
would seem likely that either the epithelial cells have dis-
appeared or that they became transformed into fibrous connective 
tissue-llke cells. The number of 'tat laden' cells also shows 
considerable individual Variation and in some cases one has dif-
ficulty in finding anl. In none of the twenty-eight gonads stud-
ied in this age group, were germ cells observed although some 
large nuclei of quest10nable identlty were seen. A thin 
peritoneal-like epithelium, which is discontinuous 1n some areas, 
envelopes the gonad. There was no 1ndtcation of either a cortex 
or a proliferating epithelium in any of the gonads. 
a £u~illlenta[l £,i,oi sopaSI .!tl old.r llJrds I 
The right gonads of six older temales (230 days to 3i years) 
studied histologically. It rudimentary gonad was present in 
Epithelial cells were fewer 1n number when compared 
ith younger stages, but more fibrous connective tissue was pre-
The 'rat laden' cells found in the gonads of younger birds 
ere rarely seen in any of these. In two of the six cases masses 
of lyaphocytes were also seen. 
6; 
H!ST\)R~ Ok IfLE Ml1LI,§HIAN n~D ','iOLFI' IAN DU~1!B 
~~~ __ dH9~11 The tubal ridge that later contributes to the 
formation of the ~fullerl8n ducts is visible at about 3 days incu-
bation as a thickened arelt of peritoneum all along the dorso-
lateral side of the mesonephros lying Imnted1ately lateral to the 
mesonephric duct. By 3. days the cranial part of the ridge begins 
to invaginate to form 8 groove which seon transforms into a tube, 
the 11ullerlan duct. The tube 1s open at the cranial end but 
closed caudally. The part thus tormed is relatively short. The 
major portIon of the duct is tormed by a posterior elongation and 
it reaches the cloaca at about 6 to 6* days incubation. 
In the female embryo development ot the oviducts is uniform 
GO either side up to 8 days at which time both ducts show a length 
of 6.0 to 6.S Mm. At this time the right Mullerian duct ceases to 
grow and begins to atrophy. The cessation 1n growth commences at 
the cranial end and by the fourteenth day it has dIsappeared 
except tor a short cloacal stump of about 2.5 to ).0 rum in length. 
In adult terr~les this rudImentary cloacal oviduct may be found 
attached to the right side of the cloaca. It is responsive to 
female hormones so it may be somewhat larger in adults. 
The left oviduct nn the other hand continues to grow in the 
remaining embryonIc as well as the early post-hatch period 
(Table 3). l'letween 35 to 45 days a tremendous increase in size 
,mel colling takes place in preparation for ovulation. An increase 
in its vasculs.rization is also noticed at this period. At the 
I 
I 
I' 
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time of ovulation the oviduct 1s lnrge, valcul~Jr and convoluted 
and takes up most of the space on the right side of the body c8vit 
between the ovary and the cloaca. 
It is ot interest to note in this c()nnection that in the male 
retrogression occurs simultaneously in both the lett and right 
MUllerian ducts and that 1t begins rather suddenly at 7ft de~Ys ot 
incubat1on. Unlike the temale, atrophy of these ducts begins at 
the caudal end and progresses cranialvards. This takes place 
rather rapidly, tor by the eleventh day they have practically dis-
appeared by the thirteenth day. 
~~WY_ duct,! The nronephrlc duct which later becomes the meso-
nephric duct, persists in the adult female as a straieht thread-
like struoture lyIng in close association and parallel to the 
ureter on the ventral surface of the metanephrIc kidney (f1.g. 19). 
Anteriorly It Is conneoted to the mesonephrIc remnant, consisting 
or a few convoluted tubules, the epoophoron, andposter1orly to 
the cloaca. 
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I. Ihi ,{festp £l sinistral oVlriectomy: 
I Introduction : }i'orty-nlne young quail were slnlstr~dly ovariecto-
"'"' 
mlzed 1:1 order to study the effects on the rudimentary right gonad 
snd the accessory e,nd secondary sex characters (Table IV). All 
our operations were complete in th&t no regeneration r,.lf ovarian 
tissue occurred on the left side, as determined by exeunination at 
autopsy. In a few cases there was regeneration on thE' si to of the 
, 
re:7ioved left ovary, however, this was found to be test;is-llke 
rather than ovarian in character, the hIstological findings on 
which will be discussed elsewhere. 
Removal of the lett ovary resulted in some hypert;rophy of the 
rudiment on the right side at least in the majority 01' the cases. 
This hypertrophy was, howver, in no way comperable in magnitude 
to that observed in the domestic fowl under similar c1.rcumstanc •• 
(Domm, 1927). In 10 cases the compensatory growth on tho right 
side 1f any, was insignificant tor only miorosoopi,c strands or 
patches of gonad tissue were seen (vide infra). 
, 
, 
MacroscoD1c 2R§!rY'~i9D s1. rigbt gonad: The hypertrophied right 
gonad 1n all cases occurred on the site of the normal ritht gonad 
which was described in the section on the development of the gonad, 
The size and shape of these gonads varied considerably. Some of 
the better developed on(!)s have the general anpearance of an embry-
onic testiS, being elongated and rod-shaped (flg. 20). The con-
tour of the free surface of such gonads was generally 'smooth and 
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the .maximum size attained was 8.0 m.m in length, 1.5 mrn in breadth 
and about 300 ~ in thickness. 
The majority of the compensatory gonads, however, had the 
.hap~ of an elongated disc. The nerltoneal surface was smooth al-
though s few of them had 8 wavy to pitted appearance. A few of 
them had the shape of 8ft inverted L, with their long axis parallel 
to the mesonephros and the short arm lying horizontally across the 
cranial border of the mesonephros. In a few cases, the gonad was 
composed of two separate masses arranged in tandem fashion 
(fig. 21). In the cases of doubtful hypertrophy, the gonads, 
under magnifieation, were seen to be thin narrow sheets of tissue 
.tretching from the medial surface of the mesonephros to the ven-
tral surface of the post Ct:lIval vein. 
The size of the hypertrophied gonads apparently showed no im-
portant relation to the age at which the birds were operated or 
the t1me subsequent to operation at which they were examined. It 
leems probable that these gonads have attained their maximum size 
prior to 100 days post-ovariectomy, since those birds that wefe 
sacrificed at this time showed as great an hypertrophy as those 
that were sacr1ficed much later. 
M19rogc9E~g Exam1Qjt1oD: 
Gener~l C2n~tdlratlons: Twenty-five specimens were sec~ioned and 
histologIcally examined. This included some of the best developed 
compensatory gonads 8S well as those which showed no or very 
little growth. In all of the hypertrophied rit:ht gonads, the most 
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outstanding components were the cords of epithelial (medullary) 
cells (figs. 23 and 24). The fibrous connective tissue found be-
t\ieen the cords 1s a1 so abundant and s()metimes forms a definite 
tunica albugenia, underneath the surface peritoneal epithelium. 
In almost every case examined, masses or lymphoid tissue in vary-
lng amounts could be seen infIltrating the tissue of the gonad. 
Slmil&rlYt capillaries with blood cells also penetrate into the 
gonad. In texture, some of the gonads showed a loose spongy 
appearance while others were fairly compact. The texture may vary 
withIn the areas of a single gonad. 
Peritoneal soy!r~Q&: All of the h1pertrophied gonads were covered 
on their tree surfaces by e thin coelomic epithelium which entered 
into the curves and depressiQns f'ound on the surface of some of 
them. The epithelIum is compo.ed of a slngle layer of squamous 
cells. In none of' thE! gonads thus far exam1ned, was there evi-
dence of a thickened epithelium or of any prolIferation from it. 
In other words, there was no sign ot a cortex or of DO active ger-
minal epithelium. 
lCords: The epithelial tissues found 1n the hypertrophied gonads 
were arranged mostly 1n definite cords ot various sizes and shapes. 
In section the cords may be spherical or elliptical. in shape (figs. 
23 and 2~); they may be short, or they may be long and extend into 
several sections as straight or twisted rods. The !Uaneter also 
Varies, ranging from approximately 25 }.l to 75 p. Cytologically 
most of the cords found 1n the hypertrophied gonad are of uniform 
type. The cells within the basement membrane surrounding the 
cords are not arranged in any definite manner. The cytoplasmic 
outline of each cell could be easl1y made out even though the cell 
lDembranes are not distInct. The nuclei are spherI.cal as a rule 
but oval ones were also observed. The nuclei show two distinct 
nucleoli in the center of the nucleus slightly apart trom each 
other. With respect to the nature of the cytoplasm two types of 
cells could be recognized. The predominant type has a homogenous 
granular cytoplasm while the less abund~nt type has a clear, more 
vesIcular, cytoplasm and appears to be undergoing fatty degenera-
tion or dis.ntegration. The corda may be composed entirely ot 
cells of the first type or of the second type or a combination of 
the two (fig. 2lt). Both these types of cells may also be seen in-
dividually in isolated condition. 
A second type of cord was noticed in one ot the hypertrophied 
gonads (:fig. 23). In two adJ~icent cords, the cells were arranged 
in such a manner that all of them were resting on the basement 
membrane with their nuclei close to the base. These nuclei were 
slightly smaller than those of the cells of the previously de-
scribed cords. The cytoplasm of each cell extends all the way to 
the center of the eord, hence, no definite lumen is visible. It 
1s homogeneous and granular but the dens1 ty of the stt:!1n decrease. 
toward the center of the cord. 
In none of the hypertrophied gonads h1stologically examined, 
did we find a definite tubule. It is also significant to note 
I, 
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that no germ cells were noticed 1n any of them. 
~nnegt1!e tl§sU.l !troil and tHOiSi ilbuclne. Encircling the cords 
and the isolated epithel'lsl cells, is the connect1ve t1ssue stroma 
the amount of tissue present between the cords differs according 
to the density of the cords. Whe.!l the cords are rew 1n a parti-
cular area, the stroma is either composed of a loose vascular or 
a more dense fibrous connective t1ssue. In areas where the cords 
are crowded, only very thin strips of connective tissue were 
present. 
Underneath the peritonf)al lining encircling the cordal. tissuEft 
a fibrous oonnectivet188ue tunica albugenea is seen in most of 
the hypertrophied gonacis (fig. 2"). This tissue maji be thin or 
cotnparativelj· thick and in places it may occur 1n large rounded 
bundles stretching across the outer surface of the gonad. 
Lx;Qbatie ADS HftmPRQ,etl9 Sissue: Almost without exception, masses 
of lymphoId tissue may be seen infiltrated 1nto the hypertrophIed 
gonad. These may occur as huge masses OccuP11ng the spaces ot de-
generated cords or as loose strands entering into the intercQrdal 
areas. CapIllaries containing blood cells are also seen in the 
stroma. However, these are not so atlundant as to permIt us to say 
that the gonads are well vascularized. 
p~;(~l!lentl: It is not uncommon to see melanin pigment granules in 
the stroltk'l of the hypertrophied right gonad. These, illhen present, 
are more abundant in the perIpheral areas of the gonad than 
elsewhere. 
Hight gonads 01' doubtful hypertrophy, so-called because their 
,1ze is no lr.rger than that of the n::lrmal rudimentary gonad, show 
the SB.me component tissue elements as the hypertrophied gonad. In 
such gonads cords are tew in number and small in size (flg. 25), 
and sometimes they were absent, ln which case the cordal tlssue ls 
represented by isolated cells. Connective tissue cells as well as 
Lymphocytes are prevalent in such gonads. In a few cases, the 
vhole gonad was infiltrated with massive amounts of lymphatic 
tissue. 
~egenlrl~loQ ~ lb! ~ st !hi l!!t 9YftY 
Most ot our ovariectomies were eompletely successful in the 
sense that no regeneration whatsoever took place at the site ot 
left gonad. In twenty-flve specimens histologically examlned, 6 
also shoved a variable amount of regeneratlon on the left side 
(fig. 22). In one of these there was only a narrow, small strip 
of tissue while in another almost the same size as that of an 
average hypertrophied right gonad vas attained. The disparity in 
the size of these regenerated masses 1s no d6ubt controlled, to 
some extent by the amount of tissue remaining following the 
operation. 
Histologically, all of these left regenerated masses appear 
to be testis-like In character and similar in all respects to 
those found on the right. They are composed of cords, connective 
tissue stroma, 8nd all the other tissue elements found 1n the 
-rieht gonads. 
!tfeets 2l 2Yirtect9~ sa IPc,ssorx ~rg§ns Q! t!Rfodqct1on 
The accessory sex orr-ans considered here are the lett and 
right oviducts and the Wo1f£1an ducts. 
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~ gytdMS~: In almost all the (Wses of ovariectomy, regardless 
of the degree of hypertrophy of the right gonad, the left oviduct 
never revealed hormonal stimulation. It remained in the juvenile 
conditien. In comparing the measurements of the lett oviduct on 
the days the b1rds were ovar1ectomized and at the time they were 
autopsied (See Table III and IV for comparisons) 1t is evident 
that the ov1ducts oontinued to grow for only a short time after 
the operation and then stopped. The average length of these ovi-
ducts in poulards 1s about 3 to 4 cm'. With few exceptions, the 
oviducta were narrow straight tubes and not well vascularized. In 
the exceptional. eases (ff36), 356 and 957) they were slightly 
c011ed and show1ld better Y'ascularir.atlon. 
R1gbt 2Xi9YGt: As 1n the ease of normal females, a rUdimentary 
right oviduct was found in all the poulards without exception. 
They occur as small stumps (4 to 6 mm in length) attached to the 
right side or the cloacal wall and, in size and she.pe, were sim1-
lar to those of jUY'enile female birds. In normal adult females, 
this rudimentary oviduct undergoes a slight enlargement in length 
~nd breadth, apparently due to estrogenic stimUlation. In none ot 
our poulards, was such ~t1mulation observed in the richt oviduct • 
.L!fi $30<:1 tIght jVolt(IIIl ducts: Left Emd right Wolfflan ducts were 
I I 
7lt-
:found in all o'ur female quail at all ages (fig. 19). Sitrilnrly. 
persistence of these ducts was Observed without excention in our 
poul~rds as thread-like structures extending from the mesonephric 
remnant to the cloaca (figs. 20 and 2~ Most of them occurred as 
stra1.ght ducts wIth slIght coiling midway between cranial and 
caudal ends while others were stra1ght throughout their entire 
course. This slight coiling, however, was not peculiar to the 
wolffian ducts of poulards, tor such coiling was also noticed in 
normal females as well as in capons. In none of our poulards was 
there an inversion of the duct into a vas deference such as is 
found in normal males. 
Itfegts 2n 8,oop48£1 !si Cbar!2t lE' 
Effectq SD P1YII": 
The Japanese quail undergoes a series of feather changes be-
fore it dons the adult plumage. The sequence of these change. has 
been reported by previous workers and recently by Lyon (1962). 
According to t~ author, the young coturnix reveals three sets ot 
plumages, the natal, the first juvenile and the second juvenile 
prior to the acquIsition of the adult winter plumage. The first 
juvenile feathers may begin to appear by the second day after 
hatching, replacing the natal plumage, and by four weeks post-
hatch, the first juvenile plumage is almost completely developed. 
The f1rst feathers of the second juvenile plumage make their 
appearance by 2k to 3 weeks, well before the first juvenile plu-
mage has completed its development. This sec()nd set 1s completely 
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developed at apnroximately 7 to 8 weeks after hatching. It Is 
~hile in this plumage that the birds become sexually mature hence, 
some investigators have preferred toeall ;h1s the nuptial plumage. 
The f1rst juvenile plumage Is acquired by a complete post natal 
melt while the seoond juvenile is only a partial one. In other 
words, the first post-juvenile molt preceding the sec~nd juvenile 
plumage 1s a partial molt. During this molt, feathers on the 
ventrel, humeral, temoral, spinal, caudal and alar tracts are 
shed, but feathers on the crural, interier and capital tracts are 
retained unt1l the following second juvenile melt. This second 
post-juvenile melt, which is a complete molt, is tollowed by the 
winter plumage. Adult coturnix have two plumages and two molts 
per year, a complete molt in the late summer or fall, resulting 
in the winter plumage and a partial molt of the head and throat 
in the spring, February to AprIl or May, resultIng in the summer 
plumage. 
The characteristics ot the dirferent plumages is a8 tollows 
(after Lyon, 1962): 
~1r!t Jy.ytn1l, el~U&!J l1i1l light brownish olive; head, neck and 
back grayish buffy brown. Feathers of the neck and back with a 
thIn, pale cream, shatt streak; throat and breast wh1te to pale 
grayish cream. Breast of both sexes w1th blackish brown spots, 
but in addition upper breast and lower throat of male tInged with 
light rufous; teet pale olive chestnut (figs. 30 and 31). 
Secomi 3uvIu11e l2l.w@ur!, 13111, dark brownish olive to black; 
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forehead, nape, and crown dark huffy brown except for light cream 
lDedian and superciliary lines; neck tawny, and back tawny to very 
deep tufty brown. Feathers of both reglons with Ii broad, crea.m 
colored shaft streak; wing coverts, medium buffy brown with tawny 
spots or blotches on outer web. Sec!)ndaries si:'1i1ar but blotches 
larger and broader; abdomen white and tinged with very pale tawny. 
Feathers on sides dark tawny with a white shaft streak n0ar the 
tip of the feather; throat 1n male solid cinnamon to chestnut and 
breast pale to l1ght tawny. Throat of female pale grayish cream 
w1th black malar line descending onto edge of throat. Breast pale 
grayish cream with black or blackish brown spots; feet pale olive 
chestnut (fig. 32 and 34). 
W1n$e,t p1umag,' Similar to second juvenile pl.umage except for 
coloration of throat and breast. Throat of male usually white 
with black anchor or streak (fig. 33). Breast pale to medtum 
tawny. Throat and breast ot female usually similar to second 
juvenile plumage, but sometimes will be identical to throat and 
breast coloration of the male. 
In our laborat()ry some of the males of the second juvenile 
plumage showed the black anchQr or streak (mentogular band) ot the 
winter plumage. Peeanse or this there may be some doubt about the 
genetic purity of our stock. This problem will be investIgated. 
Summ2t 2£ U»ptll1 ~lYmig!, Same as that or second juvenile 
plumage. 
1h.! .I.U dimorphIC !!!theu I A.s 1s clear f'ro[} the above deseri pt1m 
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the fIrst juvenile feathers are practIcally identical in both 
saiCes. However, in the second juvenile plumage, as well as 1n the 
adult plumage, the coloration of the throat and breast feathers 
differs in both sexes. The throat and chin of the male May be 
uniformly solld cinnamon to chestnut oolored as is usual in the 
second Juvenile and summer plumages or, as is often seen in winter 
plumages, a variation of characters may be seen such as, 1) buff-
ish wh1te with a black or blackish brown, central, wedge-shaped, 
stripe of varying width curving back on each side in a narrow 11ne 
to the ear coverts (as the intluks of an anchor); at the base of 
the throat, curving back to ear coverts, 2) feathers of oentral 
str1pe tipped pale buff, 3) curved lines on sides of throat etten 
111-def1ned and sometimes absent, it) sides of throat often more 01" 
less chestnut,S) in some, whole chin and throat chestnut, 1n 
others, mostly burt. 
The breast feathers are orange-buft to chestnut-buft In 
color (figs. 32 and 33). 
In contrast, the throat and ohin of the female are pale gray-
ish cream (tlgs. 34 and 35>, but 1n wInter, during the inactive 
period, variations may oocur with a tendency to resemble the mal. 
type. The breast feathers are buff to rufous butf, spotted at 
the distal sldes with black or blackish-brown and with narrow 
whitish shaft streaks <flg. 3,). In winter, an occasional temale 
may present a breast colorat1on identical with that ot the male. 
Although the plumage of the hen occasionally resembles that of the 
male in every respect, males apnarently never acquire a plmnage 
similar to that of the typical female. 
lr.hAn£es dul. l2 oyarlegtolY priol l2 the llr§~ Jyvenllg nlMmlge 
-
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Ovariectomy even as early as t.he second day after hatch1.ng 
does not in nny way affect the first juvenile plumage (fig. 31). 
This plumage enoeared and was then replaced boY the second juvenile 
plumage 1n all our birds IrrespectIve of whether they were ova-
riectomized cr not. This might be expected since there is no sex 
dimorphism in the first juvenile plumage. 
Q!ariectomg RlieE !2 !hi aPR!aranse a[ 'Icond Jyv!nI1e plMmlie 
The second juvenile and the adult plumages, both winter and 
.ummer, on the other hand, are affected by the removal of the left 
ovary. In poulards, operated prior to the development of the se-
cond juvenile plumage, ell the emerging breast feathers showed the 
typical butty male character without any indication of the black 
dots that are seen In the normal female. Similarly, the throat 
also showed the uniform chestnut color and occasiQnal median 
black stripe, or mentogular band as 1n the male (figs. 36 and 37), 
whieh is the neutral form since, as wll1 be seen later, quail 
canons also show the male pattern of plumage • 
.2!arlectolY Ifter !ll! f$tatnment 2! .th! s!90 rlS1 jUYEmill Rl·Wl!!'! 
When the birds 'Were operated after the assumption of the 
second Juvenile plumage, the feathers did not change into the male 
type until the succe.ding winter molt. I{owever, feathers that 
wer~ aceidentDy lost or purposely plucked were replsced by the 
I 
I, 
I' 
, I 
i, 
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adult male type. When feathers of the breast were plucked on the 
daY of o],)eratlon, the new emerging faathers were found to be 
lIlostly rnal~, 1e., the neutral type, but some of them, especially 
those that were away fro':l the lled1an line ,.,r the breast, were seen 
to 'b~ slIghtly spotted black, resenbltr!g those of the female. The 
Slgntfieanoe of this will be discussed later. 
Reversion 2I. .mil.! nlWSfuce ,.1g the .tIMle .ttu 
--
Breast feathers were plucked at cl.finite intervals, begInning 
at the time of ovariectomy, t~ determine changes 1n the emerging 
feathers. Birds operated in Avril showed male type feathers when 
plucl-;:ad in the following months u'1til July when ft rew of the 
feathers in some of the b1.rds showed 11 mixture of male and female 
types. This shows that the plumage of these bIrds was begj.nning 
to revert to the female type as eer1y as two to three rnonths atter 
ovariectomy. A good number ot our ovariectomized birds sooner or 
later showed plumage of a mixed character (figs. )8 and 39), while 
a few continued to retain the male type plumage (see Table IV). 
The dotted breast feathers may appear allover the upper 
breast ~f the po\aard as in complete reversion, or they may be 
restrioted to either side rather than the median line as in. many 
of the eases of partial reversion. Again the black to brown1.sh 
spots may appear on either half of each feather or they may be 
only on one side. When they are only on one side, they are usu-
ally seen on the lateral halt of the fenth~!r. When ~ne of the two 
dots is dark and the other lIghter, the lighter one usually 
occupies the ~edial half. The significance of this will be 
disCussed. 
J!'fec,t. 2! oyariectom3 .QJl !h! .I1u .iJ.lS .rili 9i. &£2wth 2l. .tb.! 
.t§athe£1 
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An attempt was made to determine the dIfference, it any, in 
the lengths of identical feathers of poulards, capons, and nQrmal 
females Qnd males. For this purpose, the left second and third 
primarIes, second and third secondaries and the left and right 
main tail teathers were selected and measured in 8 birds ot each 
group. The summarized results are given in Table V. It is evi-
dent from these measur~'m.nts that fA slight increase in feather 
lengths is detected in the operated birds. 
Similarly, an attampt was made to determ1ne if there were any 
differences in rate of growth between the feathers of any of the 
four groups of birds under considerat1on. The same sets ot feath-
ers vizi left second and third primar1es and secondaries and the 
two main tail feathers were plucked at the same t1me in six birda 
of each group a.nd the enutrglng feathers measured at datini te 1n-
tervals during their growth. The results are tabulated and shown 
in Table VI. It 1s seen that the s11ght increase in length no-
ticed 1n the operated birds, in contrast to the normals, 1s evi-
dent early 1n their growth, that 11. to say, the growth rate 1s 
higher 1n the operated birds in the early stages of growth. 
In the normal male the dorsal cloacal wall protrudes markedly 
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during the breeding season because of the hypertrophied cloacal 
gland. The gland consists (.f Ii number ;:,f single layered, sac-like 
compartments, opening directly into the proctodium. Each sac is 
lined by a high columnar epithelium which 1s folded inward farmine 
many primary and secondary tolds. The glands are surrounded on 
the dorsal side by thick outer circular and inner longitudinal 
layers of muscles (fig. 26). These glands secrete copious quanti-
ties of 8 frothy white material. During the non-breedin.g season, 
the gland as well as its musculature is greatly reduced in size 
and inactive. 
In the normal female, this structure is an incipient cloacal 
gland. He.re the sacs ot the gland are lined with a low columnar 
epithelium and possess few, if any, secondary tolds. Often it is 
infil trated w'.th lymphatic tissue. The musculature also 1s very 
scanty and no secretory material 1s ejected from the gland. 
In none of the ovariectom1zed birds did we see a functional 
hypertrophied cloacal gland such as is found in the breeding male. 
The slze of the gland remained small and not much different in 
gross appearance fro"!'! that of the normal female. On h1stolegical 
examinat1on, the glands wet'. fOUl"ld to be lined by el medium to high 
columnar epitheliu.rn without any secondary folds. Varying amounts 
of lymphatic tissue infiltrated the stroma sometimes occupying the 
whole section and leaving very little space for the reduced sacs 
of the gland (fig. 21). The musculature of the gland also was not 
affected showing 11 ttle, if any, d1fference fro 1'1 that ()f the normaJ 
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(emElle. After compari.ng these glands with thDse of quail capons, 
it was evident that they were apparently not stimulated by the 
hypertrophied right gonads. 
~fects sa yole! 109 nebov19£ 
It is well known that a castrated .male Lird is on the whole 
negative 1n its sexual behavior. Removal ot the left ovary also 
resulted in the assumption or neutral behavior in the quall. "The 
hypertrophy of the right rudimentary gonad into a testis-llke 
organ, did not bring torth any noticeable male behavior in quail 
poulards. The males, •• peclally during the breeding season, are 
very pugnacious and will fight, sometimes fiercely, when placed 
together in the same cage. No such fighting behavior was noticed 
in our paulard.. Similarly, none of the potllards showed 8.ny 
attractiQn toward other temales and they did not attempt to tread 
when normal breeding temales were introduced into their cage. In 
the company of breeding males, the poulards, even those showing 
sIgns of revers10n to the temale plumage, behaved like unwilling 
females, running away as much as posslble and thus refusing to 
oblige. 
As for the votce, it has been reported (witherby, 1941) that 
the call of the male is a liquid uquic, quie-Ie", usually repeated 
several times and heard at night as well as 1n daytime. The 01'-
(linary oall of the female is a sott "peu, peu'~. In our laboratory 
poulards were sometimes heard responding to the call of other 
quail but we were unable to determine whether their response 
Sounded more like that of a male I')T a female. One j,nterestlng 
observt~tion was that, when the tap water was turned on near the 
cages, where these birds were kept, the males as well as the 
poulards always made lots of noise which all sounded very similar. 
Jfreet 2!l body ..I!!.I !.ll!t uli5h$ 
Sexual dimorphism in the size of coturn1x as judged by body 
weight, becomes apparent bet"ee.n 6 to 8 weeks of age (fig. 1). 
The average weight of a dozen males in one of our experillenta.l 
grou.ps vas 113 em when 137 days old. The mean weight of a dozen 
females of the saoe group and age was 135 gm. This disparity in 
weicht 1s apparently due to the large glandular ov1.duet and 
ovulating ovary of the laying female as vell a5 the addItional 
accumulation of body fat. The weight of the poulard is greater 
than that ot the male but lower than the female. The average 
weight of 20 poulards at 137 days of age was 126 gm. The accumu-
lation of body fat seems, here also, to be the ch1ef reason for 
this increase. 
Qn B.ll~!ra~ 0rehl~ct9mx 
Twenty birds were bIlaterally orchieetomized between the ages 
of 6 end 40 days and were sacrificed beginning from 180 to 600 
days post operation. All were found to have been completely cas-
trated on post mortem, th~t 1s to say, we [<nmd no testis-like 
tissue either by regeneration on the gonad sites or by growth of 
remnants that might have been accidentally lost in body cavity 
during the surgical removal. 
Our ,')liservatinrls 1ndicate thrlt the Qccessory AcCeSSQr:)! n[~htls 
-
organs of the :nsle are greatly reduced 1.n size foll~),,!:lng castra-
tion. The vasa deforentia, which in the normal male are tortuous 
and have a perceptible diameter, are rf,duced to a thin straight 
duct throughout most of their Cl)Urse. Some of them were sliehtly 
coiled midway between cranial and caudal ends t,;ut this condi tlcm 
May not be sign1.ftcant since it was seen in both the normal te-
male and the SinIstrally ovariectomized poulard. 
Segondary .I.U gharact'E, 
PlumAge The plumage of castrated m,,\les was no different from that 
of normal males. This would see"'! to indicate th~;t testicular 
hormones have no influence on the character of the plumage in male 
Japanese quail. Castration, eV(1.n before the assumption of the 
first juvenile plumage, had no effect either on the juvenile plu .... 
mages or the adult winter or 5nmmerplumsges. 'Each of th(~se plu-
mages were similar to that of the normal male (figs. 40 and ~l). 
The re~lthera in some of' our capons .eem to be darker than those 
of the male. This exces. pigmentation is not limited to the 
feathers alone since the bill as well as the legs are somewhat 
darker in capons than in normal males. 
As in the poulards, there appears to be Ii slight irregularity 
in the time ot the molt of capons; however, our data at present 
are not sufficient to draw any definite conclusions on this point. 
Biz! and .uL1'& 2i U9'fd,ih 9.l. .tut;Oe[1 As will be seen fr()!!I. Table V t 
the lengths of certain prim.aries, secondaries and main tail 
. I 
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feathers were measured in capons, poulards, and normal males and 
females. The average lengths of the respective feathers in the 
capons were found to be slightly longer than the normal males. As 
for the rate of growth of the feathers of the capons, it is on a 
par with that of the poulard; the slight dIfference noticeable in 
the lengths at feathers of operated bIrds over th<''lt or normal 
males and females was attained. in the early period \then growth 
rate of operated birds was higher. Following thIs early period, 
growth rates became uniform and remained so until the feathers 
had reached full size. 
Qloagll gla~ In none ot the castrated males did we find the pro-
truding cloacal gland characteristic of the breeding male. In-
stead, these glands were always small and similar in size to those 
of the laying female. When sexually active males were castrated, 
the size of the cloacal gland gradually involuted until it reached 
a size similar to that of the female. Histologically, such glands 
are lined with low to high columnar cells. The glandular sacs 
were reduced in size and lacked the secondary and sometimes the 
primary folds so conspicuous 1n the active male cloacal gland. 
The musculature covering the gland bas also undergone considerable 
regression. Masses of lymphoid tissue may be seen infIltrating 
the glandular tissue. Sometimes, as also is the case in certain 
poulards, the whole gland 1s filled with lymphoid tissue leaving 
little or no space for the degenerated glandular sacs, 
VoiSI Ji!.W! l1!MYiol The capons without exoeption were neutral in 
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their 'beha.vior. They showed n'lne of the ftghting attitude of the 
breeding male. St"'lfrle of our capl)ns were 'lccasionally seen picking 
one another but this Gould 1n no sense be regarded as fighting be-
havior. In fact, females and males, during the non-breeding 
period, as well as the pou}ards, showed this picking behavior. 
our capons d1.d not SI-IOW an tnterest j,n the female and elld not 
attempt to tread even when sullmlss1ve breedIng females were placed 
in their cages. 
During the breeding period the normal male 1s very restless 
and does a great deal of voca11zing which, apparently, 1s the sex 
call of the !riElle. No such behavior was observed in our capons 
who did some vocalizing, especially when disturbed or alftrmed. 
Such sounds are also made by the female as well as the poulard 
and therefore, should perhaps not be regarded as having any sexual 
significance. 
~.§J..l! The size of our capons a.s measured by weight, increased 
beyond the normal as a result of early castration. 
weight of 15 ca.pons at 137 days of age was 128 1m. 
The average 
This 'Was 
15 gm higher than the average weight of normal males 01' the saIDe 
age. An excess depoSition of tat was obvious 1n all our capons 
and this fact may explain their areeter weight. 
I DISCUSSION 
Development 0' the 0YIll: ,.... 
The development of' the ovary in the Japanese quall, 1n most 
respects resembles that of the ch:lck whose embryology 1s well 
kno\!m through the studies of many investigators. Desp! te the 
dIfference in the incubation period of these two species, viz., 
21 days for th@ chick and 16 to 17 days tor the quail, the extent 
of development at the time or hatching 1s more or less the same 
with respect to the gonads. The events that take place 1n 21 days 
in the chick, therefore, have to 'be completed in a fewer nu.'nber of 
dayS in the quall. Consequently, one sees an earlier appearance 
of structures 1n the case or the quail. For example, in the 
chick, ::';wltt (1914, 1915) and others aCree that the primordial 
germ cells arrive 1n the gonad area by 3i days ot Incubation, 
while l.n the quatl we find that they a m:U3a,r in the presumpt1 va 
germinal epithelium by 2 to 2t days. Such an acceleration in 
\' contrast to the chick is also noticed 1n the development of the 
medullary cords, proliferation of cortical cords and other m.aJor 
events of later development. Development in the quail Is also 
speeded up during the post-batch period since they become sexually 
mature as EUjrly as 45 days, whereas sexual maturity occurs at 5 to 
6 months in the brown Leghorn towl. 
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rL:!~~ ...... a_ ~ ge1l. 
The orimordlal ge.rm cells of the quail resemble those de-
,ori.bed 1n the chick by Swift (1914), in size, shape and othor 
characteristics. According to him, the cytoplasmic attraction 
sphere serves 8.$ the best criterion for identiflcati(1n of the germ 
cells. This was found not to be the case in the qWlil. An 
attraction sphere is nevertheless present, tmt only as a rather 
indistinct structure. On the other hand, Goldsmith (1928) did not 
(ind the attraction sphere as prominent in the chick as described 
by Swift. 
As to the origin of' the germ cells and their role in the 
•• fortnation of' the definitive oocyte there 1s a wide difference of 
opinion. The majority of workers such as Nussbaum (1901), 
Rubaschkin (1907), Swift (1914, 191;), Goldsmith (1928). 
Matsumotto (1932), Benoit (1950), Domm and Clawson (1962), and 
others, whQ worked on the early development of the gonad in the 
chick, believe that the primordial germ oe11s have an extra-
gonadal origin. Swift (1915) and Goldsmith (1928) espeCially, 
have shown that it is these germ cells that later giVt, rise to 
.. 
the defin1tiv€' oocyte. Waldeyer (1810) and d'Hollander (1904) 
among the early workers, on the other hand, believed that the 
germ oells are deriv!:'d from the germinal epithelium. F1rket (191 
1920) thought that these cellI come from an extralonadal area in 
the chick, but that most of these undergo degeneration beginning 
at 15 days of incubation and ar8 replaced by new sex cells 
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derived from the germinal enlthellum. This view is supported by 
an earlier finding of Dantschakoff (1908) and more recently by 
Essenberg and Garwacki (1938) who believe that the definitive 
o~cytes are derived entirely from the germinal eplthellum. Al-
though we did not make a detailed study em the origin and migra-
tion of these cells, our sOf1lewhat limited observations lead us to 
conclude that in the quall, they also have an extragonadal origin 
for they lire found in other areas of the embryo such 8.S the ento-
derm, the space between entoderm and mesoderm, and 1n the dorsal 
mesentary, prior to their arrival ln the gonad. Slm.1l!:trly, we 
found no ev1dence of a v1despread degeneration of these cells as 
was reported by F1rket (1914) in the ohick, but instead, we were 
able to trace them all through their development up to transforma-
tion into definitive o~cyt.s. In the lett ovary, germ cells lo-
cated in the medullary area degenerate and disaDpear as the whole 
tissue itself undergoes degenerative changes, wh1le those in the 
cortical area undergo a period ot rapid mitotic prolireratio~be­
tween seven and ten days, follow1ng wh1ch they enter the f1rst 
stages of meiosis. Beginning with the day of hatching, the defln~ 
t1ve ovum surrounded by its r.lliele beg1ns to fill with deuto-
plasm and th1s process continues unt1l the egg 1s mature and the 
follicle ruptures. .. It 1s true that many oocyte. degenerate and 
disappear before even getting a follicular envelope an(1 some even 
after considerable growth. This appears to be the normal way of 
getting rid of the ttlultltude of otfcytes that fll1 the embryoniC 
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gonad 'but 1 t i.n no way proves a discontlnui ty in. the germ line of 
the primordial germ cells. 
Firket (1913, 1914), Swift (1915), Blocker (1933), Stanley 
andWltschl (1940), Clawson and Domm (1963), Qnd others have ob-
served that the germ cells collect preferentially in the left 
gonad, in two to five times greater numbers than in the right. 
such a difterence 1s noticed in the chick embryo as early as 96 
hours of incubation. However, prior to this time they are rather 
evt:·nly dlstrll)uted. Our observations in the quail support this 
early asymmetry. Prior to 2t to 3 days of inCUbation the thick-
ness 1)£ the germinal epithelium and the number or incorporated g 
cells were almost equal on lett and right sldes. Atter this, 'We 
observed a slight increase in the thickness of the germinal epi-
thelium on the lett gonad as well as in the number of germ eells 
located in it. However, this disparity was not observed 1n all 
embryos. Some showed a near uniformity on lett and right sides 
in this respect. In the quail, as in the case of most bIrds, onl1 
the lett ovary becomes runctional while the right begins to under-
go regression during early development. In the case of the male, 
both right and lett testes develop. Therefore, 1n the absence ot 
evidence to the contrary, it may be logical to assume that the 
embryos which show the greater asymmetry may be developing in the 
female direction and the others the male. A more extensive study 
on the distribution of the germ cells 1n the quail is necessary 
before any firm conclusions can be drawn. 
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There 1s a cl1fference of opinIon as to the cause of this 
differential germ cell distrlbution. Dantchakorr (1931) belleves 
that an asymmetry in the arterial distribution of the young embryo 
1s responsIble for the dlrference 1n numbers on the two sides. 
Witschl (1935 a) contradicts this view and puts forth the Idea 
that it 1s due to a primary, hereditarily fixed, deficiency l.n 
the right cortical inductor, whioh, therefore, fails to attraot 
a8 many germ c&118. 0uP observ&t1ons would make it seem logical 
to accept the latter view tor 11' 1 t i8 due to all arterial asym-
metry, one would expect a dlsparity 1n the dlstrit,ut1on of germ 
cells in all embryos Irrespectivf? of •• X; If, on the other hand, 
the attraction by the lett cortex or its aba.nce in the right cor ... 
tex, due to a congenital deficienc7 1. the cause, the chances are 
that this disparity would be limited mostly to those embrYGs which 
are developing into the remale sex. We observed a sexual d1fter-
enee in distribution of the germ cells in the early embryos of the 
quail, however, more work 1s needed to establ1sh the cause of this 
d1.sparity. 
~otmation 2! the ledull§fl 20 £41 
Conflicting opinions have been given as to the origi.n of the 
primary sex cords. Semon (1887) maintains that they are out-
growths of the capsules ot the Wolrrian body. Wltschi (193;., 
1960), and Sta.nley and ~vitschl (1940) believed that the medulla 
1s a pseudo-segmentally arranged cord-11k., down-growth trom an 
undifferentiated mesonephslc "blastema't which 1s dlst1n.ct from the 
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coelomic epithelium. Blocker (1933) had a similar view proposing 
8 tlesenchymal blastema origin of the medulla in PIS'I[ sloms.t!cua. 
However, tho majority of workers such::;s Hoftman (1892) f 
d'Hollander (1904), Firket (1914), Swift (191" 1916), Benoit 
(1924, 1951), Goldsmith (1928), Brode (1928), Essenberg and 
Garw6cki (1938), Willer (1939), and others, believe that in birds, 
the medullary cords are formed 'by ingrowth. of cells from local-
ized area .• or the germinal epithelium (first proliferation). OUr 
own observations in quail embryos strongly support this majority 
view. Bud-11ke prOjections on the inner surfaoe ot the cerminal 
epithelium were aeen at 4 dhYS and by the 5th, proliferation vas 
very active. Epithelial cords extending from the germinal epi-
thelium and pushing into the mesenchymal blastmaa were very clear-
ly observed during this period. We, therefore, conolude that in 
tho qu.il embryo the medullary cords arise from the germinal epi-
thelium. 
li1! ~ lbs me4~1lfi sgrg, 
Flrket (1914) thought that the primary sex cords degenerate 
cO!lnletely in the female chick. In the male, of course, it 1s 
these medullary cords that gtve rise to the seminiferous tubules. 
filore recently, (Brode, 1928, Willier, 1939) t it was shown that 
the medullary cords also persist in the female atter transforming 
into one of the following structures, distended tubules wi-llch may 
temporarIly contain germ cells, clusters or cords of clear or 'tat 
laden t cells, isolated m.edullary cord cells, and isolated 
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pri~!lordial germ cells which, after a time, completely disappear. 
In the quail, we see B similar transformation or degeneration 
of the medulla of the lef't and right female gonad. As In the 
chick, the bulk of the medullary tissue disappears but, neverthe-
less, small amounts persist throughout the l1fe of the b1rd. 
It 1s 1nteresttng to note that the tran.st\')rmatlon of the 
medullary cells, into 'fat laden' cells, and the regression ot 
the right ovary, as well as the right OViduct, begins more or less 
at the lame time. In the quail the 'tat laden' type of cell 1s 
visible in the medulla of' both lett and right gonads beginning on 
the 8th d.8y of incubation and Is abundant by the 9th. The right 
gonad as well a8 the right Mullerian duet also beginsto regress by 
the 8th day. There has been much speculatIon regarding the cause 
of regression of the right oviduct in the female. Groenendijk-
Hu1jbers (1962) supports the idea that 1n the ehlek it 1s the 
male hormone which inhIbIts devel?pment of the right Mullerian 
duct. This would imply that the ovarian medulla of the embryo 
secretes a masculinizing hormone. The cells that produce this 
hormone, if there 1s one as suggested by the a.bove author, and 
others, are not indicated. Looking at the morphology of the 
medulla at this stage one would expect either the medullary or 
the 'fat laden' cells to be the source of such III hormone. A cyto-
logical or histochemical approach should yield information on this 
Doint. 
£,QrtH 
At the end of the first proliferation, which occurs at about 
~t to 6 days in the quail, the germinal epithelium of the left 
gonad was found to be 3 to , cells thick while in the rieht, it 
tlaS thinned out into a sinlle layer 1n all cases observed. At the 
time the germinal epithelium of the left ovary began to prolifer-
ate the cortical cords, beginning on the 6th day, no such activity 
was noticed in the germinal epIthelIum of the right g::mad. Later, 
81 ther during inCUbation or after hatching we f'ound no indication 
of a secondary proliferat1on or of the existence of cortical tis-
sue in the riEht gonad. This does not agree w1th reported obser-
vati0na in some other birds. Brode (1928), who made a careful and 
detailed investigation on the right gonad of the chick from the 
time of sex differentiation to the adult stage, found some corti-
cal tissue in the right gonad in 39% of the cases. Blocker (1933) 
also reported that in the right gonad of the temal.~llser gomll-
t1cus, the cortex is developed only to a very slIght extent or not 
at all. Similarly, Lewis (1946) reported that in the white Pekin 
duck, 
"by the 10th day of incubation, the rlt~ht ovary 1s 
covered with a single layer of epithel.ium whtch con-
tains scattered primorcU.al germ cells and, in some 
cases, Ii few large cortical cords that push out into 
the filmy area between the epithelium ond the under-
lying medullary position". 
The complete absence of cortical tissue in the r1ght gonad 
of coturnix quail is significant and, as wl11 be di.scussed later, 
it Is no doubt because of this that all the hypertrophied gonads 
I, 
t 
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in our ovariectomized 'birds Q'Jpear to be entirely testiS-like. 
\tlh.y there 1s no formatl"n of cortex in any of the right gonads of 
temale quail, while thepe is a sporadic development of cortex 1.0 
the chick and in a number of' other birds, is not known. \~e may 
conclude that 1n the quail, the genetic and/or hormonal inhibitory 
control of cortical development in the right gonad 1s complete, 
whereas in those forms where cortex occurs it Is probably not. 
lDterst1till ~elll 2l lb! ovary, 
The theool wall of the ovarian tol11cle and the stroma of the 
ovaries or young e.nd adult quail contains conspicuous eells, scat-
tered singly or in small islets, which have a large vesicular cyto 
plasm and are sharply defined from the surround1ng tissue. Such 
oel1s 1n the chick have been deslgnated by var10us names, such a., 
"Interstltial cella" (Firket, 1914), "luteal cel1stt (Boring and 
Pearl, 1917), and flclear lslet aellsfi (Norlinaez, 1922). LorIng 
and Pearl (1917) regard ed these cells 8S true, secretory cells 
strictly homologous with the lnterstitial cells of the cow. F'irket 
(1914) considered the Ufat laden" eells of the medulla and the in-
terstitial cells of the ovary as identlcal, but he claimed that 
they have a dual or:i.gin. The fitst laden" cells of the medulla are 
derIved by a transformation of the cordal cells \>J'hI1e the inter-
sti t1sl cells com.e frflr-'l the cc;nnect1ve tissue elernents)f the 
t,varian stroma • Non1ndez (1922) and JI"'ell (1923), who described 
the cytological details of interstitis.l cells, maintained that 1n 
the adult, these cells originated not from the connect1ve tissue, 
but from the er:1thellal cells derIved from the orIginal :nedullary 
cells. l~enoit (1926) also concluded that they arise exclusively 
from the enithelial elements. Our observations, as to the orl11.n 
of the interstitial cells i.n the quail, agree with the idea of an 
epithelial orig1n but cast some doubt on the i,dea that the pre-
curs')rs of the J nterstl tiel cells are derived from the original 
medullary cells or the epithelial cells of the first proliferatiol14 
During the last days of incubatIon and after hatching, epi-
thelial cells are liberated frOM the germinal epithelium which 
contribute to the stroma of the ovary. It wes not possible, from 
our observations, to determine whether these secondary epithelial 
cells, or the {')riginal medullary cord cells that migrated into the 
cortical area, actually geve rise to the interstitial cells of the 
ovary. Until some histochemical or other method 1s found bl' which 
these cells of primary and secondary prolIferation can be con-
sistently and unequivocally identified the origin of the inter-
stitial cells fr:")m either Qr these groups may not be know. 
QxarllQ ,sy;metrl 
The failure of the right gonad to develop into an ovary 1s a 
widespread phenomenon among birds. In the majority this gonad re-
mains as a rudimentary structure. It is missing 1n strigidae 
(Stanley sndWltsch1, 17)40). Rowever, this is not the rule in all 
hirds, Chappe11ier (1913) noticed the occurrence of a right ovary 
in some 1+1+ species of bi,rds bel rmglng t~ 10 different ")rders. Domm 
(1939), and Stanley and Witschi (19lto) a181' showed that in hawks 
: ' 
I 
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varying degrees of development of the right ovary takes place. 
Thus one can see a species vf:,iriatlon in the degree of development 
of the right ovary. 
In the quail, 'We have also noticed an individual var1.ation 
in the amount ot tlssue thet e~mposes the right gonad. Brode 
(1928) observed such a dlrter'.nce 1n the chick. This individual 
variation, thQugh small in magnitude, 1s nevertheless important, 
for ~s will be shown later, the extent of hypertrophy of the richt 
gonad may depend, at least in part, on the amount of t1ssue pre-
sent at the time of operation. Various theories have been pro-
posed to account for this ovarian asymmetry in blrds, tit discu •• lon 
of which is not called for here. 
pooadeetogl 
Il~ght lonad Hypertrophy of the rudimentary right gonad occurred 
In the majority of our cases followinl sinistral ctvariectomy. The 
question naturally arises as to why this should be so. The answer 
1s not clearly understood despite the brilliant and repeated 
efforts ot many investigators over the past tOla decades working 
on the domestic tow1 and other birds where hypertrophy of this 
gonad also occurs. S1nce the mere removal ot the left ovary re-
sults in hypertrophy or the right gonad, it 1s easy to inter that 
the lett ovary 1s the inhibitory agent, but opinions differ as to 
what specific hormones or other influences of the lett ovary bring 
this about. Kornfeld (19;3, 1958) and Kornfeld and Nalbandov 
(1954) did extensive work on endocrine influences on the 
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clevelopment of the rUdimentary right gonad of' the fowl. By the 
.dministration ot exogenous estrogen, and to a l.esser extent 
androgen, it WQS possible for them to inhibit hypertrophyo! the 
right gonad in ovariectomized fowl. Taber at 81 (1958) working 
on the same problem, also showed that estrogen and androgen had 
an inh1bitory effect on the rudimental', right gonad. However, 1n 
all these cases the inhibition was only manifested in the medul-
lary tIssue. This led Gardner end Taber (1963) to conclude that 
the 1nhibition of the right conad (both medulla ~nd cQrtex) by 
the lett ovary in normal birds must be atrected not by the steroid 
lIke estrogen and androgen but by soroe other substanoe secreted by 
the ovary. In fact, acoording to them the, obtained a statisti-
cally SignifIcant inhibition of the rIght gonad following the ad-
ministration of extraots trom acetone drIed ovaries containing no 
detectabIe steroids. The results of Kornfeld (1960), who i.nduced 
pro11feration of the rudimentary gonad in intact fowl by an anti-
estrogenic agent (17« - ethyl - 19 Nortestosterone), are baffling 
in the lIght of this evidenoe. These conflIcting re~~rts simply 
show that the mechaniSM by which the lett ovary inhibits the 
right 1s not yet clearly understood and our findings in the quaIl 
shed no light on this problem. However, our observations help to 
prove one thing, and that iA thet removal ot the lett ov&ry 1n the 
qua~.l does not always resuJ t in hypertrophy ot the rudimentary 
right gonad an observation made earlier by Demm (1939) In a number 
of other birds. 
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In our experiments we obsf:,rved hypertrophy of the right 
gonad in only about 80% of the cases, the rest showed nractically 
no hypertrophy althQugh some of their cotnJ)Onents appeared to be 
stimulated. ~ihy this disparity? We may give the following seem-
ingly plausible rensons. It could be assumed that there was actu-
ally hypertrophy in all our cases, but that in sorne, the hyper-
trophied gonad underwent a secondary regression. Grey (1930), 
studying some of the gi."mads from Dom.m's (1927) series, noticed 
such 8 secondery regression 1n some of the hypertrophied gonads 
of the brown Leghorn fowl; however, in none of these cases vas the 
regression ot such an extent that the hypertrophy completell dis-
appeared. We do not be11eve that such a secondary regression is 
the likely cause of the absence ot hypertrophy 1n some 207~ of our 
pouIards, for we not1ced equally good hypertrophy 1n some of the 
old as vell as young poulards, and eases of old as well as young 
which did not seem to show any hypertrophy. We teel that the 
possible answer to the d1fterential hypertrophy 11es 1n two fac-
tors; 1) the amount of tissue in the gonad at the time of ovariec-
tomy, and 2) the potential ot the cells present to become re-
activated and underLo hypertrophy. The degree of hypertrophy and 
its relation to the amount of tissue Initiallypresent was noted 
in the domestic fovl by Domm (1927) and Gray (1930). We noticed 
an individual variation 1.n the size and compOSition of the rudi-
mEmtary right gonad of the quail and this could have a bearing on 
the ultimate variation in the degree ot hypertrophy observed. 
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This argument itself will not, however, completely solve the prob-
le!!: of the absence of hy pertrophy in some of the cases, for in 
these at least a small amount of tissue was noticed on the right 
side, and one could argue that no matter how much or little tissue 
V8S ('lresent at the time of operation, 1 t should have shown some 
hypertrophy. While it is practically impossible to prove that 
there was no hypertrophy, the small amount of tisaue found in some 
of the gonads would be a priorI evidence that no hypertrophy had 
occurred. This could mean that some of the rUdimentary rIght 
gonad3have lost the oapacity to hypertrophf. Therefore, it would 
seem that not only the amount of tissue but also 1 ts ca,paci ty to 
become reactivated, in the absence of the inhibitory influence ot 
the left ovary, are factors responsible for the degree of hyper-
trophJ observed in the rUdimentary right gonad of sin1strally 
ovariectomized birds. When a comparison is made between the quall 
and the bro",n Leghorn fowl, one may readily conclude that this re-
generative capacity is much lower in the quail and is to faot, 
sometimes, even lacking. 
This increasing loss of potentiality is also evident from our 
study on the histology of the hynertroph1ed gonad. In the chick, 
Gray (19]0) described the development of the medullary cords and 
their transformation into tubules and he identified different 
types according to their stage of development. In the quail, none 
of the hypertrophied right gonads studied histologically showed 
any tubules. Only cords were present and these were m.ainly of the 
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first type mentioned by Gray in the chicken, although we found two 
isolated cases of Type B cords in one gonad. Some of the less 
hypertrophIed gonads revealed very few, if any, cords and these 
were occasionally represented only by small isolated islets of 
epithelial cells. Henoe, we see that there was very little dif-
ferentiation of the epithelial cells and in none did they reach 
the stage ot tubule formation. This result can n.ot be d.ue to a 
lack ot time, since in the chicken the full transformation of 
cords into tubules took place within 5 to 6 weeks after ovariec-
tomy (Gray, 1930). Many of our poulards were observed consider-
ably beyond this period. Therefore, it is highly probable that 
the only aa.v.~ tor the lack of oomplete dIfferentiation into 
tubules 1n the quail 18 8 loss of the potentialIty of the cord 
cells to develop and differentiate. 
Thus, we may conclude that the developirtent and differentia-
tion of the rudimentary right gonad in these experiments depends 
not only on the removal of the left ovary, and therety 1ts inhibi-
tory influence, but also on the amount of tissue present 1n the 
rudiment at the time of ovariectomy and its potential to hyper-
trophy. 
It there is no tubule formation, one could naturally not 
expect to find spermatogenesis in the hypertrophied right gonad. 
;Jot only was there no spermatogenesis, but we sew no germ cells 
81 ther in any of the gon£uh. This was to be expected since the 
germ cells were seen to d1sa ppear from the rudime.ntary right gonad 
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during the first three to four days after hatching. Even though 
some or)f our poulards were ovariectomized !it two to four days of 
age, ",:e found no evidence of spermatogenesis when they were sac-
rificed. Apparently, the germ cells had disappeared before the 
effects of ovariectomy could influence their further dIfferentia-
tion. 
Another important findIng concerning the hypertrophied gonad, 
is the complete absence of cortical or ovarian elements in any or 
the gonads studied. This was not unexpected, since no cortical 
tissue was found 1n any of the normal rudimentary right gonads of 
the embryos studled. 
In eases where regeneration was observed on the site ot the 
left ovary, the tissues were found to be testis-like showing all 
the structural characteristics ot the h¥pertrophied right gonad. 
Th1.s lndtcates that the medulla of the left ovary also has the 
potentiality of developing into testis-like tissue. The absence 
of any ovarian tissue in the regenerated left gonad, apparently 
indicate. that 811 cortical tissue vas removed at the time ot 
operation. 
As to the functional aotivity of the.e hypertrophied gonads, 
we have no conclusive evidenee that they produce any appreciable 
amount of !,!\Qle hormone as indicated by effects on elther behavior, 
Wolff1an ducts, or the cloacal gland. It was reported by Uomm 
(1927), and others that following renoval of the left ovary in the 
domestic fowl, the rudiments of the Wolffian ducts undergo growth 
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and differentiate into dlminutive vasa. deferentia. The reason 
given for this growth, was that it was the effect of male hormone 
oroduced by the hypertrophied right gonad. That the male hormone 
is necessary f()r the full development of the vas deferens in the 
normal male bird is a well established fact. In none of O\~ 
poulsrds dId we find 8 hormone stimulated convoluted Wolffian duc~ 
These were usually thin, thread-like, straight ducts which only 
occas10nally revealed a slight coiling midway between cranial and 
caudal ends. This type of col11ng was also noticed 1n laying fe-
males as well as caJ:'Qns, which fact would indicate that when it 
occurs in poulards it is not necessarily brought about by andro-
geniC hormones secreted by the hypertrophied gonad. 
The lack 01' any appreciable amount 01' male hormone is also 
revealed by the failure of the cloacal gland of poulards to de-
velop and secrete the white frothy fluid so prominent in normal 
breeding males. Negra et &1 (195'9) castrated males of the 
Ja.panese quall and observed that these glands had undergone re-
gression in the ca-,ons. The administration of testesterone ... 
cyolopentyl proplonate in his castrates caused hynertropbyof the 
glands and the surroundtng musculature aawell as the appearance 
of the secretory material. lJur castration experiments also showed 
that these glands never develop in the absence of the testes. When 
the cloacal glands of poulards and capons were compared, we found 
no appreciable difference 1n size or histological structure. Si-
milarly, Ii comparison of these glands 1n p()u.larda having an 
i 
i 
i 
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bypertrophied right gonad and those showing very little, if any, 
bypertrophy, revealed no notioeable difference. Th1.$ i.nd1cates 
that the hypertrophied testis-11ke gonads either did not seorete 
the hormone nee.ssar~ t'or grovth of the cloacal gland or, if they 
dld secrete some hormone, which we belleve more likely, the amount 
vaS below the threshold required for stimulation ot the gland. 
Castration ot male coturnix did not have an etfect on plumage 
and, in fact, there was no dlfterence in the plumag~ of normal 
males 8.nd capons. This agrees with the observation in domestic 
fowl (Goodale 1913, Domm. 1927, and others). Because of this tact, 
it is generally assumed that the cock plumage 1s the neutral form 
in these b1rds. When young quail were Sinistrally ovariectomized, 
prior to the arrival of the first Juvenile plumage, there was no 
change 1n the appearance or character of this plumage in the pau-
I lard. This indicates that the first juvenile plumage is in no way 
influenced by the secretions ot the lett ovary. However, all sub-
sequent plumages, such 8S the second juvenile, and the adult win-
ter nnd summer plumages, were aftected by sinistral ovariectomy in 
that they all showed the male or neutral type of feathers instead 
of the temale type. Thus, we see that the sex dimorphic female 
feathers 1.n the qu.ail are controlled by the left ovary, that 1s, 
the feInaie fea ther in these p1Ul'nages is the hormone controlled 
variant as in the domestic fowl (Domm 1927). 
Domm (1921) described in data1.l the changes :J n the dimorphic 
fenthers subsequent to sinistral ovariectomy in the brown Leghorn 
'.i 
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{ot,d. He noticed that following the operation, all poulards don 
the male plumage. Later, many of them revert to a mixture of male 
and female feathers tlnd ultimately the majority of them become 
completely female feathered. The appearance of female feathers 
in the poulard was attributed to female hormone secreted by the 
hypertroph1ed right gonad. 
We also see a similar condItion in the quail. Some of the 
poulards began to show the spotted breast feathers of the female 
as early &s two to three months atter the operation. If the 
appearance ot black to brownish dots in the breast feather is di-
rectly related to the temale hormone, then this reversion of cer-
tain ot the feathers in the poulard would suggest that the right 
gonad 1n such cases prodUces female hormone. We have some direct 
'i proof to the effect that the colored dots 1n female feathers are 
l :: 
1ndeed under the control ot the female hormone. Ade Agostini 
(1936), by injecting follIcular hormone (Serono'. concentrated 
Oestrola.e) into males of CoturNx go~urD~i go,ux:nix, a sister 
rS.Qe of the Japanese quail, produced the characteristic female 
apottinesl In the upper breast feathers and the replacement of the 
mento-gular band of the male by the white feathers of the female 
throat. Hence, until such t1me as the observations of Agostini ar 
" disproved, or some other hormone has been shown to produce the SlI'!'i 
effect, ve may conclude that the right gonad 1n the Japanese quail 
poulard also produces female hornone. 
Ade Agostini (1936) also noticed that different feathers on 
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tht:? breast showed different rea.ctlons to the follicular hormone. 
In some, the black dot was seen on both sides while 1n others it 
a1Jpeared only on one slde. As described in detail, we also no-
ticed this difterential distribution ot the colored dots. In re-
verted poulards, the spotted feathers were more prevalent on 
either side than in the median area of the upper breast. Again we 
noticed that \'Ihen there was only one dot on a feather, it was 
usually on the lateral rather than the medial halt. Th1.s phe-
nomenon can be explained by applying the prinCiple ot differential 
sensitivity or thresholds of the feathers in different areas of 
the skin to hormones, as postulated by Lillie and Juhn (1932). It 
this prinCiple is also true tor the Japanes. quail then we may 
postulate that the lateral half ot the breast area 1s rtlor. sensi-
tive to female hormone than the median area and the throat less 
sensitive than the breast tor in many poulards the breast showed 
a mixed pattern, while the throat still showed the neutral 
character. 
Since we found no ovarian tissue 1n any ot the right gonads 
ot our poulardl, the source of the •• trogenic hormone responsible 
tor feminization of feathers has to be looked for among the eells 
'c of the hypertrophied medullary tissue. Gray (1930) suggested that 
in the reverted brown Leghorn poulard, the fel'nale hormone 1s pro-
'j" duced by cords dari ved trom a second prolifera tiea of the germinal 
,t 
;'1 en:ttheliwn covering the hypertrophied right gonad. As 1'01' the 
male hormone, he believed that it was secreted by the medullary 
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cords 01' the first proliferatlm1 however, he was not able to dis-
tinguish thG~e two sets of cor4s hIstologically. Our observations 
on t.he hypertrophied gonads of the quail, neither support nor dis-
prove this claim however, we questton Gray's observation that 
cords 01' a second proltferation aloe tormed and that these are the 
source of the remale hormone. In the hypertrophied gonads 01' the 
quail, there was no indication of a second proltferation, nor of 
8 reactivated germinal epithelium, which would indicate that there 
was or would be such a proliferation. In the light of QUI" obser-
vations, we have to rule out the oords of sect:md proliferation as 
the source of female hormone in quail poulards. BeSides, the 
cords I)f tirst prolIferation, to whieh 1s ascribed the souree ot 
the male hormone by Gray, the other probable element 1n the hyper-
trophied gonad to which miglt be ascrIbed a secretory functIon, 1s 
the 'fat laden' cell. Boring end Morgan (1918) and Nonindez (1922) 
implioated these cells as the source of temale hormone in the 
Sebrlght bantam cock which 1.8 normally hen feathered. Even though 
we have this supporting evi.dence, one should refrain from asorib-
ing to tho t fat ladent cell the source of the ff.1male hormone 1n 
the quail, until a reliable cytological or histochemical method 
is devised whereby one may detect the cells rf'sponslble for syn-
thesis of the estrogeniC hormone. 
The presence of an estrogenic hormone in poulards may also be 
detected by its influence on the oviducts. The effect ot estro-
genic hormone on the developrnent and maturation of the left oviduct 
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is well established (Domm and Gustovson 1929, Juhn and Gustavson 
1930, 1<.81' 194'7, Bra.nt and Nalbandov 1956, and others). It has 
also been shown in the chick, that subsequent to early sinistral 
ovariectomy, the left oviduct remains juvenile until such time as 
the right hypertrophied gonad begins to secrete sufficient amounts 
of estrogenic hormone to effect its development (Domm 1927). F.x-
cept for three cases (No. 9,7, 3S6 and 363) the lett ovl,ducts of 
our paulaI'd. dld not show any appreciable evidenee of' hormone sti-
mulation even though some of them showed the spotted femtlle feath-
erS in the upper breast. Thus, 1.t would appear that the threshold 
of the left ovl~uct for hormone stimulation Is higher than that of 
the breast feathers. This 1s 1n line with the findings 1n the 
domestic fowl and other b1rds. In three eaaea whlch showed some 
colling and greater vascularization of the lett oviduct, poulard 
i957 should b. eliminated since its oviduct was already coiled at 
the time of ovariectollY which was performed on the 35th day. In 
fact, a comparison with the oviducts ot 35 day old normal temales 
shows that there actually had been a slight regression in the ovi-
duct of this pou].ard. Poulards Nos. 356 and 363 vere operated 
when 14 and 16 days old, respectively, and their oviducts defi-
nitely showed some growth in size and vascularization, suggesting 
a possible estrogenIc hormone stimulation. That these pou1arda 
had som~ spotted female feathers on their breasts at the time ot 
autopsy, 1s additional support for the assU:'nption that estrogen1c 
h{)rmone had been secreted. Both poular4s had fa.1rly l&rge 
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hypertrophied g::mads. 
As stated ear11~r, the right oviduct 1s a rudimentary strue-
turs in the sault quail but it ha.$ been found to be somewhat en-
lal'god in mature laying females in which l~ft oviducts always show 
pro1:1:1unced ovarian h,n*mone stimulation. In none of our poulards 
did we detect hormone stimulated growth in t,ha right oviduct even 
tn those eases which showed growth ot the left ov1duot. Thi$ 
ci;uld mean that they require more temale hormone than is being 
secreted in these poulards. 
Hased 011 his t1ndlnga on the control mechan1sm ot feathering 
in F'inches, Witschi (1960) suggested that here as well as in the 
dom.estie towl, tbe malf or the so-called neutral plumage, 1s 
controlled by the pituitary leuteinizing hormone (LH). He argues 
that it the ohicken hypophysis has the tendency of releasing La 
in suf'f'icient amounts throughout thE year, which he thinks it does, 
to rroduce cock feathering, then henny plwnage should form only 
whenever estrogen suppresses the LH output. Complete ovar1ectomy, 
by removing the source of estrogens, creates en urlopposed I.lH con-
dition 'With induction "r cocky plumage. The validity ot this 
speculat1.on can be verified by hypophysectomy while keeping other 
conditions in the normal state. Hill and Parkes (1935) tried to 
accomplish this but their rlndt~gs did not give a decisive answer. 
Until successful hypophysectomy experiments are performed and the 
other speculatio.ns of W1tschi, such as the continuous supply of LH 
throughout the year, are experimentally proven, no serious support 
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can be given to the idea that the cock plumage is controlled by 
gonadotrophic LH in c:t~ick or quail. 
A slgnltlce.nt difference 1n the lengths of feathers in favor 
of the capons has been reported in the chicken (Zawdowsky 1922 • 
Finlay 192;, Beno:it 1929). Their data indicate that the testis 
exercises a certain degree of inhibition on the expression of male 
Diurnage. Our measurements on the feathers of quail capons, POU-
lards, and normal males and females, do not show very significant 
differences, nevertheless a slight increase in favor of operated 
birds was observed. Therefore, the inhibitory effect of the male 
or other steroid hormones on the development of feathers in the 
quail, If any, 1s very llttle. 
The Japanese quall shows a sexual dimorphiSM in body size as 
determined by weight. The adult temales in our colony weighed 
al)Qut 20 to 30 grams more than the males. The extra weik;ht is 
probably due, to a considerable degree, to the weight of the ovu-
latina ovary and oviduct but the greater deposition of fat In the 
fenmle must also be a factor. Both the castrated mala and the 
Sinistrally ovariectomized temale showed significant increases in 
weight over normal males. The average weight of capons was seen 
t·., be about 128 grams at 137 days of' age, while that of poulards 
of the same age was 126 grams. A greater deposition of fat in 
these birds as cOMosredwith normals appears to be the principal 
reason tor their greater weight. Since normal males are smaller 
and not so heavy, it 1.8 easy to conclude that the testicular 
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hormone may be ',Jne of the factors responsible for their lower 
liei,,~ht snd size. If this is true and if any significance can be 
assigned to the difference in the weights of poulards snd capons, 
it might be argued that this 1s another indlcat1'::m that the hyper-
trophied gona.d secretes testicular hormone which has an effect on 
the we1.e;ht of the poulBrd. 
The capons as expected displayed the neutral behavior. They 
did not show the fllZhtlng or treadIng behavior characteristic ot 
the male. Our poular&llkewise did not display any of the be-
havior associated with the male, nor did they reveal the submis-
sive attitude of the female. In fact, they behaved very much 11ke 
capons. ~his would seem to indicate that if the hypertrophied 
right gonad did secrete male or female hormone, it was not pro-
duced in sufficient quantity to attect the behavior ot the animal. 
This invest:i.gation was concerned with the development or the 
gonads and thE'" effects of sinistral ovariectomy in the female and 
bilateral orchiectomy :f.n the male Japanese quail. 
A. .P.!Z:nloPment 9.! .!....h.! A9n,@dl 
1. The incubation period was found to be 16 to 17 days at 100°F. 
2. The primordtal germ cells have an extragonadal origin. They 
began to appear 1n the gonad et about 2 to 2t days ot incuba-
tion. 
3. An aa7~~etry In the number of germ cells was seen in most 
embryos beginning at 3 days of incubation with a prepondel' -
ance 1n the lett gonad. 
4. Proliferation of the medullary cords trom the germinal epi-
thelium occurred between 4 and ~i days. The mesenchymal 
elements occupied the interoordal area, as well as the area 
Imderly1ng the epithelIum, to form the primary tunica al-
buginea. 
5. Cortical cords began to proliferate trom the epithelium of 
the lett ovary on 6th day of incubation. Proliferation was 
active in the suoceeding days at which time the germ cells 
underw$\lt active multiplication. The right gonad revealed 
neither cortical cords nor cortex. 
6. The r1.ght gonad began to involute around the 8th day when the 
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medullary cords either became luminated and distended or 
broke up into isolated or small groups of cells. Some of 
these cells transformed into 'fat laden' cells. A similar 
change was observed in the medulla of the left ovary. 
7. oOgon18 began to show meiotic changes as early as 11th day 
of incubation and o!cytes were encircled by follicle cells 
beg1nning on the day of hatching. Ovulat1,:m was observed 
as early as ~; days pOst-hatch. Large numbers of 'inter-
stitial cells', differentiated from the epithelial cells, 
appeared in the inter-follicular tissue of the ovary sub-
sequent to hatching. 
8. The right gonad reached its minimum size by 7 to 10 days 
after hatching. In adults it was composed of loose epi-
thelial cells with no or very rew 'fat laden' cells sup-
ported by fibrous connective tissue. Blood cells and lym-
phocytes were also seen. By 3 to ~ days after hatching 
all germ cells had disappeared from the right gonad or 
could no longer be recognized. 
B. gonasllctou 
1) etn1'trB& 2Iprlectoll 
9. F'arty-nine females were sinistrally ovariectomized at ages 
ranging from 2 to 3, days. 
10. Sinistral ovariectomy rasul ted in sc)ma hypertrophy of the 
rUdimentary right gonad in about 80% ot the cases. Such 
gonads were composed of cords of epithelisl origin, 'fat 
Illden' cells, intereordal connectIve tissue, messes of' 
11mphatic tissue and ,().me blood ve,ulels. The cover:t.ng 
epl thelium WEtS thin and showed no 1ndications of a. se-
condary proliferation or cortex. 
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11. In six C~S$S of ovarlect~my regenerated testis-like masses 
devoid of cortex were observed on the site:)! the left 
ovary all of which resembled the hypertrophied right 
gonad. 
12. The Wolffian ducts of poulards did m)t exhibIt any €I.ppre-
oi.bln hormone,l stimu.lat.ion following hypertrophy of the 
r1 ght gonad and tJ.ullerlan duets showed scme growth '.0 
on1.)' two c&sea. 
13. The fIrst juv~nl1e plmage was not affected following 
ovariectomy but subsequent plumages changed to the male 
type. A slight i-ner(llsse 1n length was observE:ld in 2nd 
and 3rd primaries and secondaries e.s well aa in the main 
tall feathers which became apparent early in the growth 
of these f~Qthers. After & variable period, some pou-
le.rds reacquired remalEit type feathers on lower neck and 
upper breast. 
14. Poulsrds werE'! neutral in behavior and revealed no hyper-
trophy of the cloacal gland. Their weights averaged 126 
grams at 137 d3,YS of age whi.ch was midway between that of 
normal ;t.1ales and fem9.1es of the ssme age. 
llS 
2) BilaterAl orchl,ctoSl 
15. Twenty males were b1lateraly orchIeetom1zed at ages rang-
ing from 6 to 40 days. 
16. The Wolffian duets of castrated males remained straight, 
thin and thread 11ke. 
17. Orchiectomy caused no noticeable change 1n the feether 
pattern showing that the male plumage 1s the neutral form. 
18. Capons displayed a neutral sex beh(~v1or and their cloacal 
glands were sMall and inactIve. The weight of adult ca-
pons averaged about 15 grams more than that of normal 
males which, as in poulards, appeared to be primarily 
due to exce.1 deposit1on of tst. 
c. 'anclutiOAI 
19. The anparent inability of any cortical tissue to develop 
in the right gonad of the female embryo is assumed to be 
due to a complete inhibitory control by genet1c and/or 
hormonal factors. 
20. The absence of any appreCiable hypertrophy of the right 
gonad 1n some 20% or our poulards and the varying de-
grees ot hypertrophy 1n the rest of th~ cases is tenta-
tively attr1buted to the amount of tissue present and 1ts 
growth or react1vation potent1al at the time of ovariec-
tomy. The fai.lure of the cQrds of hypertrophied gonads 
to form tubules 1S also tentatively ascribed to a loss 
in reactivation potential. 
I""" 
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~1. The absence of cortical tissue in hypertrophied right 
gona,ds 1s ascribed to the absence of such tissue in. the 
normal rudimentary right gonad at the time ot ovariectomy. 
22. The reappearance of female feathers in our poulards, and 
growth of the lett ov1duct in two of the cases 1n the 
absence of any recognizable cortical tissue is tenta-
tively ascribed to the production ot ovarian hormone by 
the 'tat laden' cells ot the right gonad. 
23- ThEl absence of any noticeable stimulation 1n Wolfflan 
ducts and cloacal glands a8 well as male behavior in 
paulard. 18 attributed to an insufficient amount ot male 
hormone rather than to its complete absence. 
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TABLE r 
S PEe IMl!;NS EXAMINED IN MICROSCOPIC STUDY OF GONADS 
_ ... t ___ 
IKGUSA.TION PERIOD POST-fJiJ3RYONIC PEhIOD 
Age ot Number of Age of Number of 
embryo" specimens birds specimens 
in days examined 1n day. examined 
......... . , . . • f 
o .... 1 2 1 - 2 2 
1 - 2 3 2 - ~ It. 4 
2 .. 3 12 ~ : , 3 
3 - ... 14 5 - 6 1 
It - , ; 6 - 1 2 7 - 8 2 5 - 6 9 8 .... 9 2 
6 - 1 8 9 - 10 4 
7 - 8 8 10 - 12 3 12 - 14 2 
8 - 9 9 14 - 16 4 
9 - 10 ; 16 - 18 3 
10 - 11 2 18 .... 20 2 20 - 2; 6 
11 - 12 6 25 - 30 2 
12 - 13 2 30 - ~ 3 
13 - 14 7 ~- 1 
- ;0 5 
14 - 15 3 $0 - 60 3 
15 - 16 2 60-10 2 70 - 80 3 
16 - 17 , 80 - 3t1r. 10 
Dey of hatching 
All the specimens studied following sex differen-
tiation on 6th dey were temales. 
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------.------------------------------~------.---------------------------.-Age of tTum:t,er ot 
enlbryo8 r.pe(;lmens 
Ovary l-iuller1an duot 
I.ett R1t:ht Lett Right 
'" " -- . in days ronasured nd,nimum minimuM minimum mini.mum minimum minimUID 
maximum maximum maxImum max1ma~ maximum maximum 
length breadth length breadth length length 
-
DIll mID mm rom mm 
• 
, . k J • " 1 
_.- . 
1t - 5 , 1.6 o.~ 1.7 o.~ It.O 4.0 3.0 o. 2.6 o. If.., 4.; 
:; ... 6 ... 1.6 o.~ 1_6 0.3 5.4 5.lt 2.0 o. 5 1. 0.5 5.; 5.; 
-~-~~-~-~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~-~~~-~-~~~~--~~~~~~-~~-~~--~--~~~~~~---
6 1 8 1.4- O·i 1.5 o.~ It.2 lh2 
- 2.0 0:. 2.1 o • 6.0 6.0 
... -...... -........ -~---..... -.... -.. ----........ ------.. ...--... ---...... -..... -..... -............... --... -.................... ~ ... --.. 
7 
- 8 6 
1., O.lt 1.8 0.4- 5., ;.; 
'" 3 1.0 2.; 0.8 7.0 7.0 ",.. 
8 
- 9 6 2.1 1.0 1.8 O.1t 6.0 5.0 2.9 1.0 2.0 0.8 1.0 6.; 
~~~~~-~-~-~~-~~~~-~~--~~-~-~~~~-~~~~~~~-~~~-~~---~-~-~~---~--~ 
9 ,. 10 3 2.8 1.0 2.0 0.2 6.; 4.5 3.0 1.0 3.0 0.8 7.9 6.5' 
10 ... 11 2 ~.o 1.1 2.6 0.2 8.5 5.6 
.0 1.1 3.0 0.6 8.7 6.0 
-~----~~~-~~---~-~~-~~~~-~-~~~-.-~~-~--~~--~~~-~---~~~~~--~~-~~~ 
11 ... 12 ; 2.6 1.2 1.5 0.18 9.0 3.0 4.0 1.5 3.1 0.6 12.0 ;.5 
...... -..... ---....... -.. --, .. --............... -....... ----.. -.. -~--.... -----............. --................... _ .... . 
12 - 13 
13 - 14 
14 ... 15 
7 
3.0 
1t.0 
____ ......... ____ .• ,., .................... _ ............ - ............... _ .MJlWW ....................... ___ .. ___ ...................... ... 
15 ... 16 
.3 1.1 2.0 
1.0 
1.; 
1.1 
2.1 
0.3 
0.5 
9.0 
20.0 
TABLE III 130 
f~T EMBRYONIC PERIOD 
Age of Number of Ova1'"Y Mullerian duet 
birds speCimens Lett Bight Lett Right 
in o.ays measured minim.um minimum minimum. minimum minimum m1ntmum 
llaximum maximum maximum maximum maximum maximum 
length breaGth length breadth length length 
11m 
-
mil mID mm mm 
... 
1 2 3., 1.2 1.1 o.~ 12 2.8 3.7 1.6 2.0 o. 21 3.5 
2 3 2.9 1.2 O.lt 0.4- 1~.' 2., 3.0 2.4 2.0 0.6 21 4.0 
3 .3 ~.S 1 .... 1.8 0.5 14 2.9 
.0 1.8 2..0 0.6 14 4.; 
it 3 3.2 1.2 1.2 0.3 14 ~.5 3.7 1.5 1.4 0.5 16 ., 
2 ~.6 2.0 1.0 0.2 18 ~.5 
.0 2.0 ?4 0.3 21 .; 
6 2 5.4 2.5 --- --- 22 ~.5 5.6 2. 
--- ---
23 .0 
7 .3 3.5 I., --- --- 15.5 a·1 5.; 2.8 
--- ---
22 .0 
8 2 5.6 2.0 _.- -- 20.; ,3.0 7.0 3.0 1.5 0.6 25.0 ;.0 
5.0 2.0 
--- ---
17.5 2.0 9 6.0 3.2 
--- ---
23.5 3.5 
10 2 4.2 2.1 --- --- 19.0 ;.0 ; .... 3.0 
--- ---
20.5' 6.0 
12 2 6.9 ~ .... -- --- 2~ .• O 3.8 7.0 .0 2.0 0.5 2,.0 ;.0 
J 
Ag6 ot Number ot 
birds specimens 
TABLE III Contd. 
POST EMBRtONIC PERIOD 
Ovary 
• 
Lett Right 
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Muller1~n duct 
Lett Right 
in days measured cdnimum min1m1lll minimum minimum l'Il1nimvm ~1nj.mum 
maximum maximum maximum maximum maximum maximum 
length breadth length breadth lEmgth length 
lit 
16 
18 
20 
25 
30 
50 
60-?O 
DIIR mm mm mID mm mm 
., ........ • "...... 1 • i.. ........ ................... '_. __ ._. _ .. _ .... _. __ ._, __ .. ... 
1 
3 
1 
2 
2 
2 
3 
2 
3 
5 
7.0 
5.2 
10.0 
7.8 
8.0 
10.0 
7.7 
10.0 
9.6 
10.0 
9., 
11.0 
9.0 
11.0 
2.6 
4.1 
3.0 
.... 2 
4.8 
1t.0 ;.0 
4.8 
6.0 
3.8 S.o 
10.0 6.0 
Ovulating 
12.8 5.0 
Ovulating 
12.0 4.0 
Ovulating 
--
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
-...... 
---
---
---
---
---
0.1 
---
---
-
0.2 
0.8 
-_ ... 
---
---
---
-... -
---
---
---
-....... 
---
---
---
---
---
22.0 
21.0 
29.0 
28.0 
28.0 
3,.0 
31.0 
3;.0 
38.0 
Iio.o 
1+8 .. 0 
;0.0 
3;.0 
67.0 
3.0 ;.0 
it.o 
5.0 
a..a 
6.0 
it.O 
8.0 
52.0 6.0 
1;0.0 8.0 
49.0 6.0 
150.0 Ilt.O 
ltl.O 6., 
300.0 12.0 
~,.. 
----------.AI 
TABLlC IV 
DATA ON SINISTRAlLY CJVARI~:;CTOnIZED nn:DS 
Bird Ag. at Date ot Oafs post- Size of the Mullerian Coodltion of Plumage 
ova.rl- ovariectomy hypertrophied duct Wolrrlan at 
number eetoll)' autopsy at autopsy loneds length ducts autopsy 
right lett lett right 
mm rom DIm mm 
• 
+ 456 2 6-6-63 '2~ 4.6x1.1 )6 3 straight mixed 
4;7 3 ;-20-63 ' 222 6.0xl.3 3S ~ • coiled mixed 
387 3 1-22-63 -230 3.0xl.0 lxO.~ 3~ 3 • coiled neutral 
~,8 ~ 3-6-63 1~5 2.0xO.6' J6 3.8 straight mixed 
372 4 12-26-62 253 m1cro ' ~ ~ straight neutral 
374 5' 8-30-63 ;00 micro 34 4 straight mixed 
318 ,. 7-1-63 430 2.9xO.2 " 37 11 • coiled mixed 
388 5 8-22-63 i+Ito 5.5'xl.3 36 6.3. coiled mixed )89 5 10-26-62 140 ).Oxl.O 33 4.2 .. coiled neutral 
390 ,10-11-62 125 ~.Ox1.0- 35 5' straight neutral 
373 6 atill alive 
375 6 7-24-63 ltOO 2.2xl.7 3; 12 • coiled mixed 
394 8 1-31-63 234 3.2%1.0 3; 4.5 • coiled neutral 
396 8 9-4-63 450 3.SxO.; .. 37 4 • coIled mlxed 
398 6 11-20-63 162 3.1t.xl.2 .... 3S 5 • coiled neutral. 
~59 10 7-24-63 230 3.2xO.8 ~ 26 6 • colled neutral 
lt60 10 8-30-63 315 It..Oxl.8 39 8 * col1ed mixed 
~2 12 ~-17-63 179 mlcro 35 5' • coiled neutral 
3% lit 10-12-63 18, 3.8xl.0 lxO.6 51ie: 5' • col led mixed 
357 Ilt 11-13-62 I 217 4.0xO.8 38 6 • col1ed neutral 
360 18 8-1-63 475 micro 32 It.3 * coiled mixed 
361 15 10-2.3-62 195 3.2xl.O' 34 It • called neutral 
362 16 11-23-62 216 3.5x1.0· 39 6 straight neutral 
363 16 lO-11t-62 185 3.0x1.5 .' 1xO.5 It<k: It * coiled mixed 
36; 18 11-28-63 594 micro ),2 7 straight mixed .... 
...... • '1 I W 
• slightly coiled !:i idway between cranial and caudal finds I\) 
~' coiled and bett. vascularlzed 
L.;Z;.--&.I~...Io.IJ...a.L1I.I......I.I.I,;.l=a.l.I..Io.U'--_____________________ ,___ ,_", 
L -.. -.--- '"~ .... - -.. - .. "'-,-.-,~ ... ~.-., ....... --" ~ .. 
TABLg IV Contd. 
, 
DA'l'A ON SINISTRAlI.Y ;:WARIECT(}MIZED BIRDS 
---
. .. .. . . .. .. -~ 
Bird Age at Date of Days post- Size of the Mullerian Condition ot Plumage 
ovari- ovariectom.y hypertrophied duct Wolffian at 
number ectomy autopsy at autopsy gonads length ducts autopsy 
right lett lett right 
mm mm mm mm 
~~ 18 10-13··62 120 + 3; 6 straight neutral 3.0xO.; 20 8-2~-63 '+37 ! ,.;xl.O· 36 3.5 • coiled mixed 42; 20 1-1 ...63 216 ' .• Old.; 32 ~.; * coiled neutral 
"'19 20 2-3-63 236 c 4.0xO.9~! 2xO.8 30 straight neutral 
450 20 9-5-63 "';0 micro 32 it straight mixed 41'" 21 12-10-62 180 micro 3'" ~.8 straight neutral 416 21 6-31-63 38) /,3.010.8 ,. 37 ., coiled mixed 
lto9 21 1-9-63 210 . 3.2x1.0& )6 7 • coiled mixed 
403 22 11-16-62 155 ' ;.Oxt.'" ,- 2 .... xl 35 ~ • coiled neutral lt51 22 4-15-63 )05 :2.5xl.0! 3, • co1led neutral lt45 22 5-25-63 3lt5 4.,xl.5 .. • col1ed mixed I 3
8 I "'13 22 1-9-63 209 2. xl.1 3
8 
3.1 • cOiled neutral I 
"'22 22 1-9-63 209 / ~.ltxl.O ~ ~.2 * coiled neutrlll i ~68 22 10-11-62 182 v .Oxl.3 b • coiled mixed 
2'" 11-20-62 157 1.910.5 38 6 • coiled neutral tt6~ 2'" still alive 418 26 2-3~ 230 1.3.4x1.2 38 6.5 • coiled mixed 429 26 7-24 3 400 ~.OxO_9 2xO.6 ~ 5.5 • coiled m1xed It.52 26 10-26-62 130 ~1I1cro 4 • coiled neutral lto1 28 5-11-63 32 5 1.2x.O.5 34 • coiled neutral 
410 28 10-3-62 105 - miero 39 ,_8 .. coiled neutral 
339 29 12-13-62 366 micro ~~ .. coiled neutral 955 3lt. 8-2~-63 10; v 3.6xO.9 6.5 straight neutral 957 35 8-1 -63 100 3.5xl.2 q.2~ 4 '" eoiled neutral 
" Il!f"tIY ctsllet! mtt!fiY butfiWU Cl'liii1l11 Dill! caudal atlds ... - ... .. .. p 
w ~ col ed and better vascularized Vol 
+ len£th and breadth 
TABLE v 134 
A. lfSI1~1TJ1'\};~ !E\TS :I1{ TrE IlmGTH (iF FTAT~!ERS 
•• 111M 
Type Average length Average length Average length 
lett Primaries lett Secondaries main taUs 
ot 
.. . . ....... ~ ....... I .. _. It' • • "". I _ A' , .. • .>*11 .... ,. i' .... _1 ...... 
Bird· 2nd 3rd 2nd 3rd L It 
Ma.1es 8.)2cm 8.)2ca ".86om '.88em 4.""'00 It.49cm 
Females 8.J.r.oem 8.,Ocm 6.06cm 6.06cm 4-.47cm 4 ..... ,.an 
Capons 8.;6cm 8.60cm 6.03cm 6.010m 4.55cm 4.'30m 
Poulards 8. 5'2 om 8.50O,Ill 5.95cm 5.95cm 4.51cm 4.490m 
.'eathers trom eight birds ot each group were measured &: averaled. 
B. COM PAR ISmr or FEAT;Il:.-:E tEllGTH Bh'1'WEEH GROUPS 
Between Primarie. Secondaries Main tails 
groups No.ot Mean S.D. P No.or Mean S.D. P No.ot Mean S.D. P 
Obar. Obsr. Obar. 
Male lit 8.~2 0.5' <_oS· 16 5.87 0.; <:.01 • 14 4.47 .127 .1 
Female 13 8. 5' 0.12 16 6.06 0.;8 lit 4.~ .825 
Male 14 8.32 0.5 ~ 01* 16 ".87 0.; 40'" 14 4.47 .127 
.1 Capoc; 12 8.58 0.81' 16 6.02 0.;7 16 1t..51t .lt9 
Male I1t. 8.32 o.~~ 01* 16 5.87 0.5 >-1 1'" l ... '+7 .127 .1 Poulard 13 8.;1 O. • 16 ,.9; 0.76 16 1t..5 .55 
Femtlle 13 S.lt; 0,12> 1 16 6.06 0.,8 <! 001· 1'" ..... 46 .82; 1 Poulard 13 8.5'1 o.lta • 16 ;.95 0.76 • 16 It.5 .;; . 
..... ..., . . 
Capon 12 8.58 O.Sl> 1 16 6.02 0.;7<01. 16 4.54 .»+9 
.1 PaulaI'd 13 8.;1 0.'+8 • 16 5.9; 0.76 • 16 4.5 .55 
-
• L . .. -... 
• Signiticant, S.D.- Sts.ndard deviation, P • Probabl1l ty 
,., 
Type 
ot 
Combined average 
of 2nd & 3rd 
primaries 
length in cm 
13, 
TAIH.E V ( 
Combined average Combined average 
of 2nd & )rd of left and r1gh1 
secondaries main tails 
length in em length in em bird· __________________________________________________ ~ 
Days of growth Days of growth Days of growth 
11th 17th 2jrd 3,th 11th 17th 2)rd 35th 11th 17th 23rd 35tt 
Pou- 2.06 1 •• 57 6.,7 7.56 2.5) It.60 5.26 5.32 1.13 ~2.4a ).65 4.2' 
lards 
• Feathers trom six birds in each group were measured and averaged. 
'::i" , 
~ . ~ : ' 
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PLATE 1 
Figure 1. Graph showing the poet-embryonic growth 
males, females, capons and poulards. 
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FIGURE 1 
I, 
I , 
Flgu,,:ce 2 . ,P'tnt) ,icr)€;r<'lf'h of f; nrin·)l·diul ger'" cell (IG(~) 10-
c<Jte<.1 lH.Jtt-Jenn the t'ct;,)'lC"l~ r ' ;\,1.,1 ':1(?3;)der:'l of H quaIl 
e:'hr.:r o of ;)3 hours incuhati~m . NotEl the Itr.~e stze 
0: t';H.,l ,lU-.;lp:'L" ~d U ' 'J/t{p'lo3!:1 fi1.1c-d ui ttl ] t niJ 
J y:, ':)400 ~rc 11U es. i .... 
FiGure: J . Crof,;s s('cti~) l of ~l 2~ ::;'1 old embryo s}-,:")l[;t"lg t.lle 
g er;il '1 '1,;:1 epitheliu.m (!.~) -11th n6v!]y Ill'rived 'ri -
I'Klrdh,1, i .. ;:C": cells (1IQC) . X 225 
-
;I 
137 
PGe 
, / 
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FIGTJRB 2 
GE 
FIGURE 3 
I~ 
Figu.re Ii. Croso section thr0uih the left (1) and right eR) 
gonads of {i )~ d::.:.~,. aIr] f..>i\l,bryo . ,': >tc' t!1'3 n P ElPI):l.JOl'-
ance of "!'i 01'11181 gq'm coIls (PGC) in 'clio ]'(,ft 
, ,~ .... ~ - ~ ~.~ ¥'~. ,.,. r::: " 
t,'LIUo. . -~ (: ~') 
;,,'13 . l,es, ~llchYiua l bla.s t€mla . 
V1gure 5. Cr~'~ scction thrnugh th8 10ft g~nad ) f a 5 day 
old err,hrYQ sl:)l,'j!)t: 1'!'e ~'1grovth of r?Je :~rl :·'mr." r 
me,lJll1 <.1l'J sex, cords (J,;C) f.r'L):~:: t.hn g~,rmina I epi-
t hr>li tll:i ( C ,) . X 550 
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FIGURE 4 
FIGTJR,E 5 
-Craso sectio ~ thrnurh the left an1 rieht ovaries 0f 
a 6 dey old e~iryo . - Note the B]t~ht difference ~n 
th e :;l:i. ZG 'i' t he left (1.) and ril ht C\ ) gonads . X 200 
F 19u1'(:1 '? Cro~ !i; soctl ,:)n th:rc1ur h tlH' "er1 i1l1eral'Jort1 on of' the 
left ;'1';': rii:ht )v.;,ri fI}S .::, 1' 1:) C d;~<) (' Jd r:f'lVr ('I (i!,;~). '1" €! as 
'\.n F-i.L: . 6: . i.) t l3 t ht' t hin Hirlt'le ]f'y(~.r,·'(l rerl11inal 
e lii tneli L!j, (C ~.) of ttl(' ri ;:.:ht ,gomi:::1 ~.-,rE; th~r tlYi.el{ 
mult:Uayerod p'! ,ltheliun r,f th.e l~ft gonad . ':rho thick 
epltneliUlTI Ed :3t) sh'"I',;3 $ iiiull :t :w,,\g:inntions :La l,2fj C0S 
th:"H1 i'1'.UCht'i'\i, tl:f' heglnr:dng proliferr\tlon of the 
secondary l)r c;}rtical curlls (CC) . .'1 •. 500 
r>1C . Hedul1ary cords . 
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FIGURE 6 
• 
FIGLTRE 7 
l, 
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" 
Cl't()SS r.CCt~_C!l t")f t: ... ~? :,c-1't [~I'jna,:r ()f vn 3 da~1 ()ld fa .... 
mah; cntr c . 14::.d:;c- the ~lI';;{>dy !3G~:;m~,f. tul cortlcRl 
<':Ol'''':'S (CC) Wi' .. tLc (lis(>-.lntub.l'~ting tJu'':ul3.,&ry C()l:'d~ 
S-,vH1 \]f \.\'hjct. S":'~· \'; a centr['l lumen . X 295 
C!'()S::i sect] :')Vl of ~he right g0nad :,r .::.ul 8 uay 01<1 fe -
f'"UJ.C Ii:ml;r~·;). C',~;,tc tho I..il~\s8t!CU • r <':(.I't:,:,y~ end cOl.'ticul 
cords; the ger:';:i,nal f~nitrjeJ.iu~ 15 vl!;~ry thin. nedul-
I e'l' ' ~() y. r1 ~ (t '(")' 1:"~ ~.' 100(' £:\', '! .~ '~r"'''' A~ ,,,,,1 . y.'d' "':'r·', I'" n' .n. t" "" ~ " .~ ...... -~ "'-tt.::.) \..Ii J\o.I ~J. ",... "l';_ .. J c ... .& t,.H~~.)~"'~A ",.:I .. ", .. :. .. ,t,d.1J .... ~"",~l.4 - t;..(,Q 
(1,) ar.d vl.:ICt1o:1f}~ (v) arH S-;(>[l in and. fll'onnd these 
-
FIGURE 8 
.-
, 
I' 
.. ' 
· . 
Fif;uro 10 . CrOS5 50ctinn of the left cnr:.i.lry qr an 11 ;iay oJd 
e!:"thryo Slj:)\.Jinc [-\ nortiCl~l (If the (,;'Jr-:,"l);. ?~nd tb<;:) 
und.et'ly~ nf; :ned.tf.llRry tissue . Note the o13cytes in 
synizesis (0) at th~~ im'l('l.' aspec t of' tt\€ cortex Eud 
tsJets of 'f~t laden' cells (FtC) in the ~edulla . 
X f 15 
-
t;!·,)~·; .:; sect: ",,} I')f t 11( ''''It;ht >:01")::4,\1 ('Ii' ,-I} 11. tiny old 
ff~;rlpl('" ~,!:br:rn. i\)"o+;~:\ the t11'lu gel"njnflJ ed.theliuH (GE~ 
~\lso n·\t!'~ ttl() L;.cul1ao w1d vaouoles 1.'1 the medul1<it and 
the; ('-t,;"r~!"'gt"8t1n? medullary cords . X 8~~, 
FLC. ,} ~·jt tTJ~n 1 cal] s. 
FIGURE 10 
FIGURE 11 
.. 
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, 
FIGURF I? 
j:ignre )4 . 
PI, ~'""l 8 ,tf.l b 
Porti·:.>iJ. "if t!IC c!")rtex, ')f tho left overy.,f a (J.G'I':ly 
hc.!te',Hnd quaIl (17 days incubation) . Note ~h¢.:l v0cyte 
( 0 ) bc;~tnp; envel:);:e:l by rol] tela cells (Fe) . x 9~) 
the rudimentary r1t~t eonad of 
1J). ~ot0 the t fet laden' coll: 
... , p'i -t' '-"I 0 1 i"" 1 ... D J ,}.,. (i -, ,,,", ) -},' 37 c· 
"'; -.. ~! _, Q. .. ..,.., __ • ,~l :,\v. " J 
"1 
1
143 
FIGURE 13 
FIGURE 14 
Fig-.. ~~ 17. C'r()s., SE1( tl :,.-~ ~.l·l ro JgL U'S rl·di"~tmtD:ry rtght e":1f.iJ 
(miG) of' '1. 70 tla~ ~ld qUl.Iil . X 135 
-
High ()o~'1er ' ..... ~i f;W c,f th~ g::nad 51;')w1'1 in fl, gure 17. 
i':,)t') the loc):~e ,edthelial cells Ci'e) Ul'lG.:::r tlw thl.;l:c 
outAf' fj Lr')ti.s thoce (l'T). X 720 
"1 
FIGFRF 17 
PIGTBE 1~ 
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PLh'l'E 11 
Figu!'e J.~L. Tr-e u.rin0[;eni t.~J. s;fstet), of a y",unr 8c'ult f8mal(~ (100 
days) ~ll()\;ling the ::;o s1 t,lon 0 f the rudi::tlentary r:i.ght 
gonad . ;{ ?5 
OVD. Oviduct, LO . Loft Ovary, RIte. Rnd1mentary right 
gonad, \'ID.. t'Jo l 1'1'1 an d11Ct . 
Fi gLU'f) ~~O. Th~ ~l1"tnt)g~n:1.t;c'l Syli;t~~m of a sinistrnl1y ova.riecto-
mj.zed ;1oulBt.'d (X)'15) sh.:'>utng prom.inent 'testis like 
right f~(mad.. IT'h"i. A birrt had bef.!n sinj stl'Rl1~ ova-
rj.ectl')mized \$hen 6 days old £md toms kD led ttOO days 
later .. X ?5 
OVD . C"JViduct, HH(; . Hypel"troprlied ri r:h t gonad , n .. 
t'te~()rH~ph!'os, w'Q . \-'Jolffinn etuet. 
Th<;~ uI''ln:.n;eni tal sy ste~ 0f sintstr~dly ovat'ict::to:nt zed 
poulard (1 t"5?) \vhich {'lad. teen "nrariectomi.zed \:Jhen 3 
dn.y~ old tr\1'-'< trilled 222 da;ys lat.er. X 25 
AD . Adrenals, HI.G. Hyp~r.trophied 10ft fonaci , tUiG . 
Hyn()rt;r01"lhif~d l":i.ght r.;ona .:. , OVil .. Ovi.r1nct, tiD .. L}()lffian 
du(~t • 
146 
Pi f)ur~') ;~:? '" Cross S(;~~tJ.OI.1. t!:rout;h tr~.6' ~ G~·t ~wd. rl~'.ht h1n('rtr.O?h~G( 
··:o.~···,·lS -1- :- ·· ... rl·l.~:t,."'l]·! 1''Jal·,,,,··t('l'llZ''~d ~)(}'j'J~.''''1 ( LWll ), • 
...., .. (".~..... .. ,40 ...;.J. -.1 _..,~ ........L. ~ .. ' -</........, oJ... .,' i ". ,.. ........ ,4·... t. '........- ...) . ... 
'rtd S 1 ira .~!;)::: ,)vgricc t..0; .:1.,:;:.;ed. vh.en 2:' do,ys 01'.1 nna 
k~,.l·1.·? 'l 2.~;~ (l:)~rs l.r>tor. :r. ;'><, 
R. hi ght ~~onad, L. Left gonae . 
F'i.::',tll·,; 2.~J . r~, .. ["j l" ,·(>;'t:~i · I-:~''''') lr.-\' C'':Il, ·;···,t' j (.,'" ' .. 1, "'f' ,).,,,,. ,. .... )i.J.' , 
_ ' ~. 0\., ... ) ,:.;.I ..... '. ,f .. I ~/, •• .J. U), ', . ." I , .. ' J ~ i J.), ' .J< ... ,,~'i::; ,jJ ._~ "-
tro '-,ld'3d riLllt gonad s}:)\,m ttl fi.r:UJ·~ ;,;; . :~Ob) the 
·t~~ ,) 3 ::i "'1~, t:~. '"!e J1 C l,r i~ ;! .. trr·::ttl ,~~~~.~C 'b~r .~,,~) ~ ~:J. .. ~ .... t:: '(/~.: 
tis~"c s::rOi·,f' . x 5J5 
R 
FIGURE 22 
FIGURE 23 
. , 
j 
li""l ·-1rp. ..... 5 . L .~.,. :, r:.. • 
CI'OS~; S€~ct~ .. 0n thrr'juf:h thH hyportrophi ed ri~~dt gonad 
o f a poulnrd (!/363) ,\,lIh1ch ,;;;)S sinistrallj mrnrlee-
tomlzed tcltlC.'rl 16 d.~"yt; old o"ld }dl1t;':d 185 days J [.Iter • 
;~ot(~ th;\~ c()rds C()f!1 j ')()SeJ ;'yf eJ;:1.thol:tal c~~11 s (';C) , 
t ff"t 1 flfjen · c~r! s (FLG) a,ld cor ds ct)cltai. 11 ne DC'li;h 
thnse cell f! . AJ 5") .1otE t'r.c fihr0us t'u.nt ca albuginea 
('r A.) ~md ,: nfil troted oasses 0f 1}'flI3}ha tic tiss"e 
(1 el .... ) ., ""10 "I • A~. 
Cross sectj. on thr()'U~:h the rl,ght gonad:)f a pcn..J.lr.:jrd 
( I. 410) "lldei had hoen stnistral1J <.:' v aI"j,ecto'!Ji~:ed 
when ?o {1nys 01d .wd .Killed 325 da;is Jnter. ',ntis is 
'me of tho caSES (af)")T')xh1tltely 20';: ) in '"hlch no 0.1' 
very ltttle hypertro~hy of th0 righ t gonad v~s 
n:;.1;:1 cfld SUb;';iG't'fUent to tb~'· oper;1tic::n . A 550 
"C' -. .t t' 'I' 1 1 J 't'I (. , -" t <, ' I 1J 1;' ' . ,~,',·l·;ne.LJ-,"3. cel, s, fi' ,,' . l'a L~(.!en ce .s . 
FIGURE 24 
FIr'TIRE 2S 
Flgnre 26 . Cross secti>.'"},l thr'J'Jgr. tlH,]> elot.-tcal glnn'J of' ;m ;:J.dult 
Lr8edi~1~~ '~nJ.t. . f~ote t-~(" tl~:t.t:5 {';1' S2(:I~-~t·)x·J t~ .. 1..2~l .. \.t; 
nnd the b avy 'insculntuI'f' oV~ll'1;y1M~ them . X 11 
'" ...• , ~" (' t. •• •• ·.A' .. ' 1 ',t'Ul' e t.... • .,l..!Ut.i. .... , .l~ • .:.~J\...~:>\o.y-l~ , • 
Fip,i,l.re 2'1 . Cross s(~cti()tl t~ri'["~l~)l !;L~.! ... l~(;I"l t;lf,t\u of ;1 ,h11.-Lla.l·C: 
C ~+58) ",klch ';8.S si1'15.straJ, y ovar i(,~ct'::H:1i?ed \Jhen 4 
'1" l" . t ' ",1,· j.~ ,. _ - , '." l .. !::- " - .. -+ ~ ~ 'I .' ~._t.t~;" O....t..--. , ... '1-" _~.1.~,1 J.\:\...: .l. ",,) .. I.; ~ i.~ . .,\t.-~-:;l..t . 'I,.'be ~~;.1.e: .l l1'(~ 
fl1trnti r':n . .')1' lyw:::,ll:)iJ tL' S1le in'to tho n.!'e~ r)f the 
dq;\.l''!..<H'('i1.od L'~~,t1d:; . 'nlt-~ II.U:.>Cfll;':,1.u": ;'u $.(1",' .f\;v:: ~' 
devel;-ucd. :tn (!I)ntrtlst t'J t1H nOTlnal (I j.g . 26) . K 16 
. II 
FIGURE 26 
II 
I 
I 
1 
x 0.5 
Flglu'e 30. rr\fI.)'~~e01~ o1d chick (#356). The fir~t juvoniln r~lumage 
:-l...l.; ..:l·ji'~]a~·,',d ,1Xt!(_,}t Ott h'::.a\1, fltvl vC;ltrnl :;;1;]':J or tilC1 
body. X 0.5 
!):>:uard -: ))6 (Fig. 30) . Ten ,1uys after OVtU'· "'·ctomy . 
'"i"~,,' ~ '1,)1 r 1 -"." ,~ .. ,~", o,c.-"",,' \ r)v"~''''i~ "'tC)f,,<t "''''''\''''~'-l 11j J",,;C'.! 
. 1...* ,"", : ... _,' '.J~J... ~.,)J... '" .'">v.i, t:.-J~v I. ~\.A! I,;.! ..... _ . "".JJ..")'\i:;it,l \;1.\ ;o.,,;',,! .... '~ t .(.,,'l,..,; ~ 
010 \\!nilc trlo I"'ledj an Dr0 .. ~:)f th~ hretlstwHS ot:U,l 
.. "'¥, ,,'" ." -'! . • ~ I l1 " ') ',I'" +"" " ','-. ~.~. ("(') l"\ \''',1'' ') f'1 '"" ',' '-'' ''', '~);' Ovt),-~ ..... -.J tI.~ .... \-<1;. ~\,.\.v./. \,.l, .... 'f",( .it;.;:.\...\.il\ ... ·;,. I ~ :\'\.,(,,,, .. " "' ... ~)\.,~, .... "',.- ... )1_ " y. 
ricct(')ny d:td 'nt ~11ter t:lEl 'ior~tH:ll d(.rlJcloi),,1~~nt. of.' ttl 0 
d-:) f:, tod fC,)H'01'f. ''1:~' t':~1 ,':r-t .j tlV :r,JJ(:- :lhn~!gB 1)1' tll$ 
~~9~~! a~3J . X q.5 
ISn 
FlnURE 2~ FIGTJRF 29 
FIGiffiE )0 FIGUTIE 31 
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, 
PI.t:rE 16 
Figura J2 . ~~!j:rmnl mell." (lc?O da~· S 01'1) tn ?ll',:] juvenile:: i)Y' the 
.sU.11mer r'''.'t·jiiD); .. :;; (h:J tL ,:;j,:'I_ :: ,1 eD. t, i Cd JJ.. 'ji) \. H "'.he ~;!!i .... 
fDl''1'1 1iuff~' hr(~a~t i f:,tlI0r.:' :;;~Id i;h\~' 0l'P Ol" Jest?; (m~­
fD:C)'~ ci.'1naT~im "':olored t.In:r)et . X' 0. 5 
1'j ,,', ', ' .. ~ rl\:'~' ,'" {~ 1') ~ .... ~;urq j.).. "'~{ir)·';.tt t '1(J J ... (} \ C'U l..t c..~'~:i ~.)..!- Ct J ~.rl 1!J..L. t'l t. L~r' ;i,J, tlM~~ L' f·). ~.1 () 't~ e 
the dark wide stri~e under the throat. Such stripes 
ft'r'~/'lW';'1tly occur ft:l,: U t'" chcr,.ct+.:n':i ~,tj c ~)f tL/.~ 
\~i r: t ~~:r I) 1. 1.l.. : f:.:. ~ : e • y~ () . 5' 
-
I FIGL'HE 32 
;1 
Figure 35 . 
~'~Ol"lil(,il J.'en!le (120 dr. /r. 'Old) in sClc.:md j'l.nrent 'b,~ :lum-
age . i"ote the prtle grH.yish cr!:"Hr'l throat fe','t,:'h.1rs 
wi. th hl~'i 0 1:, ~~11:~r Ilne do!wen<1:l ng onto edg r;.. of t.hrO<'iit . 
'I'tlB ')rerJ:--;t; f":'8thers arf~ ~:ray1.'3h CJ"e',l" '11th h1act{ dots . 
'< 0. 5 
~nrffin] layin~ feM&le (J25 days old). The fe~t~Grs arE 
id0ntlcal I"vltb thOSH sho~'!r! In ficuro 3l~ ~l~.nCf! thHre is 
no ciloru,.tor:i.stic dif'fl rence In the ;,;-1u1 t fer.,!..ile nlun ... 
aee and the 2nd j uvenil <~ i\male 01. u.mq:;e " n"uev":!', 
noto the co~'\ f't::!rati "ely nr('lr'li.nAnt bltld~ abts ''In a 
wJ.rler f.rreo of the breD.t:t fe,otl1t:!rs. X 0. 5 
FIGURE 34 
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FIGURE 33 
FIGURE 35 
r'ouh;rd i:40 ty. This bird "laS .,i!'listrf,l1.y QVf.1.rie'cto -
m:L~e:: ~Jht3n 2tr ::lays {)ld ,\*1 tlit:-1 Ult,)togra ph .;/nS ta::.en 
.. " , r )C" ~ l'. t' .......... ""t t' al J.n Fen'en , r_dl) ;Jays &.1. \.:cr I.,e (,)r'leT()1;lun . ·'l~ , r.~ .nE ~le 
type breast feathers and tae u~11forMlur~ish throa t 
feathers . X 0. 5 
F j.f.l.Ul'O 27 . Pcmlard ,: 451. This lirJ W{l~ slnistrvlly ov~ rleeto ... 
mized \.Ihen ~?~.~ dajls (>ld and tn~ photoeraph we.s tf1~;:en 
in hpr:i.l) 303 days ~Jftm~ the O1:'lerati:m. The br east 
f eatl1cl"G 01'1} H uni.i.'.Jr!U huff eo1.·)..(" [tS j.n pc,YtJJ.ard i;'404, 
ligure 39 . 
( T:' .! '" '6,' h"· 4.J'·, .... +l'r .... '· ... · ·~l··~us ~>l·,:~ "'t-'·ra· ·tf,-"..··'-t'1·" .... J..1:;,, - -' .J\A.\f -!.,. ~~ v·, Vdh ~h/u,f t."",J".,s .h.J. '"'" ,""Ajlo.~' ,... 
m!'lnt")i.:"ll~.1.· rrtri ,J€. t rn:L.. pouJ_al"~~ Lud not reacquired 
any fer~t"lc fe3thnrs ·:.'r1.,)r to thts rer"tod . X 0. 5 
P')ulurd:· 3,J4 . ':.i:his bird \'ms s:inist:r:::t:l1y ovari.Hct o-
1l1iredHhen 5 "k.ys old and. thG rhot()gr~;.}h waf:} t.Ui.'an 
in Jl.l1y, 455 dnys after thH oner~t1on. Nota the 
dnt{~{; i l 're,'!<' t h·3t~.eri, ~n :: .1(LtC&t:l.:)H tb,,:t the~-;e 
fe~.; 1:hE'I',;'J "4.:~,ve l'eveI·ted . X 0. 5 
1.>~) 'l;'~r·(" . h50 J .. t. .f.~i,;l. J. I"" • Thi.s hird 'i'.II~S sinintrftlJy ovn:riecto-
~ni2ed \"hen 20 d"'~fS oJ '1 b:~,1 the y}hoto(:"rD. ph .... me ta.i"(XI. 
in July , 375 dnys "fter ~)varlcctomy.. Like ,f374 
(F'lg. Jt) tbi:3 £11 so Sfl()vJS r(,'vertion. ')i fefJtllers in 
the breast ar0R . The reo thors under the throat, 
11-J\>:ovor , rf'nWil~ niBIL like . X 0 . :; 
-
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F:i.i~1:U"'''";~ 4{). Cabon i1393. This hird i<Jr\S bilfltm:-ally o:rchlncto;~1zed 
'."l"''''r' .,(~ ,1~,~'''' ..... J(~ ~,·n.:! ... ·t· A ·'+l,...t·"(O"rr.",l~ 1.,'°"" t,,1 ''''''1 ~l'l 
'Ji_t"i.J .. .t J.\..; ~ \f:'::'.J'';;::; ',/~~.\ cl it \~!.\;': ,i}' l_} ""'ei {! l(Ll ,,><;C'J,:;::t 'C~z: ... 'C'!i • .:~ ... , 
'M8!'ch, 276 days nfter t.he ')'l.mr:).tiO!1. Note the uni-
form l;yu.fr colored breast feathQ?)rs And the c::i.nnamon 
colo!'0d t.hrotlt fen thers s1.milor to thot~e of a n,n:'l!'lal 
ma1,e. :.\ 0 .. 5 
figure lj·l. Ca'10n 428. This blrd 1,..1::11.9 (yy.iDlet~:lr Ci::Ud:rf1.1.ed '\tJhen 
32 dfJy~3 oJ d Bnd the photograph WDS talH:B ~.n 14urch, 
310 days .ttftcar tho or;€rat1on.T.h~ brc(tst l;H1d trr}'oat 
f':)f) ther~l did no t change; aG a result of the orclJj, ec-
tomy. £Jote the faj nt rnent:)gular buno lmd~,fr the 
throat. X 0 .. 5 
FIGURE 41 
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